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On the (In)security of Service APIs

Martin Hristov Georgiev, Ph.D.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2015
Supervisor: Vitaly Shmatikov

Today’s systems abstract the implementation details of common services
such as secure client-server communication, access to native device resources (e.g.
camera), access to cloud-stored files and folders, etc. by exposing a set of application programming interfaces (service APIs) to applications and software packages.
In this dissertation, we analyze service APIs exposed by modern systems
across all layers of the software stack and demonstrate that they are too complex
for developers to understand and use correctly. Instead of providing high-level abstractions such as authorization and authentication, they provide low-level details
such as callbacks, options and flags. As a result, service APIs used in securitycritical software often end up being misconfigured and exposing sensitive users’
data to botnet, Web and network attackers.
To demonstrate the pervasiveness of the problem, we perform the first systematic analysis of insecure usage of service APIs in modern software developed
and maintained by both individual developers and large software companies.
vii

First, we analyze the perils and pitfalls of low-level service APIs for establishing secure network channels. SSL/TLS (Secure Sockets Layer/Transport Layer
Security) is currently the de facto standard for secure Internet communication; its
security against active network attackers depends on properly validating server
certificates at connection establishment. Unfortunately, our analysis shows that
SSL/TLS APIs are often poorly understood and used. As a consequence, server
certificate validation is completely broken in many security-critical applications and
libraries, and thus exposes users’ data to network attackers.
Second, we study the software stack employed by modern hybrid applications. Hybrid apps combine the features of Web apps and “native” apps. Like Web
apps, they are implemented in platform-independent languages such as HTML5
and JavaScript. Like native apps, they have direct access to local device resources
such as file system and camera. We demonstrate that the frameworks on top of
which hybrid apps are developed do not properly compose the access-control policies governing the Web half and the local half of the app. The Web half runs in a
browser instance, created by the framework at application initialization time, and
is confined by the browser’s same origin policy. The local half is governed by the
access-control policy of the operating system. Unfortunately, improper composition of the two types of access-control policies at the framework layer effectively
subjects the applications to “fracking” attacks—foreign-origin Web content (e.g.,
ads) included into hybrid apps can drill through the layers of the software stack and
steal user’s contacts list, text messages, photos, etc.

viii

Third, we analyze service APIs exposed by today’s Web-based application
platforms. This new class of platforms provide browser-like runtime environments
to support Web-based applications. Such apps run outside the traditional Web
browser and enjoy direct access to native objects such as files and GPS. However,
unlike the service APIs exposed by hybrid frameworks, this category of service
APIs is exposed by the platforms themselves, effectively eroding the distinction between desktop, mobile, and Web-based software. Unfortunately, we demonstrate
that the access-control models used by Web-based application platforms are inadequate. As a result, when applications request access to sensitive resources for their
own code, they unintentionally enable it for untrusted third-party code, too.
Fourth, we study server-side service APIs exposed by some of today’s cloud
services and demonstrate that many of them are vulnerable to scanning and thus leak
users’ data. For example, we show that cloud storage providers that allow users to
share files and folders via short URLs and support APIs for easy account traversal
end up exposing their users to large-scale privacy and security breaches.
To address the vulnerabilities plaguing today’s service APIs, we suggest that
new principled service APIs be designed, implemented and deployed at all levels
of the software stack. Unlike the old APIs, the new service APIs must provide simple interfaces through which developers can easily specify their high-level security
objectives such as confidentiality and authentication.
In this dissertation, we implement two new principled mechanisms for enforcing security in service APIs used by Web code of modern hybrid and Web-based

ix

apps. We also provide recommendations for improving the security of SSL/TLS
APIs and APIs for managing cloud-stored files.
Our first prototype system is called N O F RAK. It introduces a new technique
for protecting native-access APIs in hybrid apps from “fracking” attacks. N O F RAK
is platform-independent and requires no changes to the code of existing apps.
Our second system is P OWER G ATE. In its core, P OWER G ATE is a new
access-control mechanism for protecting APIs to native objects in Web-based applications from unauthorized access. P OWER G ATE enables application developers
to write well-defined access-control policies with explicit principals such as “application’s own local code” and “third-party Web code”.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The complexity of software has been steadily increasing over the years. The
first version of UNIX had about 4,200 lines of code in its core and less than 10,000
lines of code overall [20]. Its application programming interface (API) consisted of
34 low-lever routines. When ran, it occupied 16 KB of main memory. In contrast,
today’s Android contains over 12 million lines of code [6] and provides an extensive API. Android Lollipop, released in November 2014, introduced over 5,000
new APIs alone [5]. The average mobile app nowadays has about 50,000 lines of
code [13] and occupies about 5 MB of memory [121].
Software providing security-sensitive services is becoming ubiquitous, too.
Initially found only on mainframes, nowadays security-sensitive software is part
of any modern machinery: from smartwatches and baby monitors to cars and airplanes. The number of software packages available to users has also increased over
the years. For instance, Apple’s App Store was released in July 2008, followed
by the release of Google’s Play Store in October 2008. Since then, the Play Store
has accumulated over 1.5 million apps [12] with over 50 billion installs reported
in 2014 alone [4]. The App Store trails with 1.4 million apps and a cumulative in-
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stall count of 75 billions [59]. Other app markets like Amazon, Windows Store and
BlackBerry are also available and contain a large number of apps, too [14].
Most modern software does not run in isolation. To provide its core services
and fulfill its business model, it may often interact both with other software packages installed on the local system and with one or more servers over the Internet.
In this layout, some of the communicating parties may be trusted, others untrusted.
Ensuring the security of the app and its data is critical for protecting the user online.
For instance, a cloud storage app installed on a mobile device monitors the user’s
local repository in order to sync up local file changes to the cloud. Simultaneously,
the app receives notifications from the cloud when a remote file has changed and
needs to be synced locally. The cloud storage app trusts its remote server, but it
does not trust the network. It may also not trust other locally installed apps which
may want to obtain unrestricted access to the user’s local repository. Similarly, a
gaming app may communicate with developer’s server to fetch new game levels and
back up user’s progress through the game. It may also fetch and display advertisements from advertisers via ad brokers in order to generate revenue for the developer.
While the user may trust the app developer and all the code the app fetches from
the developer’s server, neither the user, nor the developer trusts third-party code
providers such as the advertisers. Those are determined dynamically, largely based
on who paid the most for the individual ad placement.
In today’s fast-paced world of software development, developers almost
never build software from scratch. Most modern software has diverse functionality and building it from the ground up without the help of already available tools
2

would be prohibitively slow. To this end, today’s developers use readily available
library, platform, and server-side APIs to implement most of the standard services
required by their apps.
From the point of view of an application’s software stack, each library provides a service API to the layer above it. Each library also comes with a list of
requirements and assumptions about the layer below it. Consequently, the correct
composition of all APIs in the application’s software stack is critical for the security
of the final product.
Unfortunately, most developers do not have formal security training. While
they do have a high-level idea of what security guarantees they want to achieve
in their apps, they do not necessarily understand the low-level details that go into
the implementations of individual security properties. Hence, the misalignment
between what developers think service APIs provide to them and what they actually
provide to developers is a major fault line in the security of modern software.

1.1

Threat Model
The adversarial model assumed in this dissertation is one where the user’s

device and operating system are trusted. Each application runs in a sandboxed environment governed by a set of fine-grained permissions, and communicates with
the OS and other applications installed on the device via a set of APIs. All applications installed on the device are benign, though they may have various design and
implementation bugs. However, third-party code included into the applications in
the form of syndicated advertisements may be malicious. We also consider network
3

attackers who may have unrestricted access to the network and thus be able to trick
the user into connecting to an attacker-controlled server. Lastly, we assume the
presence of botnet attackers who may deploy hundreds of clients and orchestrate
them to perform distributed scans of the Web in an effort to test (and exploit the
lack of) security protections employed by software systems.
In our threat model, we assume that all attackers can gain access to publicly
available documentation describing the design and implementation of the targeted
applications and systems. In some cases, our attackers may also be able to examine
the software’s source code or the results of its decompilation, but are otherwise
unable to modify it to their advantage in the context of the targeted user.
Next, we provide a detailed description of the specific capabilities each class
of attackers has in our adversarial model.
Malicious third-party code.

More than half of the free applications currently

distributed via the app stores have advertising-supported business model [11, 56].
To this end, application developers often integrate code from ad brokers to fetch
and display advertisements in their applications. While the developers and the users
may trust the ad brokers, neither the developers, nor the users, nor the ad brokers
trust the advertisers. Thus, by design, ad brokers confine all third-party ad code into
iframes where it is sandboxed by the browser’s same origin policy.
Since the origin of advertisements is often determined dynamically, e.g., via
a real-time auction conducted by the ad broker, we assume that any advertiser can
trick a legitimate app into including its ads. Thus, under our adversarial model,
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advertisements may try to leverage all APIs available to them in order to collect
user-specific information for the purpose of tracking, user targeting, etc. Advertisements may also be downright malicious and attempt to steal user’s local data such
as contacts list, text messages, photos, login credentials for online services, etc.
Network attackers.

We assume that the network over which applications and

services communicate is insecure. A network attacker may control network routers
or switches, Wi-Fi access points, and/or DNS. The attacker may also control one
or more servers and possess valid SSL/TLS certificates for their domain names.
However, he does not have access to the private keys of legitimate servers, does not
control any certificate authorities, and cannot forge certificates. Nonetheless, when
a client attempts to connect to a legitimate service, the network attacker may be able
to trick it (e.g., through DNS poisoning) into connecting to an attacker-controlled
server.
Botnet attackers.

Botnet attackers control multiple clients and have the ability

to scale up or down their computing infrastructure on demand (e.g., via managing
Amazon EC2, Microsoft Azure, etc. instances). They can orchestrate all of their
clients to perform large-scale distributed scans of the Web in an effort to discover
and exploit vulnerable systems. When targeting individual Web services (e.g., URL
shorteners, cloud storage providers, etc.), botnet attackers can deploy hundreds of
machines and instruct them to perform exhaustive, distributed crawls of the victim
service’s database by querying its publicly available service APIs.
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Next, we look at the architecture of modern software applications and present
the set of security challenges developers face at each layer of the software stack.

1.2

Architecture of modern software applications

Figure 1.1: Composition of libraries in modern applications’ software stack.

Modern software is feature rich. Applications often have access to the file
system, location, camera, contacts, etc. For instance, consider a cloud storage application. To enable the user to record audio/video and tag the generated content with
the location information where the action took place, it interacts with the device’s
camera, microphone, and GPS components. To be able to sync the audio/video file
with the user’s cloud storage account, it needs to be able to turn on the Wi-Fi, if
disabled, and transmit the data to the cloud storage’s server. To this end, such an
6

application often incorporates several libraries providing service APIs to interact
with the device’s components, establish network connections, communicate with
cloud services, etc. Figure 1.1 shows the composition of libraries in the software
stack of today’s applications.
Since systems are not designed for any one specific application to be built
on top of them, each system supports a very large application programming interface. The objective is to be flexible and accommodate both a large base of current
functionality, and also provide a framework for future development. Hence, from
application developers’ perspective, what’s important is that whenever they need to
integrate a service into their applications, they have to successfully navigate through
and utilize its cobweb of APIs.
Next, we discuss service APIs exposed by today’s systems in the context of
client-side and server-side software.
1.2.1

Client-side service APIs
Client-side APIs represent a collection of application programming inter-

faces exposed to local applications. Service APIs in client-side software provide
abstractions for accessing local hardware components such as camera and microphone, system resources such as contacts lists and photos, network endpoints such
as Web sockets and native sockets, etc.
In the next subsections, we differentiate client-side service APIs into three
categories, depending on the layer of the software stack where they are most commonly used.
7

1.2.1.1

Low-level service APIs
Low-level service APIs are used to abstract the computation, composition,

parsing and management of low-level abstractions such as network frames, clientserver sessions, etc. and for the most part are oblivious of high-level abstractions
(e.g., communication protocols such as HTTPS) built on top. These APIs are built
with great flexibility in mind so that they can satisfy a large set of use cases. To
this end, they expose many flags, functions, function callbacks, options, etc. which
provide their consumer direct control over the library’s internals. As a consequence,
low-level service APIs are very powerful and efficient.
One major category of low-level service APIs is APIs for secure network
protocols. Such APIs have an important role in ensuring the security of today’s
software. For instance, most modern applications that communicate with remote
servers are concerned with protecting users’ security and privacy. Thus, they need
to establish secure and authenticated channels between themselves and the communicating servers. SSL/TLS (Secure Sockets Layer/Transport Layer Security) is
currently the de facto standard for secure communication on the Internet. It provides end-to-end security by leveraging modern cryptography. However, security of
SSL/TLS connections against active network attackers depends on correctly validating server certificates. Unfortunately, the SSL/TLS protocol stack is quite complex
to implement correctly even by security experts. Thus, most application developers do not implement the protocol on their own. Instead, they integrate established
SSL/TLS libraries into their application’s software stack and leverage the respective
library’s low-level service APIs to connect to servers, validate servers’ certificates,
8

Figure 1.2: Composition of low-level libraries.

etc. Figure 1.2 shows the composition of libraries providing low-level service APIs
in the application’s software stack.
In this dissertation, we perform a detailed analysis of low-level service APIs
for SSL/TLS connection establishment in non-browser software. We focus on applications and software packages supported on the Linux, Windows, Android, and
iOS operating systems. We use both black-box and white-box testing to discover
logic errors in the respective library APIs. As a consequence, we demonstrate that
when presented with self-signed and third-party certificates many security-critical
applications and libraries responsible for managing payment systems, cloud storage
instances, etc. establish SSL/TLS connections and send their secrets to a man-inthe-middle attacker. This is the exact attack that SSL/TLS intends to protect against.
We find that the root cause of most of the vulnerabilities is the terrible design
of the APIs to the underlying security libraries. Instead of exposing high-level security properties (e.g., authentication) to software developers, they expose low-level
details (e.g., flags, parameters, etc.) of the SSL/TLS protocol. As a consequence,
developers often misinterpret and misunderstand their semantics and thus cause the
complete failure of the promised security guarantees.
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To address the identified SSL/TLS vulnerabilities in current software, we
present to library and application developers several recommendations informed by
our analyses of today’s SSL/TLS APIs. We provide further details on insecure usage of low-level service APIs for SSL/TLS connection establishment in Chapter 2.
1.2.1.2

Service APIs in the middleware
Service APIs in the middle layer of the software stack are used to abstract

the implementation details of network protocols such as HTTP(S), access to hardware components such as camera and microphone, access to system resources such
as contacts lists and text messages, etc. Figure 1.3 shows the composition of middleware libraries in applications’ software stack.

Figure 1.3: Composition of middleware libraries.

Most modern mobile applications require access to local device and system
resources to implement core services. They also communicate with remote servers
to fetch/update user’s local/remote content, fetch and display advertisements, etc.
To satisfy such requirements and speed up application development, developers
often integrate middleware libraries/frameworks into their applications.
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From the viewpoint of the client software, in addition to providing protocol
and device resource abstractions, middleware libraries are also often responsible
for enforcing privilege separation and taking access-control decisions within their
APIs. To this end, if the library can receive API calls from multiple principals, then
it is expected to be able to correctly identify the invoking principal and apply the
proper access-control policy.
For example, consider a hybrid app, a type of a mobile app, built on top
of a hybrid application development framework. Such an app is built in HTML5
and JavaScript (like a Web app), yet has access to device’s resources (like a native
app). To this end, the framework provides an embedded Web browser that executes
the app’s Web code. It also equips the embedded browser with “bridges” that allow the app’s Web code to escape the browser object and access device’s camera,
microphone, etc. In this app, Web content is governed by browser’s same origin
policy, where the origin of the content is defined by its protocol (HTTP or HTTPS),
domain, and port number. However, access to local resources is governed by the
OS’s discretionary access-control policy (e.g., user-granted permissions). Thus, to
ensure the security of the application, and that of user’s data, the framework must
carefully compose these two access-control policies.
Unfortunately, libraries in the middle layer of the software stack often need
to take access-control decisions based on incomplete access-control information.
Moreover, in many cases, the middleware cannot afford to ask the user for permission and must solely rely on programmatic defenses. Thus, security of middleware
libraries relies on the correct composition of the low-level service APIs the libraries
11

are built on top of, the resource and protocol abstractions provided by the libraries
themselves, and the application layer’s access-control semantics. As a consequence,
access-control mistakes occurring at this layer are effectively hidden deep inside
implementation details, above the low-level APIs, but below the application layer,
making the problem hard to locate and repair.
In this dissertation, we study the software stack created by hybrid application development frameworks and demonstrate that it does not correctly compose
the same origin policy and the local access-control policy governing the Web half
and the local half of hybrid apps. As a consequence, we show that untrusted Web
content can drill through the layers of the stack and reach local resources on the device, thus gaining the ability to steal user’s contacts, write into the device’s external
storage, etc. We then analyze the defenses that hybrid frameworks deploy against
such attacks and show that they are ineffectual. The root cause of the vulnerabilities
are conceptual mistakes, implementation bugs, and architectural issues in embedded browsers that limit the visibility of the framework’s local half into Web code
inside the browser. Lastly, we preset a large-scale survey of such vulnerabilities in
today’s mobile apps by analyzing tens of thousands of Android apps. We discuss
further details of vulnerabilities in mobile application development frameworks in
Chapter 3.
1.2.1.3

Service APIs in the application layer
Modern Web browsers support service APIs in the application layer in the

form of native plug-in APIs (NPAPI), portable native client APIs (PPAPI), W3C
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Figure 1.4: Service APIs in the application layer.

APIs, and HTML5 APIs. Most recently, Mozilla Foundation pioneered a WebAPI [79] specification, and the W3C formed a System Applications Working Group
aiming to “define a runtime environment, security model, and associated APIs for
building Web applications with comparable capabilities to native applications” [114].
This new class of applications is known as Web-based system applications. They
run outside the traditional Web browser and enjoy direct access to native objects
such as files and GPS. However, unlike hybrid apps, these apps rely on service APIs
exposed by the platforms themselves, not on service APIs exposed by third-party li-
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braries. Early supporters of this new class of applications and associated application
layer service APIs include platforms like Ubuntu, Windows and Google Chrome.
Service APIs in the application layer (see Figure 1.4) offer an attractive
vision for the development of “Open Web Apps” [86], as these apps are platformindependent, yet have native-like access to device objects. Unfortunately, service
APIs exposed to the application layer also face a unique set of challenges: (1) different platforms have different implementations of the security mechanisms integrated
into the APIs and thus ensuring cross-platform consistency is non-trivial; (2) the
platform must correctly distinguish native object invocations made by the application’s own code from those made by third-party code included into the application.
For example, consider an Open Web App created from a conventional Web
application that combines its own content with untrusted third-party code (e.g., ads).
When the application requests access to native objects for its own code, and the user
authorizes the request, the platform becomes solely responsible for distinguishing
native object access requests made by different code principals that are part of the
application. Thus, security of today’s service APIs in the application layer effectively relies on application’s runtime correctly composing platform’s access-control
model (e.g., user permissions) and application’s access-control semantics, and enforcing proper privilege separation between different code principals within apps.
To understand how current Web-based system application platforms implement their service APIs, we analyze the security models of Ubuntu, Windows,
Google Chrome and Firefox OS in Chapter 4. We show that these platforms have
different access-control semantics for native objects. As a result, applications built
14

on one platform cannot run on another, despite being implemented in platformindependent Web languages.
Moreover, we find that the access-control policies in current Web-based system application platforms are expressed in terms of system components. Thus,
native-access capabilities are granted not to application per se but to specific browser
instances the platforms use to execute application’s code. Unfortunately, such security policies do not map naturally onto the applications’ privilege separation requirements and thus often lead to unintentional delegation of native-access rights.
As a consequence, we demonstrate several security vulnerabilities on the existing platforms. For example, a malicious iframe included into an Ubuntu HTML5
app can use the privileges of the browser’s main frame to steal the user’s authentication credentials for online services. Similarly, a malicious iframe in a Windows app
can get unfettered access to geolocation. In Google Chrome messages sent by the
app’s local code to the app’s Web code can be intercepted by malicious third-party
content, thereby enabling content injection attacks.
In Chapter 4, we present further security considerations of application layer
service APIs supported by modern Web-based system application platforms. We
also propose a novel approach for addressing this new class of security vulnerabilities.
1.2.2

Server-side service APIs
Server-side service APIs are application programming interfaces exposed

by Web server endpoints and used to provide Web services such as cloud storage,
15

Figure 1.5: Server-side service APIs.

Web-based maps, on-demand computing resource allocation, etc. as shown in Figure 1.5. Such APIs are widely used by today’s mobile, desktop, embedded devices,
etc. applications seeking to achieve tight integration with the cloud in an effort to
keep all user data accessible to its owner and his or her collaborators at any moment
from any type of device. Currently, two of the most widely used architectures for
providing server-side service APIs are SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) and
REST (REpresentational State Transfer).
From the viewpoint of the client software, server-side service APIs can be
thought of as remote procedure call (RPC) interfaces. Most client-side software
using such APIs integrate SOAP- or REST-based Web services middleware into
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their software stack so that they can easily marshal and unmarshal arguments of
RPC calls exchanged with the Web service.
From the viewpoint of the Web service exposing service APIs, one of the
key challenges is to ensure the security of users’ data, yet maintain its availability. Since Web services are often subjected to attacks from malicious third parties
trying to steal legitimate users’ data, each service’s implementation defines what
users can and cannot do in the context of client-server sessions. Additionally, Web
services draw strict boundaries between individual users within the system and try
to enforce security protections across all security-sensitive APIs. To this end, many
Web services require client authentication and/or set per-client rate-limits. Thus,
the security of the Web service and users’ data stored in it depends on the proper
protection and composition of all server-side service APIs.
In Chapter 5, we study two instances of server-side service APIs: 1) service
APIs providing URL shortening, and 2) service APIs enabling traversal of users’
cloud storage accounts and thus facilitating the discovery and management of documents stored in the cloud. We also analyze how some of today’s cloud storage
providers compose these two sets of APIs in an effort to help users share links to
their online documents via instant messages, email, etc.
First, we observe that the URLs created by some URL shortening services
are so short that the entire space of possible URLs is relatively easy to enumerate
or at least sample on a large scale. We then experimentally demonstrate that such
enumeration is feasible.
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Second, we show that some service APIs for accessing cloud-stored files,
retrieving user-specific or resource-specific metadata, and automatic synchronization of files and folders between personal devices and cloud storage have significant
access-control vulnerabilities. For instance, we demonstrate that due to the lack of
proper API protections, we can successfully access many shared documents in the
cloud by carefully re-writing the URL of a single shared document we have access
to.
Third, we demonstrate that the combination of server-side service APIs for
URL shortening and APIs for programmatic traversal of cloud storage accounts
creates major privacy and security issues in some of today’s cloud storage providers.
To address the identified problems, we provide several recommendations to
both URL shortening services and cloud storage providers.

1.3

Towards principled service APIs
In this dissertation, we demonstrate that many security vulnerabilities present

in today’s software are due to badly designed and implemented service APIs. The
interfaces most systems expose to developers are too complex to understand and use
correctly. Instead of expressing high-level security properties such as authorization,
authentication, confidentiality, etc., most service APIs expose low-level details of
the underlying protocols and security mechanisms. It comes to nobody’s surprise
that developers often fail to properly configure these APIs in their software and thus
cause the complete failure of the promised security guarantees.
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A key insight of our work is that the only way to address all vulnerabilities caused by the ad hoc design and implementation of today’s service APIs is to
design, implement and deploy new principled service APIs across all layers of the
software stack.
Next, we discuss several challenges that platform and library developers
must overcome at different stages of the software life cycle in order to accomplish
this goal.
1.3.1

Design
What application developers want when they develop applications is to be

able to express concisely a set of security properties (e.g., “secure and authenticated
channel”) they would like to enforce in their software. Unfortunately, none of the
libraries available today can understand and fulfill such security “requirements”.
To improve the current status quo, new service APIs must be designed with
high-level abstractions in mind and must be able to accommodate the true security needs of developers. They must not require application developer to configure
default security settings in order to provide the promised security guarantees. If
a security property is requested, it must be consistently enforced throughout the
application. Even in cases where providing high degree of flexibility is desirable,
and thus developer-controlled parameters and options are unavoidable, they must
make it hard for application developers to unintentionally override security-critical
settings and thereby break the security of their applications (see Chapter 2, Section 2.4.2).
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Additionally, service APIs must express and enforce the desired security
properties in terms of concrete objects and access-control principals (see Chapter 4).
They must also be explicit about the set of security properties they provide, as
well as clearly express the set of assumptions they work under. This would inform
application developers not to use unsafe APIs when security is important for their
applications’ data. (see Chapter 2, Section 2.9).
Lastly, service APIs must provide consistent error reporting. Violations of
security properties must not be silently skipped or signaled through obscure error
flags which often end up being overlooked by application developers (see Chapter 2,
Section 2.4.1). Instead, they should raise a runtime exception and/or inform the
application about the specific security risks at hand.
1.3.2

Implementation
Attacks and attack vectors on service APIs are constantly evolving. Envi-

sioning all possible attack vectors and implementing proper defenses against them
is non-trivial. Nonetheless, developers must follow guidelines to ensure high code
quality and minimize attack surface when developing library and platform APIs.
Next, we provide several recommendations informed by our analysis of the pitfalls
of today’s implementations of service APIs.
First, API developers must implement privilege separation between accesscontrol principals. If an inter-principal communication mechanism is supported
by the system, then such mechanism should define and enforce proper boundaries
between individual access-control principals, too.
20

Second, all security properties offered by the APIs must be implemented
as well-defined modules and pre-configured in safe states. Furthermore, enforcement of individual security properties must be based on the identity of the invoking
access-control principal and the respective access-control policy, not on the system
component where the code runs (e.g., shims, browser instances, runtime environments, etc.).
Third, security enforcement code must be generic in nature. It must correctly handle all security-violation checks applicable to the security property being
enforced, regardless of the invoking principal or context. Implementations must
also be aware of language-specific attack surfaces [8, 109, 123] and prevent unnecessary exposure [1]. However, developers must ensure that implementation details
do not impact the APIs’ design.
Fourth, implementations of service APIs assumed to handle security-sensitive
data must not allow unintentional downgrade of the promised security guarantees
(see Chapter 2, Section 2.7.8). Instead, they must block the connection and inform
the application developer accordingly.
1.3.3

Testing
The state of adversarial testing of today’s service APIs appears to be excep-

tionally poor. Many of the vulnerabilities plaguing their designs and implementations could have been easily discovered during development with proper unit and
regression testing.
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To this end, we argue that the newly developed principled service APIs
must be accompanied by fine-grained test cases ensuring that all security properties promised by their designs are correctly enforced in the corresponding implementations. While we do understand that the presence of many parameters and
options altering the behavior of the program could lead to exponential blow up of
the number of test cases, and thus hinder the complete verification of the APIs, we
believe that platform and library developers must at least verify the correctness of
all common use cases.
Additionally, developers should apply black-box and white-box testing [25],
and verify all “contracts” between the designs and the implementations of service
APIs.
1.3.4

Backward compatibility
In many instances, designing and implementing new principled service

APIs from the ground up, independent of all shortcomings associated with legacy
code, programming paradigms, etc. would be easier than patching the existing ones.
Moreover, this approach would allow the new APIs to benefit from simplified design and implementation, making their testing easier to perform. Unfortunately,
practice shows that this approach is not always effective.
For instance, consider the Apache HttpClient 4.* library discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.7.5. It is the result of a major architectural re-design of its predecessor—Apache HttpClient 3.*. However, in spite of its improved security, this
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version of the library is not used by much of legacy and even new software, due to
the lack of backward-compatible API support.
Thus, to be effective in patching the vulnerabilities plaguing today’s software applications, it is helpful for the new principled service APIs to be backward
compatible. To this end, they should not modify the interfaces through which existing applications interact with the underlying layers of the software stack. One
approach to solve this conundrum is to modify the internal implementation of the
respective API to use strong and widely adopted security mechanisms (e.g., same
origin policy in the browser, for browser-related security). We present the application of this approach in our capability-based defense system introduced in Chapter 3. Alternatively, the new APIs could use an internal compatibility interface to
interpret legacy API calls and translate them to calls to the new APIs. We demonstrate this technique in Chapter 4.

1.4

Contributions and impact
In this dissertation, we provide the first systematic study of service APIs

exposed by today’s systems. For each class of service API, we start by analyzing
the security properties it promises to provide. We then perform a comprehensive
analysis of its design and implementation, and evaluate how those are mapped to
the enforcement of the promised security properties.
Our second contribution is a large-scale study of insecure usage of service
APIs in modern applications and software packages. In Chapter 2, we study lowlevel APIs for SSL/TLS connection establishment. Such APIs are used in security23

critical applications responsible for managing payment systems, cloud instances,
etc. to ascertain the identity of the server the client communicates with and thus protect against active network attackers. Unfortunately, we demonstrate that insecure
usage of these APIs makes the affected applications vulnerable to the exact attack
that SSL/TLS is intended to protect against. In Chapter 3, we analyze native-access
APIs exposed by modern application development frameworks in the middle layer
of the software stack. Such APIs are used by the Web code of today’s hybrid apps,
a type of mobile apps, to obtain access to native device resources (e.g., camera). We
show that these APIs do not properly compose the same origin policy governing the
Web code and the OS access-control policy governing the local code of these apps.
As a consequence, the security of 1 in 40 Android applications is compromised, effectively allowing untrusted foreign-origin Web code to read users’ text messages,
photos, contacts lists, etc. In Chapter 4, we demonstrate that many interfaces (e.g.,
APIs for accessing authentication tokens, geolocation, etc.) supported at the application layer of Web-based application platforms are generically broken, and thus
affect all applications using them. Lastly, in Chapter 5, we show that cloud storage
services that combine the utility of short URLs with REST APIs for easy account
traversal end up exposing their users to large-scale privacy and security breaches.
The vulnerabilities presented in this dissertation have far-reaching effects.
They affect thousands of applications developed by both individual contributors
and large software companies. As a consequence, our work on low-level APIs
for SSL/TLS connection establishment (see Chapter 2) has been acknowledged by
both academia and industry. It was awarded the AT&T Best Applied Security Paper
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award for 2012, received over 100,000 downloads in the first year of publication,
and has had a dramatic impact on secure coding practices in industry. Additionally,
it has motivated or partially motivated over 120 research papers. Similarly, our
work on insecure usage of service APIs in the middle layer of the software stack
(see Chapter 3) has influenced how mobile application development frameworks are
developed. The security mechanism we propose in Chapter 3, Section 3.8 has been
integrated into Apache Cordova (versions 3.6.1+). As a result, it is currently being
used by high-profile applications such as ”Amazon India Shopping” and ”LINE:
Free Calls & Messages” on Android [3, 68], and is running on millions of devices
worldwide [90].
Our third contribution is the proposal of new high-level principled service
APIs capable of correctly enforcing the security properties modern systems promise
and developers already rely on.
In this dissertation, we provide recommendations for the development of
better APIs for SSL/TLS connection authentication and management of cloudstored files. We also present two novel approaches for design and implementation
of backward-compatible service APIs used by Web code of modern mobile applications. Our systems are platform independent, introduce negligible performance
overhead and are fully transparent to existing applications.
First, we introduce a simple capability-based defense system called N O F RAK.
Unlike prior defenses, N O F RAK is fine-grained and compatible with advertisingsupported hybrid apps. It does not block third-party content form being loaded into
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them. Instead, it ensures that unauthorized third-party content does not have access
to any private data.
Second, we design, implement, and evaluate a new access-control mechanism called P OWER G ATE. It ensures both security and inter-platform consistency
in Web-based system platforms by defining and correctly enforcing uniform accesscontrol semantics for all native objects (e.g., camera, geolocation, etc.). P OWER G ATE enables application developers to express access restrictions on native objects
in terms of explicit principals such as ”application’s own local code,” ”application’s
own remote code,” and ”third-party remote code.”
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Chapter 2
Validating SSL Certificates in Non-Browser Software

2.1

Introduction
Originally deployed in Web browsers, SSL1 has become the de facto stan-

dard for secure Internet communications. The main purpose of SSL is to provide
end-to-end security against an active, man-in-the-middle attacker. Even if the network is completely compromised—DNS is poisoned, access points and routers are
controlled by the adversary, etc.—SSL is intended to guarantee confidentiality, authenticity, and integrity for communications between the client and the server.
Authenticating the server is a critical part of SSL connection establishment.2
This authentication takes place during the SSL handshake, when the server presents
its public-key certificate. In order for the SSL connection to be secure, the client
must carefully verify that the certificate has been issued by a valid certificate authority, has not expired (or been revoked), the name(s) listed in the certificate match(es)
the name of the domain that the client is connecting to, and perform several other
checks [98, 99].
1

We use SSL from here on to refer both to the Secure Sockets Layer protocol, as well as to its
successor—the Transport Layer Security protocol.
2
SSL also supports client authentication, but we do not analyze it in this chapter.
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SSL implementations in Web browsers are constantly evolving through “penetrate-and-patch” testing, and many SSL-related vulnerabilities in browsers have
been repaired over the years. SSL, however, is also widely used in non-browser
software whenever secure Internet connections are needed. For example, SSL is
used for (1) remotely administering cloud-based virtual infrastructure and sending
local data to cloud-based storage, (2) transmitting customers’ payment details from
e-commerce servers to payment processors such as PayPal and Amazon, (3) logging instant messenger clients into online services, and (4) authenticating servers to
mobile applications on Android and iOS.
These programs usually do not implement SSL themselves. Instead, they
rely on SSL libraries such as OpenSSL, GnuTLS, JSSE, CryptoAPI, etc., as well as
higher-level data-transport libraries, such as cURL, Apache HttpClient, and urllib,
that act as wrappers around SSL libraries. In software based on Web services, there
is an additional layer of abstraction introduced by Web-services middleware such
as Apache Axis, Axis 2, or Codehaus XFire.
Our contributions. We present an in-depth study of SSL connection authentication in non-browser software, focusing on how diverse applications and libraries
on Linux, Windows, Android, and iOS validate SSL server certificates. We use
both white- and black-box techniques to discover vulnerabilities in validation logic.
Our main conclusion is that SSL certificate validation is completely broken in many
critical software applications and libraries. When presented with self-signed and
third-party certificates—including a certificate issued by a legitimate authority to
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a domain called AllYourSSLAreBelongTo.us —they establish SSL connections and send their secrets to a man-in-the-middle attacker.
This is exactly the attack that SSL is intended to protect against. It does not
involve compromised or malicious certificate authorities, nor forged certificates, nor
compromised private keys of legitimate servers. The only class of vulnerabilities
we exploit are logic errors in client-side SSL certificate validation.
The root cause of most of these vulnerabilities is the terrible design of
the APIs to the underlying SSL libraries. Instead of expressing high-level security properties of network tunnels such as confidentiality and authentication, these
APIs expose low-level details of the SSL protocol to application developers. As a
consequence, developers often use SSL APIs incorrectly, misinterpreting and misunderstanding their manifold parameters, options, side effects, and return values.
In several cases, we observed developers introducing new vulnerabilities when attempting to “fix” certificate validation bugs. Furthermore, deveopers often do not
understand which security properties are or are not provided by a given SSL implementation: for example, they use SSL libraries that do not validate certificates
even when security is essential (e.g., connecting to a payment processor). More
prosaic, yet deadly causes include intermediate layers of the software stack silently
disabling certificate validation and developers turning off certificate validation accidentally (e.g., for testing) or intentionally.
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2.2

Overview of our results
Our study uncovered a wide variety of SSL certificate validation bugs. Af-

fected programs include those responsible for managing cloud-based storage and
computation, such as Amazon’s EC2 Java client library and Elastic Load Balancing API Tools, Apache Libcloud, Rackspace iOS client, and Windows-based cloud
storage clients such as ElephantDrive and FilesAnywhere.
Java-based Web-services middleware, such as Apache Axis, Axis 2, and
Codehaus XFire, is broken, too. So is the Android library for Pusher notification
API and Apache ActiveMQ implementation of Java Message Service. All programs
employing this middleware are generically insecure.
Certificate validation bugs are pervasive in “merchant SDKs,” which typically run on e-commerce servers (e.g., online stores) and are responsible for transmitting customers’ financial details to payment processing gateways. Broken libraries include Amazon Flexible Payments Service (both Java and PHP), as well as
PayPal Payments Standard and PayPal Invoicing (both in PHP), PayPal Payments
Pro, Mass Pay, and Transactional Information SOAP (all in Java). Most payment
modules for integrated shopping carts, such as Zen Cart, Ubercart, PrestaShop,
and osCommerce, do not validate certificates, either. A man-in-the-middle attack
enables the attacker to harvest credit card numbers, names, addresses, etc. of the
customers of any merchant who uses one of these programs for payment processing. Mobile app providers who use AdMob’s sample code to link app instances
to their AdMob accounts are vulnerable, too, enabling the attacker to capture the
developer’s account credentials and gain access to all of her Google services.
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Instant messenger clients such as Trillian and AIM do not validate certificates correctly, either. A man-in-the-middle attack on Trillian yields login credentials for all Google (including Gmail), Yahoo!, and Windows Live services (including SkyDrive).
Not the most interesting technically, but perhaps the most devastating (because of the ease of exploitation) bug is the broken certificate validation in the
Chase mobile banking app on Android. Even a primitive network attacker—for
example, someone in control of a malicious Wi-Fi access point—can exploit this
vulnerability to harvest the login credentials of Chase mobile banking customers.
Other insecure Android software includes Breezy, a “secure” printing app, and the
ACRA library for application crash reporting.
In summary, SSL connections established by any of the above programs
are insecure against a man-in-the-middle attack. All vulnerabilities have been
empirically confirmed.
Causes. For the most part, the actual SSL libraries used in these programs are correct. Yet, regardless of which well-known library the software relies on—whether
JSSE, OpenSSL, GnuTLS, or CryptoAPI, used directly or wrapped into a datatransport library such as Apache HttpClient or cURL—it often finds a way to end
up with broken or disabled SSL certificate validation.
The primary cause of these vulnerabilities is the developers’ misunderstanding of the numerous options, parameters, and return values of SSL libraries. For example, Amazon’s Flexible Payments Service PHP library attempts to enable host-
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name verification by setting cURL’s

CURLOPT SSL VERIFYHOST

parameter to

true.

Un-

fortunately, the correct, default value of this parameter is 2; setting it to true silently
changes it to 1 and disables certificate validation. PayPal Payments Standard PHP
library introduced the same bug when updating a previous, broken implementation.
Another example is Lynx, a text-based browser which is often used programmatically and thus included in our study. It checks for self-signed certificates—but
only if GnuTLS’s certificate validation function returns a negative value. Unfortunately, this function returns 0 for certain errors, including certificates signed by an
untrusted authority. Chain-of-trust verification in Lynx is thus broken.
Developers often misunderstand security guarantees provided by SSL libraries. For example, JSSE (Java Secure Socket Extension) has multiple interfaces for managing SSL connections. The “advanced” SSLSocketFactory API silently
skips hostname verification if the algorithm field in the SSL client is NULL or an
empty string rather than HTTPS. This is mentioned in passing in the JSSE reference
guide, yet many Java implementations of SSL-based protocols use SSLSocketFactory
without performing their own hostname verification. Vulnerable libraries include
Apache HttpClient version 3.* and the Weberknecht implementation of WebSockets. Any Java program based on these libraries is generically insecure against a
man-in-the-middle attack. Vulnerable programs include SOAP Web-services middleware such as Apache Axis and Codehaus XFire, as well as any software built
on top of it (for example, Amazon’s EC2 client library), any Android app that
uses Pusher API to manage real-time messaging (for example, GitHub’s Gaug.es),
clients of Apache ActiveMQ servers, etc.
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Other bugs include using incorrect regular expressions for hostname matching, not checking the results of certificate validation correctly, accidentally or deliberately disabling validation, etc.
Lessons. First, the state of adversarial testing appears to be exceptionally poor even
for critical software such as mobile banking apps and merchant SDKs responsible
for managing secure connections to payment processors. Most of the vulnerabilities
we found should have been discovered during development with proper unit testing.
Second, many SSL libraries are unsafe by default, requiring higher-level
software to correctly set their options, provide hostname verification functions, and
interpret return values. As we show, software that relies on these libraries is often
not up to the task.
Third, even safe-by-default libraries, such as cURL’s wrapper around
OpenSSL, are misused by developers that misinterpret the meaning of various options. This calls for better documentation and more rigorous formalization of API
semantics. In particular, APIs should present high-level abstractions to developers,
such as “confidential and authenticated tunnel,” as opposed to requiring them to
explicitly deal with low-level details such as hostname verification.
Fourth, SSL bugs are often hidden deep inside layers of middleware, above
the actual SSL implementation but below the application, making the problem hard
to locate and repair, and effectively taking it out of application developers’ hands.
Fifth, least interesting technically but still critically important, we observed
many cases of developers deliberately disabling certificate validation, while assur-
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ing both users and higher-level programs that SSL is being supported but not informing them that protection against active attacks has been turned off.

2.3
2.3.1

Overview of SSL
Threat model
We assume an active, man-in-the-middle network attacker who may control

network routers or switches, Wi-Fi access points, and/or DNS. She may also control
one or more servers and possess valid SSL certificates for these servers. When an
SSL client attempts to connect to a legitimate server, the attacker can mislead it
about the server’s network address (e.g., through DNS poisoning) and trick it into
connecting to an attacker-controlled server instead.
Our attacker (1) does not have access to the private keys of legitimate servers,
(2) does not control any certificate authorities, (3) cannot forge certificates. Even if
she succeeds in spoofing the address of a legitimate server, a correctly implemented
SSL client should refuse to accept the malicious server’s certificate because of a
mismatch between the name(s) on the certificate and the domain to which the client
is connecting, or the absence of a valid certificate chain-of-trust.
2.3.2

SSL certificate validation
An SSL connection starts with a handshake between the client and the

server. The handshake protocol is summarized in Figure 2.1; see RFC 6101 [100]
for a complete description.
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target of our attacks
SSL Client

SSL Server
client hello

validate
server cert.

server hello
server cert.
client cert. request
(optional)
client key exchange
client cert. (optional)
change cipher spec

validate
client cert.
(optional)

encrypted data

Figure 2.1: Simplified overview of SSL handshake.

We focus on the client’s validation of the server certificate. All SSL implementations we tested use X.509 certificates. The complete algorithm for validating
X.509 certificates can be found in RFC 5280 [99] and RFC 2818 [98]. In this
chapter, we consider two of the checks; both are critical for security against active
attacks.
Chain-of-trust verification. Each X.509 certificate has an “issuer” field that contains the name of the certificate authority (CA) that issued the certificate. Every
SSL client is configured with a list of certificates for trusted root CAs.
In addition to its own certificate, the server sends the certificate of the issuing CA. If the issuing CA is not a root CA, the server also sends a list of certificates
of higher-level CAs all the way to a root CA. The client attempts to build a chain
starting from the server’s certificate at the bottom. Each certificate in the chain
must be signed by the CA immediately above it; the root CA must be one of the
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client’s trusted CAs. The client also verifies that the certificates have not expired
and that the certificates of the intermediate CAs have the CA bit set in the “Basic
Constraints” field.
Hostname verification. After the chain of trust is established, the client must verify the server’s identity. RFC 2818 advises the implementors to use “SubjectAltNames” as the main source of server identifiers and support “Common Name” for
backward compatibility only, but most of the software we tested does it the other
way around and checks “Common Name” first. After building the list of server
identifiers, the client attempts to match the fully qualified DNS name of the requested server to one of the identifiers.
If the client finds an exact match in the list of server identifiers, verification
is done by straightforward string comparison. The client may also find a wildcard
name in the list of identifiers. The rules for wildcard matching are fairly complex [98, 101], especially concerning international character sets.
Certificate revocation and X.509 extensions. This chapter focuses on verifying the server’s identity, but full certificate validation involves many more checks.
These checks are essential for security, yet are handled poorly or not at all by nonbrowser software.
For example, some SSL libraries such as OpenSSL implement certificate revocation, but require the application to provide the certificate revocation list (CRL).
The applications we analyzed do not avail themselves of this facility. Furthermore,
libraries such as JSSE require the application to check validity of the CRL on its
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own. Most applications don’t bother. Other SSL libraries, such as Python’s ssl, do
not expose a method for CRL checking.
Some X.509 certificate extensions contain security-critical information such
as key usage (e.g., is the CA allowed to use this key for signing certificates?), name
constraints (restricting the names that a sub-CA can certify), and certificate policies,
described in RFC 2527 [96]. For instance, a CA may assign different levels of trust
to different sub-CAs, but the application must provide a policy that takes advantage
of this information. In practice, these extensions are largely neglected. For example,
until recently OpenSSL did not validate name constraints correctly, while cURL
does not even have an interface for specifying the application’s certificate policy.
Attacks exploiting improper treatment of certificate revocation and X.509
extensions are somewhat different from the “pure” man-in-the-middle model considered in this chapter. We leave their detailed analysis to future work.

2.4

SSL abstractions
Depending on its needs, an application can “plug” into SSL at different

levels of abstraction. At the lowest level, there are many popular SSL implementations with different features, licenses, and hardware requirements: OpenSSL, JSSE,
CryptoAPI, NSS, yaSSL, GnuTLS, BouncyCastle, and others. These libraries are
mostly oblivious to protocols transported over SSL. Therefore, to avoid having
to parse HTTP messages on their own, applications that involve HTTP over SSL
(HTTPS) typically do not use them directly. Instead, they employ one of the many
HTTPS libraries (see Section 2.4.2), which in turn use SSL libraries internally.
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Applications that use SOAP- or REST-based Web services require additional middleware on top of HTTPS or WebSockets (see Figure 2.2).
Applications

Applications
SOAP
Axis ... CXF
HTTP
HttpsClient ...
SSL

JSSE

TCP

Applications

REST
Pusher ...
Web Socket

cURL
...

Weberknecht ...
GnuTLS

OS NetworkingStack

...

... IM
OpenSSL

user−land
libraries
kernel

Figure 2.2: Typical software stack for non-browser software using SSL.

2.4.1

SSL libraries

OpenSSL. OpenSSL only provides chain-of-trust verification; applications must
supply their own hostname verification code. This is typical for low-level SSL
libraries. Different application-layer protocols such as HTTPS, LDAP, etc. have
different notions of what constitutes a valid hostname and what it means for a hostname to match the name(s) listed in the certificate. Therefore, hostname verification
must be managed either by the application itself, or by a data-transport wrapper such
as cURL.
Proper hostname verification for OpenSSL and CryptoAPI is discussed in
[120, Chap. 10.8], assuming the chain of trust has been verified correctly. As discussed in [120, Chap. 10.5], the latter is error-prone due to the complexity of the
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underlying API. OpenSSL allows applications to customize chain-of-trust verification by providing a callback function or modifying configuration variables such as
“verify depth” and “verify mode” as shown in Figure 2.3.
SSL_CTX_set_verify_depth
SSL_CTX_set_verify

verify
mode
default:
0

verify
callback
default:
None

SSL_new

SSL_set_verify_depth
SSL_set_verify

verify
depth
default:
9

SSL_set_fd

fd

SSL_CTX

SSL
verify_result

OpenSSL’s
internal
data structures

SSL_get_verify_result

SSL_connect
(see Algorithm 1)

Figure 2.3: OpenSSL API for setting up SSL connections with the default
chain-of-trust verification.

A program using OpenSSL can perform the SSL handshake by invoking the
SSL connect

function. A high-level overview of the handling of different configura-

tions and callbacks is shown in Algorithm 1. They can have complex interactions.
Some certificate validation errors are signaled through the return values of
SSL connect,

while for other errors

SSL connect

result” flags. Applications must call

returns OK but sets internal “verify

SSL get verify result

function to check if any

such errors occurred. This approach is error-prone (see Section 2.7.6).
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Algorithm 1: Outline of SSL connect control flow.
while chain of trust contains no trusted CA do
if chain length <verify depth then
Try to extend chain of trust by 1 level
Set ERROR appropriately if any error
else
Set ERROR to ‘incomplete chain’
end if
if ERROR then
verify result = error
if verify callback == NULL then
if verify mode != 0 then
Print error and terminate connection.
end if
else
ret = verify callback(preverify ok = 0, . . . )
if (verify mode != 0) and (ret == 0) then
Print error and terminate connection.
end if
end if
if ERROR is not related to incorrect parsing then
return 1
else
return ERROR
end if
else
ret = verify callback(preverify ok = 1, . . . )
if (verify mode != 0) and (ret == 0) then
Print error and terminate connection.
end if
end if
end while
return 1
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The certificate validation function in GnuTLS,
peers2,

gnutls certificate verify

has similarly atrocious error reporting. It takes a reference to

tls status

as an argument and sets it to an appropriate error code if validation fails. For some
errors (e.g., insufficient credentials or no certificate found), it returns a negative
value; for others (e.g., self-signed certificate), it sets the error code but returns zero.
In Section 2.7.4 we show that application developers misunderstand this complex
relationship between the error status and the return value, resulting in broken certificate validation.
JSSE. Java Secure Socket Extension (JSSE) provides numerous interfaces through
which Java applications—including Android mobile apps—can establish SSL connections.
The low-level API is

SSLSocketFactory.

Depending on how the SSL client

is created, this API may or may not perform hostname verification. The following
code sample is taken from X509TrustManagerImpl.checkIdentity in Java 6 update 31:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

private void checkIdentity(String hostname, X509Certificate cert, String
algorithm)
throws CertificateException {
if (algorithm != null && algorithm.length() != 0) {
....
if (algorithm.equalsIgnoreCase("HTTPS")) {
HostnameChecker.getInstance(HostnameChecker.TYPE TLS).match(hostname,
cert);
} else if (algorithm.equalsIgnoreCase("LDAP")) {
HostnameChecker.getInstance(HostnameChecker.TYPE LDAP).match(hostname,
cert);
} else {
throw new CertificateException(
"Unknown identification algorithm: " + algorithm);
}
}
}

Snippet 2.1: X.509 server certificate hostname verification in Java 6 update 31.
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The checkIdentity method throws an exception if the algorithm field is set to
anything other than HTTPS or LDAP. This is different from, for example, OpenSSL,
which returns a value even if verification fails and expects the application to check
this value.
JSSE APIs such as
Verification

HttpsClient

and

HttpsURLConnection

call

trySetHostname-

when creating SSL clients. This method sets the algorithm field to

HTTPS. The above code thus invokes HostnameChecker and verifies the name in the
certificate.
If the algorithm field in the client data structure is NULL or an empty string,
checkIdentity

silently skips hostname verification without throwing an exception.

We conjecture that this behavior is designed to accommodate implementors of
certificate-based protocols other than HTTPS or LDAP who may want to re-use
JSSE’s default trust manager for chain-of-trust verification but provide their own,
protocol-specific hostname verification.
On February 14, 2012, Java 7 update 3 was released. The code for certificate
validation is different from Java 6, but its behavior is similar: if the algorithm field
is NULL or an empty string, checkIdentity is never invoked.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

private void checkTrusted(X509Certificate[] chain, String authType, Socket
socket, boolean isClient) throws CertificateException {
...
/ / check endpoint i d e n t i t y
String identityAlg = sslSocket.getSSLParameters().
getEndpointIdentificationAlgorithm();
if (identityAlg != null && identityAlg.length != 0) {
String hostname = session.getPeerHost();
checkIdentity(hostname, chain[0], identityAlg);
}
}

Snippet 2.2: X.509 server certificate hostname verification in Java 7 update 3.
In SSL clients created using “raw” SSLSocketFactory (as opposed to HttpsClient
or HttpsURLConnection wrappers), the algorithm field is NULL, thus JSSE does not
perform hostname verification. The responsibility for hostname verification is delegated to the software running on top of JSSE. This feature is not explained in the
API documentation. Instead, the following warning can be found deep inside the
JSSE reference guide:3
When using raw SSLSockets/SSLEngines you should always check
the peer’s credentials before sending any data. The SSLSocket and
SSLEngine classes do not automatically verify that the hostname in a
URL matches the hostname in the peer’s credentials. An application
could be exploited with URL spoofing if the hostname is not verified.
The prevalence of Java software that uses

SSLSocketFactory

to create SSL

clients yet does not perform hostname verification (see Section 2.4.2) suggests that
3

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/technotes/guides/security/
jsse/JSSERefGuide.html
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developers are not aware of this feature. The existence of alternative JSSE interfaces
that do perform hostname verification only increases the confusion.
2.4.2

Data-transport libraries
In practice, most applications rely on data-transport frameworks to establish

HTTPS connections. These frameworks use SSL libraries internally in a way that
is usually opaque to applications.
Apache HttpClient. Apache HttpClient4 is a client-side HTTP(S) Java library
based on JDK. The latest version is 4.2.1, published on June 29, 2012, but most existing software employs older, 3.* versions. Apache HttpClient is used extensively
in Web-services middleware such as Apache Axis 2 (see Section 2.8) because native JDK does not support SOAP Web services. Furthermore, Apache HttpClient
provides better performance than JDK for functionalities such as sending HTTP
POST requests.
Apache HttpClient uses JSSE’s

SSLSocketFactory

to establish SSL connec-

tions. As explained in Section 2.4.1, this means that Apache HttpClient must
perform its own hostname verification. This leads to numerous vulnerabilities in
software based on older versions on HttpClient that do not verify hostnames (Section 2.7.5).
Furthermore, Apache HttpClient uses HttpHost data structure to describe
HTTP(S) connections. HttpHost does not have any internal consistency checks:
4

http://hc.apache.org/httpcomponents-client-ga/
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for example, it allows connections to port 443 to have HTTP as the scheme. In
Section 2.7.8, we show how this leads to errors even in code implemented by SSL
experts.
Weberknecht. Weberknecht5 is a Java implementation of the WebSockets protocol. It uses

SSLSocketFactory

but does not perform its own hostname verification.

Any Java program that employs Weberknecht is vulnerable to a man-in-the-middle
attack.
cURL. cURL6 is a popular tool and library (libcurl) for fetching data from remote
servers. Since version 7.10, cURL validates SSL certificates by default. Internally,
it uses OpenSSL to verify the chain of trust and verifies the hostname itself. This
functionality is controlled by parameters CURLOPT SSL VERIFYPEER (default value: true)
and CURLOPT SSL VERIFYHOST (default value: 2).
This interface is almost perversely bad. The VERIFYPEER parameter is a boolean,
while a similar-looking

VERIFYHOST

parameter is an integer. The following quote

from the cURL manual explains the meaning of CURLOPT SSL VERIFYHOST:

1 to check the existence of a common name in the SSL peer certificate. 2 to check the existence of a common name and also verify that it
matches the hostname provided. In production environments the value
of this option should be kept at 2 (default value).
5
6

http://code.google.com/p/weberknecht/
http://curl.haxx.se/
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Well-intentioned developers not only routinely misunderstand these parameters, but often set CURLOPT SSL VERIFYHOST to TRUE, thereby changing it to 1 and thus
accidentally disabling hostname verification with disastrous consequences (see Section 2.7.1).
PHP. PHP provides several methods for establishing SSL connections. For example, fsockopen, which opens a raw socket to the remote server, can be used to connect
to SSL servers by putting “ssl://” in the URL. Even though fsockopen does not perform any certificate checks whatsoever, PHP application developers routinely use it
for SSL connection establishment (see Section 2.9).
PHP also provides a cURL binding, which uses cURL’s default settings to
establish SSL connections with proper certificate validation. As we show in Sections 2.7.1, 2.7.2, and 2.7.3, application developers often set cURL options incorrectly, overriding the defaults and breaking certificate validation.
Python. Several Python modules can be used for SSL connection establishment.
urllib, urllib2, and httplib connect to SSL servers but do not check certificates. This
is clearly documented in a bright pink box on the urllib front page:7
Warning: When opening HTTPS URLs, it does not attempt to validate
the server certificate. Use at your own risk!
Nevertheless, even high-security applications routinely use these modules
for SSL connection establishment (see Section 2.9).
7

http://docs.python.org/library/urllib.html
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Python also has an ssl module. This module verifies the certificate’s chain of
trust, but not the hostname. The application must do its own hostname verification.
In Python version 3, the ssl module introduced the match hostname method for
hostname verification, but it must be explicitly called by the application.

2.5

SSL in non-browser software
We analyze a representative sample of non-browser software applications

and libraries that use SSL for secure Internet connections. Some programs, such
as instant messenger clients and simple mobile banking apps, are fairly straightforward in their use of SSL. Others, especially middleware libraries, use SSL as part of
a multi-layer software stack. Many of the programs we analyze transmit extremely
sensitive data—private files of individual users in the case of cloud clients, financial
information of customers in the case of merchant SDKs, developer account credentials in the case of mobile advertising software—over potentially insecure public
networks, thus it is absolutely critical that they use SSL correctly.
Cloud client APIs. As cloud-computing platforms such as Amazon EC2 grow
in popularity, their operators supply client SDKs through which third-party software can transmit user data to cloud-based storage, manage cloud-based computation (e.g., start and terminate virtual instances), and access other cloud services.
For example, Amazon provides EC2 API tools in Java, PHP, Python, and Perl.
Apache Libcloud is an example of an independent library for accessing multiple
cloud providers.
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Merchant payment SDKs. Operators of e-commerce websites often rely on third
parties such as PayPal and Amazon Flexible Payments Service (FPS) to process
their customers’ payments. Payment processors provide merchant SDKs (software
development kits) in a variety of languages. These libraries are designed to be
integrated into the back end of e-commerce websites. Merchant software uses them
to transmit customers’ payment details and/or receive notifications when payments
are made by customers.
An online store typically has two options for payment processing. The first
option is to have the customer enter payment details directly into the payment processor’s website. When the customer checks out, the merchant’s website redirects
her browser to PayPal or Amazon, where the customer enters her name, credit or
debit card number, etc. The merchant never sees these details. Once the payment
is complete, the payment processor redirects the customer back to the merchant’s
website and notifies the merchant.
The merchant’s site runs a daemon listening for IPN (Instant Payment Notification) calls from the payment processor. Upon receiving a notification, the merchant is advised to verify that the call indeed originated from the processor (some
merchants skip this step, opening the door to “shop-for-free” attacks [123]). The
merchant then completes the transaction with the customer.
The second option is preferred by larger, more established stores. It does
not require the customer to leave the merchant’s website and allows the merchant
to collect payment details directly from the customer. The back-end software on the
merchant’s website then transmits these details to the payment processor’s gateway
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over an SSL connection and receives the confirmation that the payment succeeded
(often over the same SSL connection).
Merchant’s
Website

Customer

Payment
Gateway

2

1

SSL tunnel

3
SDK
Internet
1 Credit Card
Information

2 Charge Request

3 Payment
Confirmation

Figure 2.4: Merchant SDK interacting with payment processor.

Fig. 2.4 shows schematically the interaction between the merchant’s server
and the payment gateway. The SSL client is the merchant’s back-end software
(running on the merchant’s server), while the payment gateway acts as the SSL
server.
We analyzed SSL connection establishment in popular merchant SDKs, including Java and PHP SDKs for Amazon Flexible Payments Service and multiple
interfaces to PayPal: Payments Pro, Transactional Information, and Mass Pay (all
in Java), as well as Payments Standard and Invoicing (PHP). We also analyzed both
Amazon’s and PayPal’s utilities that merchants can use to verify the origin of IPN
(Instant Payment Notification) calls.
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We also analyzed several open-source shopping carts written in PHP: osCommerce, Zen Cart, Ubercart, and PrestaShop. Shopping carts are an important
component of e-commerce websites. They keep track of customers’ shipping and
billing information and allow them to purchase multiple items in one transaction.
When the customer checks out, the shopping cart generates a summary of the purchases and the total price and sends it to the payment gateway. Shopping carts
include modules for many payment processors.
Web-services middleware. Many modern programs rely on Web services. A
Web service is “a software system designed to support interoperable machine-tomachine interaction over a network.”8 A service has an interface described in a
machine-readable XML format. Different providers may provide different concrete
implementations of this interface. Other systems interact with the service by sending and receiving messages.
Messages to and from Web services are sent using XML-based Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) or REpresentational State Transfer (REST). From the
viewpoint of the client software, a Web service can be thought of as providing a
remote procedure call (RPC) interface, while SOAP or REST middleware marshals
and unmarshals arguments of RPC calls.
To interact with such a Web service—for example, if a cloud client implemented in Java wants to interact with Amazon EC2 —existing Java software often
uses SOAP middleware such as Apache Axis, Axis 2, or Codehaus XFire (see Sec8

http://www.w3.org/TR/ws-arch/
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tion 2.8). Similarly, if an Android app needs real-time “push” notifications, it may
use a client-side library to connect to the REST-based Pusher service.9
These middleware frameworks are responsible for transmitting Web-service
messages over the network. If the connection must be secure, the middleware typically uses SSL but delegates actual SSL connection management to a data-transport
library such as Apache HttpClient or Weberknecht (see Section 2.4.2).
Mobile advertising. Mobile advertising services such as AdMob supply software
that providers of mobile apps install on their sites. When a new app instance is
initialized on a customer’s phone, it connects to the provider’s site, which in turn
notifies the AdMob server so that all ads shown to this app instance will be associated with the provider’s account (to enable ad revenue sharing, etc.). The connection from the app provider’s site to the AdMob server contains the provider’s
credentials and must be protected by SSL.

2.6

Experimental testbed
Our primary methodology for the initial discovery of SSL certificate vali-

dation bugs is black-box fuzzing. We test applications and libraries implementing
SSL client functionality on two Dell laptops running Microsoft Windows 7 Professional Service Pack 1 and Ubuntu Linux 10.04, respectively. Mobile applications
are tested on a Nexus One smartphone running Android 2.3.6 and an iPad 2 running
iOS 4.2.1.
9

http://pusher.com
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We use local DNS cache poisoning to divert clients’ connections to a simulated attack server executing on an old Dell laptop with Ubuntu Linux 10.04. To
simulate a man-in-the-middle attacker, we built two prototypes: one in Java, using
JKS keystore to manage the attacker’s certificates and keys, the other in C, using
OpenSSL for certificate and key management. We also used Fiddler, a Web debugging proxy [46]. If Fiddler encounters a connection request to a server it has
not seen before, it creates a new certificate with the common name matching the
requested name and stores it in its repository; otherwise, it retrieves an existing
certificate from its repository. Fiddler then presents the certificate to the client, allowing us to simulate a man-in-the-middle attacker who presents certificates with
correct common names but untrusted certificate chains-of-trust. In addition, we
enabled Fiddler to capture and decrypt HTTPS connections.
Our simulated “man-in-the-middle” server presents the client with several
certificates: (1) a certificate with the same common name as the host the client is
attempting to connect to, but signed by an untrusted issuer (2) a self-signed certificate with an incorrect common name, and (3) a valid certificate issued by a trusted
certificate authority to a domain called AllYourSSLAreBelongTo.us. If the
client establishes an SSL connection, the attack server decrypts traffic sent by the
client. It can then establish its own SSL connection to any legitimate server specified by the attacker and forward the client’s traffic. The attack server also listens
for the legitimate server’s response, decrypts and logs it, re-encrypts it with the
symmetric key the attacker shares with the client and forwards it to the client.
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If we observed a particular client successfully establishing an SSL connection when presented with any of the attack certificates, we analyzed the source code
of the client or, in the case of closed-source applications, the results of reverseengineering, decompilation, and runtime traces (focusing in particular on calls to
SSL libraries) in order to find the root cause of the vulnerability.
In Sections 2.7 through 2.10, we describe the vulnerabilities in specific programs, arranged by error type.

2.7
2.7.1

Misunderstanding the SSL API
Amazon Flexible Payments Service (PHP)
Amazon Flexible Payments Service (FPS) provides SDKs that merchants

use to transmit customers’ payment details to the FPS gateway. The PHP version
of the FPS SDK uses a wrapper around the libcurl library (see Section 2.4.2) to establish an SSL connection to the gateway. cURL’s options for certificate validation
are set in src\Amazon\FOPS\Client.php as follows:
1
2
3
4
5

curl setopt($curlHandle, CURLOPT SSL VERIFYPEER, true);
curl setopt($curlHandle, CURLOPT SSL VERIFYHOST, true);
...
/ / Execute the request
$response = curl exec($curlHandle);

Snippet 2.3: X.509 server certificate validation in Amazon FPS.
This well-intentioned code contains a fatal mistake. cURL’s default value
of CURLOPT SSL VERIFYHOST is correctly set to 2. In the curl setopt($curlHandle,CURLOPT
SSL VERIFYHOST, true)

call,

true

silently turns into 1, overriding the default and in53

structing cURL to check the existence of any common name in the certificate (Section 2.4.2), which may or may not match the name requested.
Any PHP code using this Amazon-provided SDK to establish an SSL connection to the Amazon Flexible Payments Service gateway is insecure against a
man-in-the-middle attack.
The URL verification utility—found in src\Amazon\IpnReturnUrl
Validation\SignatureUtilsForOutbound.php—is broken in a very
similar way. This utility is critically important because it is used by merchants
to verify the origin of the calls informing them that a customer’s payment has been
successfully processed (see Section 2.5). Because Amazon’s PHP SDK does not
correctly verify the origin of the IPN call, e-commerce sites using it may be vulnerable to “shop-for-free” attacks [123].
2.7.2

PayPal Payments Standard and PayPal Invoicing (PHP)
PayPal Payments Standard SDK implemented in PHP uses cURL. The pre-

vious version disabled all certificate validation checks:
1
2

curl setopt($ch, CURLOPT SSL VERIFYPEER, FALSE);
curl setopt($ch, CURLOPT SSL VERIFYHOST, FALSE);

Snippet 2.4: X.509 server certificate validation in PayPal Payments Standard
prior to April 27, 2012.
The version released on April 27, 2012, “fixes” the problem:
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1
2

curl setopt($ch, CURLOPT SSL VERIFYPEER, TRUE);
curl setopt($ch, CURLOPT SSL VERIFYHOST, TRUE);

Snippet 2.5: X.509 server certificate validation in PayPal Payments Standard
released on April 27, 2012.

As in Section 2.7.1, this code overrides the correct default value of CURLOPT
SSL VERIFYHOST

and breaks hostname verification.

PayPal Invoicing contains similarly broken code:
1
2
3
4
5

public function setHttpTrustAllConnection($trustAllConnection)
{
$this->curlOpt[CURLOPT SSL VERIFYPEER] = !$trustAllConnection;
$this->curlOpt[CURLOPT SSL VERIFYHOST] = !$trustAllConnection;
}

Snippet 2.6: X.509 server certificate validation in PayPal Invoicing.
Any PHP code using these PayPal-provided SDKs to establish an SSL connection to PayPal’s payment processing gateway is insecure against a man-in-themiddle attack.
2.7.3

PayPal IPN in Zen Cart
Zen Cart’s functionality for PayPal IPN shows a profound misunderstand-

ing of cURL’s parameters. It disables certificate validation entirely, yet attempts
to enable hostname verification—even though the latter has no effect if certificate
validation is disabled.
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2
3
4

$curlOpts=array( ...
CURLOPT SSL VERIFYPEER => FALSE,
CURLOPT SSL VERIFYHOST => 2
... );

Snippet 2.7: X.509 server certificate validation in PayPal IPN in Zen Cart.

2.7.4

Lynx
Lynx is a text-based browser, included in our study because it is often used

programmatically by other software. It relies on GnuTLS to validate SSL certificates:
1
2
3
4

ret = gnutls certificate verify peers2(handle->gnutls state, &tls status);
if (ret < 0) {
int flag continue = 1;
char *msg2;

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

if (tls status & GNUTLS CERT SIGNER NOT FOUND) {
msg2 = gettext("no issuer was found");
} else if (tls status & GNUTLS CERT SIGNER NOT CA) {
msg2 = gettext("issuer is not a CA");
} else if (tls status & GNUTLS CERT SIGNER NOT FOUND) {
msg2 = gettext("the certificate has no known issuer");
} else if (tls status & GNUTLS CERT REVOKED) {
msg2 = gettext("the certificate has been revoked");
} else {
msg2 = gettext("the certificate is not trusted"); } ... }

Snippet 2.8: X.509 server certificate validation in Lynx.
This code misinterprets the semantics of gnutls certificate verify peers2. As
explained in Section 2.4.1, this function indeed sets the tls status code if certificate
validation fails, but for certain errors—including self-signed certificates!—it returns
0. Even though the above code includes two identical checks for GNUTLS CERT SIGNER
NOT FOUND,

neither check is ever executed when GNUTLS CERT SIGNER NOT FOUND is actually
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true! In this case hostname verification is correct, but chain-of-trust verification is
broken.
2.7.5

Apache HttpClient
The most widely used version of Apache HttpClient is 3.1, released in 2007.

This library, as well as its earlier versions, sets up SSL connections using JSSE’s
SSLSocketFactory without performing its own hostname verification (see Sections 2.4.1

and 2.4.2). As a consequence, Apache HttpClient 3.* accepts any certificate with
a valid chain of trust, regardless of the name. As mentioned in Section 2.4.2, the
same bug occurs in Weberknecht.
The hostname verification bug in HttpClient was fixed in version 4.0-alpha1 [8].
The current version, 4.2.1, has its own hostname verifier and delegates chain-oftrust verification to JSSE. Unfortunately, as we show in Section 2.8, the existence
of a correct implementation of HttpClient has had little effect on the security of applications that rely on HttpClient for SSL connection establishment. Apache HttpClient 4.* involved a major architectural re-design, thus much of legacy and even
new software still relies on version 3.*. The use of HttpClient is often hidden inside
Web-services middleware such as Axis 2 and XFire, which—several years after version 4.* became available—still ship with HttpClient 3.* and thus skip hostname
verification for SSL certificates.
It is worth noting that the custom hostname verification code added to HttpClient 4.* is incorrect and will reject valid certificates. The following code is from
HttpClient 4.2.1:
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

/ / The CN b e t t e r h a v e a t l e a s t two d o t s i f i t w a n t s w i l d c a r d
/ / action .
I t a l s o can ’ t be [ ∗ . co . uk ] o r [ ∗ . co . j p ] o r
/ / [ ∗ . o r g . uk ] , e t c . . .
String parts[] = cn.split("\\.");
boolean doWildcard = parts.length >= 3 &&
parts[0].endsWith("*") &&
acceptableCountryWildcard(cn) &&
!isIPAddress(host);
if(doWildcard) {
if (parts[0].length() > 1) { / / e . g . s e r v e r ∗
String prefix = parts[0].substring(0, parts.length-2); / / e . g . s e r v e r
/ / s k i p w i l d c a r d p a r t f r o m cn
String suffix = cn.substring(parts[0].length());
/ / s k i p w i l d c a r d p a r t from h o s t
String hostSuffix = hostName.substring(prefix.length());
match = hostName.startsWith(prefix) && hostSuffix.endsWith(suffix);
} else {
match = hostName.endsWith(cn.substring(1));
}
if(match && strictWithSubDomains) {
/ / I f we ’ r e i n s t r i c t mode , t h e n [ ∗ . f o o . com ] i s n o t
/ / a l l o w e d t o match [ a . b . f o o . com ]
match = countDots(hostName) == countDots(cn);
}
} else {
match = hostName.equals(cn);
}

Snippet 2.9: X.509 server certificate validation in Apache HttpClient.
This code computes the length of the prefix by subtracting 2 from the number of parts (determined by the number of dots in the name). This logic is incorrect:
validity of the first part of a domain name should have nothing to do with the total
number of parts. For example, it will reject mail.<a>.<b>.com if the name in
the certificate is m*.<a>.<b>.com.
Furthermore, the original patch, as well as its derivatives, has a minor bug in
the regular expression for parsing IPv4 addresses, causing it to accept IP addresses
starting with zero (this does not immediately result in a security vulnerability):
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1
2

private static final Pattern IPV4 PATTERN =
Pattern.compile("ˆ(25[0-5]|2[0-4]\\d|[0-1]?\\d?\\d)
(\\.(25[0-5]|2[0-4]\\d|[0-1]?\\d?\\d)){3}\$");

Snippet 2.10: IPv4 address parsing in Apache HttpClient.

2.7.6

Trillian
Trillian, a popular instant messenger client, relies on OpenSSL for SSL con-

nection establishment. By default, OpenSSL does not throw a run-time exception
if the certificate is self-signed or has an invalid chain of trust. Instead, it sets flags.
Furthermore, OpenSSL does not provide any hostname verification.
If the application has called
Section 2.4.1), then

SSL connect

SSL CTX set

SSL connect

SSL VERIFY PEER

flag (see

exits and prints an error message when certificate

validation fails. Trillian does not set the
not set,

to set the

SSL VERIFY PEER

flag. When this flag is

returns 1. The application is then expected to check the status

of certificate validation by calling

SSL get verify result.

Trillian does not call this

function.
Trillian thus accepts any SSL certificate and is insecure against a man-inthe-middle attack. Depending on the specific module chosen by the Trillian user,
this reveals usernames, passwords, security tokens, etc. for Google Talk (typically
compromising all of the user’s Google services), AIM, ICQ, Windows Live (including SkyDrive), and Yahoo! Messenger (and thus all Yahoo! services).
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Interestingly, it was reported back in 2009 that older versions of Trillian
do not correctly validate MSN certificates [117]. This bug was ostensibly fixed in
Trillian 4.2. Our analysis shows, however, that SSL certificate validation is still
completely broken for all services, not just for MSN (Windows Live), in Trillian
5.1.0.19.
2.7.7

Rackspace
The Rackspace app for iOS (version 2.1.5) is an open-source application

for administering Rackspace cloud services. It uses the OpenStack iOS cloud client
framework, which in turn relies on the ASIHTTPRequest library to set up HTTPS
connections.
ASIHTTPRequest provides a configuration variable ValidatesSecureCertificate,

set to 1 by default. If reset to 0, it turns off both chain-of-trust and host-

name verification. OpenStack supports multiple accounts on remote servers and lets
users customize SSL certificate validation on per-account basis using the ignoreSSLValidation

variable. The value of this variable depends on the GUI switch validate-

SSLSwitch,

which should be shown to the user.

The Rackspace app (version 2.1.5) does not present the user with this option.10 The GUI switch

validateSSLSwitch

is thus never displayed or explicitly as-

signed. Instead, it is simply initialized to 0 by the Objective-C allocator. This turns
10

We are informed by Mike Mayo that this was an accidental oversight and will be fixed in subsequent releases of the app.
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on ignoreSSLValidation in ASIHTTPRequest, which in turn sets ValidatesSecureCertificate

to 0 and disables certificate validation.

As a consequence, SSL connections established by the Rackspace app on
iOS are insecure against a man-in-the-middle attack.
2.7.8

TextSecure
TextSecure is an Android application for encrypting SMS and MMS mes-

sages. It was written by Moxie Marlinspike who had previously discovered several
SSL certificate validation vulnerabilities [77,78]. This following code can be found
in the application (however, it does not appear to be reachable from the user interface and may not currently lead to an exploitable vulnerability):
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

schemeRegistry.register(new Scheme("http",
PlainSocketFactory.getSocketFactory(), 80));
schemeRegistry.register(new Scheme("https",
SSLSocketFactory.getSocketFactory(), 443));
...
HttpHost target = new HttpHost(hostUrl.getHost(),
hostUrl.getPort(), HttpHost.DEFAULT SCHEME NAME);
...
HttpResponse response = client.execute(target, request);

Snippet 2.11: X.509 server certificate validation in TextSecure.
Even if the port number is 443, DEFAULT SCHEME NAME is “http” and the connection is over HTTP, not HTTPS.
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2.8

Using insecure middleware
As explained in Section 2.5, software based on Web services usually relies

on middleware libraries to manage network connections. SSL functionality inside
these libraries is opaque to the applications. If the middleware employs a broken
HTTPS implementation that does not correctly validate SSL certificates, all applications based on it typically “inherit” the vulnerability.

2.8.1

Apache Axis, Axis 2, Codehaus XFire
Apache Axis is an open-source Java implementation of SOAP. The latest

release is 1.4, discontinued in 2007 in favor of Axis 2, but the library is still used,
for example, in PayPal’s Java SDKs. Apache Axis 2 is a complete redesign of
Apache Axis. The latest release is 1.6.2. Codehaus XFire is another open-source
Java implementation of SOAP. It was discontinued in 2007 in favor of Apache CXF,
but is still used, for example, in Amazon’s EC2 Java SDK. The latest release of
XFire is 1.2.6.
Apache Axis uses its own version of HttpClient, while Axis 2 and XFire use
Apache HttpClient version 3.1. Both versions of HttpClient rely on SSLSocketFactory
for SSL connection establishment but mistakenly omit hostname verification (Section 2.4.2).
SSL vulnerabilities caused by bugs in Web-services middleware are pervasive in Amazon libraries. Affected software includes Amazon EC2 API Tools Java
library, which uses XFire to set up SSL connections to EC2 servers, and Amazon
Flexible Payments Service (Java) merchant SDK, which relies on an old Apache
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HttpClient. The latter library is used by merchants to transmit customers’ payment
details to the FPS gateway. The PHP version of the library is broken, too, but in a
very different way (Section 2.7.1). In contrast to the PHP version, however, the Java
utility for verifying instant payment notifications uses JSSE’s HttpsClient instead of
Apache HttpClient and thus checks SSL certificates correctly.
Other software that relies on Axis includes Java SOAP SDKs for PayPal
Payments Pro (Direct Payment), PayPal Transactional Information, and PayPal Mass Pay, as well as Apache ActiveMQ implementation of JMS (Java Message Service).
2.8.2

Pusher
Pusher is a WebSocket-based API that provides real-time messaging func-

tionality to mobile and Web applications. Pusher’s Android libraries11 are based
on Weberknecht (see Section 2.4.2). Any application using these libraries (e.g.,
GitHub’s Gaug.es) is thus insecure. It is also worth noting that Gaug.es is using
an updated version of Weberknecht, which, in addition to incorrectly using raw
SSLSocketFactory

(see Section 2.4.1), disables the trust manager.

In summary, any software using any of the above Web-services frameworks is insecure against a man-in-the-middle attack.
Apache CXF. Apache CXF is a continuation of XFire. It supports SOAP, along
with REST and CORBA; the latest release is 2.6.1. It does not rely on Apache
11

https://github.com/EmoryM/Android_Pusher
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HttpClient. Instead, SSL connections are established using OpenJDK’s HttpsClient.
Therefore, properly configured instances of CXF do verify hostnames.
Apache CXF provides an application-controlled option to turn off certificate validation. Certificate validation is enabled by default, but was disabled in the
sample wsdl first https code supplied with CXF until we notified the developers.

2.9

Using insecure SSL libraries
As described in Section 2.4.2, PHP’s fsockopen does not validate SSL certifi-

cates. Nevertheless, it is often used even by applications that must be secure against
a man-in-the-middle attack. For example, PayPal’s IPN utility contains this code:
1
2
3

/ / p o s t b a c k t o PayPal u t i l i t y t o v a l i d a t e
...
$fp = fsockopen (’ssl://www.paypal.com’, 443, $errno, $errstr, 30);

Snippet 2.12: Use of an insecure library for SSL connection establishment.
This code is replicated in PayPal payment modules for Zen Cart and PrestaShop shopping carts. PrestaShop uses fsockopen in its CanadaPost payment module,
too. Other similarly vulnerable software includes Open Source Classifieds,
Python’s URL libraries do not validate certificates (Section 2.4.2), yet developers still use them for SSL connections. Examples include Tweepy, a library
for accessing Twitter API that uses httplib, and Mozilla’s Zamboni project, which
accepts contributions for extension developers and uses urllib2 to connect to PayPal.
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2.10

Breaking or disabling certificate validation
In general, disabling proper certificate validation appears to be the develop-

ers’ preferred solution to any problem with SSL libraries. Here are a few typical
quotes from developers’ forums:
• “I want my client to accept any certificate (because I’m only ever pointing
to one server) but I keep getting a

javax.net.ssl.SSLException: Not trusted

12
server certificate ex-ception” —[note

the fallacious reasoning!]

• “Tutorial: Disabling Certificate Validation in an HTTPS Connection. . . Reply:
Thank you very much. You solved my biggest problem in the project.”

13

• “I have always turned off CURLOPT SSL VERIFYPEER in curl.”14
• “I am using axis on java to consume a webservice. The web service is in
https, and I want to avoid the the check for certificate.”15
• “However, by default, SSL support in NSStream is a little paranoid. It won’t,
for example, use a self-signed certificate or an expired certificate to establish
a secure connection. NSStream does a number of validity checks when establishing the secure connection, and if they don’t all pass, the streams appear to
12

http://stackoverflow.com/questions/2642777/trusting-allcertificates-using-httpclient-over-https
13
http://www.exampledepot.com/egs/javax.net.ssl/trustall.html
14
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/10102225/curl-sslcertificates
15
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/9079298/axis-fakecertificate
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be valid, but no data gets sent or received. This is somewhat frustrating, and
it could be there’s a way to find out when the secure connection failed, but
I haven’t been able to find it in the documentation, or using Google. There
is an error domain declared for these errors (NSStreamSocketSSLErrorDomain), but in my experimentation, no errors gets generated, the streams even
accept bytes for transfer, but nothing happens.”

16

Unfortunately, these bad development practices find their way even into
critical software responsible for transmitting financial information and sensitive
data, where security against man-in-the-middle attacks is absolutely essential and
SSL certificate validation should be mandatory. For example, a comment in the
Authorize.Net eCheck module of Zen Cart says that certificate validation is disabled for “compatibility for SSL communications on some Windows servers (IIS
5.0+)”—note the fallacious reasoning!
2.10.1

Chase mobile banking
Chase is a major US bank. SSL connections established by its mobile bank-

ing application on Android are insecure against a man-in-the-middle attack. This
allows a network attacker to capture credentials, such as username and password,
of any Chase customer using this app, along with the rest of their session.
16

http://iphonedevelopment.blogspot.com/2010/05/nsstream-tcpand-ssl.html
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Decompilation and analysis of this app’s code show that it overrides the
default X509TrustManager. The code below is the result of reverse-engineering, thus
variable names and other details may differ from the actual code:
public final void checkServerTrusted(X509Certificate[]
paramArrayOfX509Certificate, String paramString)
{
if ((paramArrayOfX509Certificate != null) && (paramArrayOfX509Certificate.
length == 1))
paramArrayOfX509Certificate[0].checkValidity();
while (true)
{
return;
this.a.checkServerTrusted(paramArrayOfX509Certificate, paramString);
}
}

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Snippet 2.13: X.509 server certificate validation in Chase Mobile on Android.

2.10.2

Apache Libcloud
Apache Libcloud17 is a Python library extension providing support for 26

different cloud service providers. Libcloud relies on the underlying Python library
to verify the chain of trust in SSL certificates; internally, Python uses OpenSSL.
Once the chain of trust is verified, Libcloud verifies the hostname using the
hostname

verify

method in httplib_ssl.py. This code uses an incorrect regular ex-

pression for hostname verification. For example, it accepts fakegoogle.com as
a match for google.com, exposing all Libcloud clients to a man-in-the-middle
attack:

17

http://libcloud.apache.org/
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1
2
3
4
5

def
#
#
#
#

verify hostname(self, hostname, cert):
V e r i f y hostname a g a i n s t peer c e r t
Check b o t h commonName and e n t r i e s i n s u b j e c t A l t N a m e ,
u s i n g a r u d i m e n t a r y glob t o dns regex check
to f i n d matches

6
7
8

common name = self. get common name(cert)
alt names = self. get subject alt names(cert)

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

# r e p l a c e ∗ w i t h a l p h a n u m e r i c and d a s h
# replace . with l i t e r a l .
valid patterns = [re.compile(pattern.replace(r".", r"\.").replace(r"*", r"
[0-9A-Za-z]+"))
for pattern
in (set(common name) | set(alt names))
]

16
17
18
19
20

return any(
pattern.search(hostname)
for pattern in valid patterns
)

Snippet 2.14: X.509 server certificate hostname verification in Apache
Libcloud.
This bug has been fixed in Libcloud version 0.11.1 after we notified the
developers.
2.10.3

Amazon Elastic Load Balancing API Tools
This library overrides JDK’s default

X509TrustManager

to disable hostname

verification. Even if X509TrustManager had not been overriden, this library employs
Codehaus XFire which does not perform hostname verification (see Section 2.8.1).
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2.10.4

Shopping carts
osCommerce, Zen Cart, Ubercart, and PrestaShop are open-source shop-

ping carts implemented in PHP. They use cURL for SSL connections to payment
gateways. If cURL is not available, they typically fall back on (insecure) fsockopen.
All carts are bundled with plugin modules for specific payment processors.
Almost without exception, these modules turn off certificate validation. In Zen
Cart, vulnerable modules include LinkPoint, Authorize.Net, and PayPal Payments
Pro, as well as PayPal IPN functionality (see Section 2.7.3). The insecure LinkPoint module contains an amusing comment at the beginning of the file: “### YOU
REALLY DO NOT NEED TO EDIT THIS FILE! ###”
Vulnerable modules include eBay, PayPal, and Canada Post in PrestaShop,
PayPal, Authorize.Net, and CyberSource in Ubercart, Sage Pay Direct, Authorize.Net, MoneyBookers, and PayPal Express, Pro, Pro PayFlow, and Pro PayFlow
EC in osCommerce.
SSL connections to payment gateways from merchants using any of these
carts are insecure against a man-in-the-middle attack.
The only exceptions are Google modules for PrestaShop and osCommerce.
The Google Checkout module for osCommerce comes from code.google.com
and is not bundled with osCommerce. It sets
leaves

CURLOPT SSL VERIFYHOST

CURLOPT SSL VERIFYPEER

to

true

and

to its correct default value, 2. By contrast, the offi-

cial, PayPal-provided PayFlow module disables certificate validation.
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2.10.5

AdMob
Google’s AdMob provides sample code to mobile site owners that they can

use on their servers to associate instances of their mobile apps with their developer
accounts (see Section 2.5). This code uses cURL to establish an SSL connection to
AdMob’s server, but turns off certificate validation. A man-in-the-middle attacker
can thus gain access to all of the developers’ Google services.
2.10.6

Android apps
Groupon Redemptions, an Android app for merchants, disables certificate

validation twice: by allowing any hostname via the “allow all” hostname verifier
and by binding to an empty trust manager. Similarly, Breezy, an app for secure
document printing, disables hostname verification and overrides the default trust
manager.
ACRA, an Android library for posting application crash reports to a Google
Doc, overrides the default trust manager. Any app using this library is insecure
against a man-in-the-middle attack.
2.10.7

AIM
AIM client version 1.0.1.2 on Windows uses Microsoft’s CryptoAPI. Run-

time analysis shows that it calls CryptoAPI’s certificate validation function
VerifyCertificateChainPolicy.
POLICY PARA

Cert-

To disable certificate validation, it passes a CERT CHAIN

variable with CERT CHAIN POLICY ALLOW UNKNOWN CA FLAG set, instructing Cryp-
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toAPI to accept certificates signed by untrusted authorities. AIM does not perform
any hostname verification, either.
2.10.8

FilesAnywhere
FilesAnywhere is an application for managing cloud storage. It uses Cryp-

toAPI for SSL connections and accepts both self-signed and third-party certificates.
FilesAnywhere has an interesting peculiarity. If presented with a Google
certificate when it attempts to connect to a non-Google server, it shows a warning
message “The WebDav server has a new address. Please specify http://google.com
in the profile.” If presented with any other third-party certificate, it silently accepts
it and sends user’s data to a wrong, potentially malicious server.

2.11

Our recommendations
Whenever application developers must deal with SSL, the conventional ad-

vice is to use standard SSL libraries. This advice is correct, but insufficient. As this
chapter shows, even developers of high-security software often use standard SSL
libraries incorrectly. The following recommendations are informed by our analyses
of broken SSL certificate validation in diverse applications.
2.11.1

For application developers
DO use fuzzing (black-box, if necessary) and adversarial testing to see how

the application behaves when presented with abnormal SSL certificates. Even when
the vulnerabilities are subtle, the symptoms usually are not. In many of our case
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studies, it is obvious that the software in question has never been tested with any
certificates other than those of the intended server. When presented with a certificate
issued to AllYourSSLAreBelongTo.us instead of the expected Amazon or
PayPal or Chase certificate, these programs eagerly establish SSL connections and
spill out their secrets. These vulnerabilities should have manifested during testing.
DON’T modify application code and disable certificate validation for testing with self-signed and/or untrusted certificates. We found in our case studies that
developers forget to reverse these modifications even for the production version of
the software. Instead, create a temporary keystore with the untrusted CA’s public
key in it. While testing your code with self-signed or untrusted certificates, use that
keystore as your trusted keystore.
DON’T depend on the library’s defaults to set up the SSL connection securely. Default settings can and do change between different libraries or even different versions of the same library—for example, cURL prior to version 7.10 did
not validate certificates by default, but version 7.10 and later do. Always explicitly
set the options necessary for secure connection establishment.
2.11.2

For SSL library developers
DO make SSL libraries more explicit about the semantics of their APIs. In

many cases, it is obvious that application developers do not understand the meaning of various options and parameters. For example, the PHP libraries for Amazon
Flexible Payments Services and PayPal Payments Standard attempt to enable hostname verification in cURL, but instead accidentally override the correct default
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value and end up disabling it (Sections 2.7.1 and 2.7.2). This shows that even safe
defaults may be insufficient. Lynx attempts to check for self-signed certificates,
but misinterprets the meaning of return values of GnuTLS’s certificate validation
function and the check is never executed (Section 2.7.4). Formalizing the precise
semantics of SSL library API and rigorously verifying the “contracts” between the
application and the library is an interesting topic for future research and may call
for programming language support.
DON’T delegate the responsibility for managing SSL connections to the
applications. Existing SSL libraries expose many options to higher-level software.
This is fraught with peril. Application developers may not realize that they must
explicitly choose certain options in order to enable certificate validation. Therefore,
libraries should use safe defaults as much as possible. Furthermore, they should not
silently skip important functionality such as hostname verification as JSSE does
when the algorithm field is NULL or an empty string (see Section 2.4.1). Instead,
they should raise a runtime exception or inform the application in some other way.
DO design a clean and consistent error reporting interface. Libraries such
as OpenSSL and GnuTLS report some errors via return values of functions, while
other errors from the same function are reported through a flag passed as an argument. Inconsistent interfaces confuse developers who then mistakenly omit some
error checks in their applications.
These recommendations provide short-term fixes. A principled solution to
the problem must involve a complete redesign of the SSL libraries’ API. Instead of
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asking application developers to manage incomprehensible options such as CURLOPT
SSL VERIFYPEER

or

SSL get verify result,

they should present high-level abstractions

that explicitly express security properties of network connections in terms that are
close to application semantics: for example, a “confidential and authenticated tunnel.” The library should also be explicit about the security consequences of any
application-controlled option: for example, instead of “verify hostname?”, it could
ask “Anyone can impersonate the server. Ok or not?”

2.12

Related work
Independently of this work, Kevin McArthur announced multiple vulnera-

bilities caused by improper SSL certificate validation in PHP software. 18 Affected
programs include, among others, osCommerce, Ubercart, PrestaShop, and three
PayPal SDKs.
Moxie Marlinspike demonstrated several vulnerabilities in certificate validation code in browsers and SSL libraries, including the lack of basic constraint
checking (e.g., checking the CA bit) [77] and incorrect parsing of NULL characters
in the “CommonName” field [78]. By contrast, we focus on non-browser software
that uses (mostly) correct SSL libraries incorrectly.
Kaminsky et al. [65] showed that parsing differences between CA software
and browser certificate validation code can result in a CA issuing a certificate that
18

http://www.unrest.ca/peerjacking
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can be used for a man-in-the-middle attack. By contrast, we investigate certificate
validation bugs in non-browser clients, not in CA software.
Stevens et al. showed how an attacker can leverage MD5 hash collisions to
get a CA to issue a specially crafted certificate that is valid for an ordinary host
but whose hash collides with that of a certificate for a new, rogue intermediate
CA [109]. By contrast, our attacks do not involve certificate forgery.
Several certificate authorities such as Comodo [34] and DigiNotar [39] were
recently compromised and used by attackers to issue fake certificates for popular
websites. By contrast, our attacks do not involve CA compromise.
To mitigate the risks of rogue certificates, Evans et al. proposed certificate
pinning, i.e., pre-established bindings in the browser between well-known websites
and their certificates [42]. Certificate pinning is not supported by any of the software
we analyzed.
Several large-scale studies analyzed HTTPS deployment [41,122] and found
many errors in SSL certificates. One of the most common errors is a mismatch between the server’s fully qualified domain name and certificate’s identifiers. This
misconfiguration alone does not enable a man-in-the-middle attack.
Chen et al. showed how a malicious proxy can exploit browser bugs for
man-in-the-middle attacks on HTTPS [28]. By contrast, our attacks do not depend
on browser bugs.
Side-channel attacks can extract information from encrypted traffic even
when SSL is correctly deployed [29, 111]. By contrast, we found vulnerabilities
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that enable a man-in-the-middle attacker to decrypt SSL traffic, obviating the need
for side-channel analysis. Other side-channel attacks include a timing attack that
extracts the private key from OpenSSL implementations [26].

2.13

Conclusion
The main lesson of this chapter is that using SSL in non-browser software

is a surprisingly challenging task. We demonstrated that even applications that rely
on standard SSL libraries such as JSSE, OpenSSL, GnuTLS, etc. often perform
SSL certificate validation incorrectly or not at all. These vulnerabilities are pervasive in critical software, such as Amazon FPS and PayPal libraries for transmitting
customers’ payment details from merchants to payment gateways; integrated shopping carts; Amazon EC2, Rackspace, and other clients for remote administration of
cloud storage and virtual cloud infrastructure; Chase mobile banking on Android;
and many other popular programs. Their SSL connections are completely insecure
against a man-in-the-middle attack.
We also presented our recommendations for safer use of SSL in non-browser
software. Future research directions include (1) development of better black-box
testing and code analysis tools for discovering errors in SSL connection establishment logic, (2) design of formal verification techniques and programming language
support for automatically checking whether applications use SSL libraries correctly
and not misinterpret the meaning of critical options and parameters, and (3) design
of better APIs for SSL and other secure networking protocols.
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Chapter 3
Breaking and Fixing Origin-Based Access Control
in Hybrid Web/Mobile Application Frameworks

3.1

Introduction
Web apps are becoming more like native mobile apps, and vice versa. When

running on mobile devices, modern Web apps often need to break out of the browser
sandbox and directly access local resources such as the camera, geolocation, file
system, etc. At the same time, many developers of mobile apps prefer to write them
in platform-independent, implement-once-run-everywhere Web languages like JavaScript. The resulting “hybrid” apps thus exhibit features of both Web and native
apps.
Web browsers are beginning to add mechanisms that expose local resources
to Web code, but currently most hybrid apps are developed using hybrid application frameworks such as PhoneGap. The primary purpose of these frameworks is to
supply bridges that provide Web code with direct access to local resources on the
machine. These frameworks thus support the development of portable mobile apps
and the conversion of existing Web apps into mobile apps. Their target platforms include mobile-phone operating systems (OS) such as Android, iOS, Windows Phone,
and BlackBerry, as well as desktop OSes such as MacOS.
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Figure 3.1: Hybrid software stack.
The software stack created by hybrid frameworks is sketched in Fig. 3.1.
A hybrid framework comprises two halves. The local half is implemented in a
platform-specific language like Java, C#, or Objective-C. It runs as a local process
in the host machine’s OS and performs actual device access: reading and writing the
file system, working with the camera, etc. To execute the app, the local half creates
an instance of a platform-specific embedded Web browser—for example, WebView
in Android, UIWebView in iOS, or WebBrowser in Windows Phone—and runs the
app’s code within this browser. The Web half of the framework is a JavaScript
library. The app’s code includes this JavaScript library and uses its API to access
local resources on the device.
The access-control model of the software stack shown in Fig. 3.1 is quite
complex. Web content is governed by the same origin policy, while local resource
accesses are governed by the OS’s discretionary access control policy. In contrast to
advertising-supported native apps, untrusted content in hybrid apps is not included
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via a separate local library. Instead, it is composed with the app’s own content like
a Web mashup, with different origins isolated in separate iframes, all executing together in the same Web browser. Since the hybrid framework provides Web content
with the ability to access local resources, it must correctly propagate origin information and apply origin-based access control to resources outside the Web browser.
In particular, it must ensure that untrusted, foreign-origin Web content included into
the hybrid app (for example, ads confined in iframes) cannot access local resources
that are available to the app itself.
Our contributions. Our first contribution is to demonstrate that hybrid application
frameworks do not correctly compose the same origin policy and the local accesscontrol policy. We will use the term fracking for the generic class of vulnerabilities
that allow untrusted Web content to drill through the layers of the stack shown in
Fig. 3.1 and reach local resources on the device, thus gaining the ability to steal
the user’s contacts, write into the device’s external storage, manipulate the camera,
etc. The technical details differ from framework to framework and from bridge
to bridge, but fracking vulnerabilities affect all hybrid frameworks on all mobile
and desktop platforms, and consequently all hybrid apps based on any of these
frameworks.
Our second contribution is a critical analysis of the defenses that hybrid
frameworks deploy against fracking attacks. We focus in particular on PhoneGap’s
origin checks, which are intended to ensure that Web content from untrusted origins
cannot invoke certain bridges to local resources. We demonstrate that these defenses
are ineffectual because of conceptual mistakes, implementation bugs, and architec79

tural issues in embedded browsers that limit the visibility of the framework’s local
half into Web code inside the browser. Furthermore, all hybrid frameworks are vulnerable to the chosen-bridge attack. Even if the origin check for a particular kind
of bridge were implemented correctly, malicious Web content can simply choose
another, unprotected bridge and bypass the defense.
We also show that the security properties that hybrid frameworks aim (but
fail) to enforce are inconsistent. We call the correct property NoBridge: Web content from untrusted origins cannot access the bridge. This is the property that hybrid
frameworks promise and that the developers of hybrid apps expect and rely upon.
Unfortunately, while promising NoBridge to the developers, some frameworks instead enforce a different property we call NoLoad: the hybrid app cannot load any
Web content from untrusted origins. NoLoad is much cruder than NoBridge and
breaks the business model of many free apps because it prevents them from displaying third-party ads or, in general, any third-party content. Furthermore, even
this property is enforced incorrectly.
Our third contribution is a large-scale survey of fracking vulnerabilities, focusing on free, PhoneGap-based Android apps. We chose PhoneGap for our survey
because it is currently the most popular hybrid framework and Android because its
current market share is over 80%.1
1

http://techcrunch.com/2013/11/12/windows-phone-androidgain-market-share-while-apple-slips-despite-growth-in-iphoneshipments/
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Our fourth contribution is a simple capability-based defense called N O F RAK.
We implemented a prototype of N O F RAK as a patch to PhoneGap on Android, but
conceptually N O F RAK is compatible with any hybrid framework, any embedded
browser, and any platform. It enforces the exact security property that hybrid frameworks promise and app developers already rely on. N O F RAK requires no changes
to the code of the existing hybrid apps and can be deployed transparently, by modifying the framework but keeping the same JavaScript API. Unlike prior defenses,
N O F RAK is fine-grained and compatible with advertising-supported apps: an app
can load third-party content, but this content is blocked from accessing local resources on the device. If necessary, access to specific resources can be granted on a
domain-by-domain basis.

3.2

Hybrid apps and frameworks
Hybrid applications (apps) are a new type of software that is implemented

in conventional Web code but also includes a local component intended to execute
outside the Web browser on a mobile device or desktop computer (we will refer to
the local OS as the platform).
Hybrid apps are usually based on one of the hybrid frameworks listed in
Section 3.2.1. The main reason for the popularity of hybrid frameworks is the
support they provide for cross-platform, implement-once-deploy-on-any-OS app
development. Hybrid frameworks enable developers to write their apps in portable
Web languages such as HTML, JavaScript, and CSS. The framework supplies the
app’s local component as well as the bridges (see Section 3.4) that allow the app’s
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Web code to escape the browser sandbox and access local resources on the machine,
such as the geolocation, camera, contacts, etc., thus relieving developers of the need
to write their own device-based code in platform-specific languages such as Java or
Objective-C.
The hybrid software stack is opaque and poorly understood by many developers. Hybrid apps delegate security enforcement—in particular, ensuring that
foreign-origin Web content included into the app cannot gain access to local resources—to the underlying hybrid framework that creates and manages this stack.
Therefore, hybrid apps inherit all of the frameworks’ security flaws and vulnerabilities.
3.2.1

Hybrid application frameworks

PhoneGap.

PhoneGap is a free, open-source framework currently used by over

400,000 developers worldwide. It is the most popular hybrid framework at the
time of this writing. PhoneGap supports app development on nine mobile and
desktop platforms, including Android, iOS, Windows Phone, Windows 8, MacOS,
and Blackberry. PhoneGap development tools were acquired by Adobe in 2011.
Adobe’s cloud-based PhoneGap Build enables “develop-once-deploy-everywhere,”
but if an app is maintained by the developer locally, a separate project is required
for each target platform.
By default, PhoneGap-based Android apps request from the user and expose to the app’s Web code 16 resources, including camera, fine location, audio and
video recording, reading and writing contacts, writing external storage, etc. Indi82

vidual apps may choose not to request permissions to some or all of these resources.
Additional resources can be exposed by third-party PhoneGap plugins.2
The latest versions of PhoneGap allow the developer to whitelist authorized
Web domains. PhoneGap then tries to ensure that Web content from non-whitelisted
domains cannot access the local resources available to the app. In Section 3.7.2, we
explain why this defense is ineffectual.
MoSync. MoSync is a free, open-source framework that provides its own implementation of PhoneGap’s JavaScript API. Therefore, hybrid apps designed to work
with PhoneGap’s API will work with MoSync. MoSync supports “develop-oncedeploy-everywhere” without requiring that the app be built in the cloud.
By default, MoSync exposes access to Internet and file storage, but apps can
request more permissions if needed. Unlike PhoneGap, MoSync does not appear to
provide any way for the app’s developer to specify that only certain Web domains
may access local resources.
Web Marmalade. Web Marmalade is a proprietary framework currently used by
over 50,000 developers on Android and iOS. It provides its own implementation of
PhoneGap’s JavaScript API and supports “develop-once-deploy-everywhere” via
a local IDE, as opposed to cloud build. It does not appear to provide any way
for the app’s developer to specify that only certain Web domains may access local
resources.
2

https://github.com/phonegap/phonegap-plugins/
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appMobi. appMobi is a free framework. In February 2013, appMobi development
tools were acquired by Intel. Several parts of the software stack were available as
open source in 2011, but as of April 2013, appMobi’s git repository is empty. appMobi supports “develop-once-deploy-everywhere” on eight platforms and allows
local and cloud build via Intel’s XDK.
appMobi provides its own implementation of PhoneGap’s JavaScript API
and uses a fork of PhoneGap on the local side. An app can specify a domain
whitelist via a JavaScript call.
BlackBerry WebWorks.

WebWorks is an open-source hybrid app development

framework [19] for BlackBerry platforms, including BlackBerry 5.0, BlackBerry
PlayBook, and BlackBerry 10. Unlike other frameworks, WebWorks was developed
by a platform provider and integrated with a custom embedded Web browser. In
contrast, other frameworks employ the platform’s default embedded browser, such
as WebView on Android, WebBrowser on Windows Phone, etc. (see Section 3.2.2).
WebWorks allows hybrid apps to access local resources such as the camera, microphone, accelerometer, file system, etc. Third-party extensions can expose other local functionalities.3 Uniquely among hybrid frameworks, WebWorks
supports fine-grained, domain-specific access control for local resources (see Section 3.7.5).
Other hybrid development frameworks include RhoMobile, AppCelerator
Titanium, Appspresso, and CocoonJS.
3

https://github.com/blackberry/WebWorks-Community-APIs
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3.2.2

Hybrid software stack
The software stack created by hybrid application frameworks is shown in

Figs. 3.1 and 3.2. This hybrid software stack is generic and essentially platformindependent, except for minor details (e.g., which embedded Web browser is used
on a given OS). The security flaws of this stack, which are analyzed in the rest of
this chapter, are not specific to a particular browser (e.g., WebView) or a particular
way of constructing a bridge. These flaws are generic, too, and affect all platforms,
browsers, and frameworks.

embedded web browser
hybrid applica5on JS code
JS API calls
hybrid framework JS library
b
r
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d
g
e

hybrid
framework
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e

device resources

Figure 3.2: Components of hybrid frameworks.
The hybrid software stack is a recent entry into the Web and mobile software
landscape, and many developers may not fully understand the security implications
of combining multiple layers with very different security models (explained in Section 3.3). From the security perspective, the key components of any hybrid framework are the bridges between its Web-facing JavaScript half and its device-based
local half, as shown in Fig. 3.2.
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At the bottom of the stack is the OS (e.g., Android, iOS, MacOS, etc.) that
manages local device resources such as the camera, file system, location, etc. The
local half of the hybrid framework is implemented in Java (Android and BlackBerry), Objective-C (iOS), or C# (Windows Phone). It is incorporated into the
hybrid app and runs as a local application from the viewpoint of the OS. When
installed on the machine, it obtains access to device resources using one of the
mechanisms described in Section 3.3.2.
The framework’s local half includes an embedded Web browser. The browser
is platform-specific, e.g., WebView in Android, UIWebView in iOS, WebBrowser
in Windows Phone, or WebWorks in BlackBerry. The framework executes the app’s
own code within this browser, yet enables this code to access resources as if it were
running as a local process on the device. To this end, the framework supplies one
or more bridges that bypass the browser sandbox. All bridges include (1) a local
component with access to device resources, and (2) a mechanism for the JavaScript
code in the browser to invoke the bridge and pass calls and their arguments to the
local component. The technical implementation details vary from bridge to bridge
(see Section 3.4).
The hybrid app itself is implemented as Web content in HTML and JavaScript.
It executes in the embedded browser but, unlike conventional Web code, can access
local resources via bridges added by the framework. Our survey in Section 3.6
shows that hybrid apps often include foreign-origin content, such as ads fetched
over HTTP or, rarely, HTTPS.
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3.3

Security models
The primary focus of this chapter is on Web attackers. A Web attacker con-

trols one or more domains and may host malicious JavaScript there. He does not,
however, control the network and cannot tamper with or observe the communications between users and other domains. We assume that the attacker cannot execute
his native code on the user’s device. Consequently, mobile malware is outside our
scope.
Web content served by a hybrid app may include iframes with ads or other
content from third parties. These ads are supplied by an ad broker and the app’s
owner often has no control over their source or content. Therefore, a Web attacker
may trick a legitimate app into including malicious content via syndicated advertising. In general, this is not a security hole by itself since foreign-origin content is
confined by the browser’s same origin policy (see Section 3.3.1).
A stronger threat model is the network attacker who can act as a man-inthe-middle on the network between the device and the origins of its Web content.
Any content fetched over HTTP is insecure against the network attacker because it
can inject arbitrary malicious scripts into any HTTP origin.

3.3.1

Web security
The Web content of a hybrid app is governed by the same origin policy

(SOP). The origin of Web content is defined by its protocol (HTTP or HTTPS),
domain, and port number [16]. SOP is enforced by all embedded Web browsers
used in hybrid frameworks (see Section 3.2.2). For example, if an app’s Web con87

tent includes an iframe with an ad, SOP prevents scripts in this ad from reading or
modifying any non-trivial DOM attributes of the app’s own content.
Scripts from ad brokers, analytics services, social networks, etc. are usually
included directly into the app’s Web content and thus run in the app’s origin. For
example, an app may include a script from an ad syndicator, which creates an iframe
and fetches an ad to display within this iframe. The syndicator’s script runs in the
app’s origin, but the actual ad runs in its own origin, isolated from the rest of the
app’s content by the SOP. Therefore, in our threat model we consider malicious
advertisers, but not malicious ad brokers. The latter are trusted by app developers
and, critically, their Web code is indistinguishable from the app’s own code as far
as the SOP is concerned.
3.3.2

Local security
The local half of the hybrid app is supplied by the hybrid framework. Its

security model is determined by the OS, which mediates access to device resources,
and is very different from the Web security model described in Section 3.3.1.
Android uses static permissions (130 as of this writing).4 An app requests
them at the time of installation and the user can either grant all of them, or decline
to install the app. Windows Phone 7.1 has 28 static install-time permissions [128].
BlackBerry OS 5 and 6 have 20 permissions in three categories: connections (6),
4

http://developer.android.com/reference/android/Manifest.
permission.html
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interactions (10), and user data (4) [18]. Unlike other mobile OSes, BlackBerry OS
lets the user grant only a subset of permissions requested by an app.
Apple’s iOS uses dynamic run-time access control. When an app accesses
a resource for the first time, iOS prompts the user to grant the permission. Unlike
Android, iOS 6 has only a few permissions. They control access to location, social
networks, address book, calendar, Bluetooth, camera, etc.
Fracking vulnerabilities affect all platforms regardless of their access-control
model, including desktop platforms like MacOS that do not rely on user-granted
permissions. Fracking is more dangerous when permissions are coarse-grained because a single vulnerability exposes more native resources. For example, Windows
Phone 7.1 has a single permission for all sensors (ID CAP SENSORS). If a hybrid
app requests this permission and exposes it to untrusted Web content, the latter will
be able to access any sensor on the device.
3.3.3

Hybrid security
Security of hybrid apps depends on very subtle trust relationships. For ex-

ample, on a permission-based platform like Android, the app requests access to
device resources from the user. The user grants these permissions to the app—but
obviously not to the foreign-origin content (such as ads) included in the app. The
app owner trusts the ad broker and includes the broker’s scripts into its own origin.
These scripts create iframes and display ads in them. Nobody—neither the user, nor
the app, nor the ad broker—trusts the advertisers and their content, which is why
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ads, as well as other foreign-origin content, are isolated in iframes, so that the SOP
can block them from accessing other parties’ resources.
Hybrid frameworks must guarantee the following security property: Web
content from untrusted domains included into a hybrid app should not be able
to access device resources available to the app. To achieve this, hybrid frameworks must carefully “glue together” two very different security policies: the same
origin policy governing the app’s Web content, and the OS access-control policy
governing the framework’s local half. In particular, hybrid frameworks must correctly propagate the same origin policy to local objects outside the Web browser
when these objects are accessible from inside the browser via the framework’s
bridges.
In practice, hybrid frameworks attempt to enforce one of the following two
properties: Web content from unauthorized domains cannot access the bridges created by the framework (we call this property NoBridge), or the app cannot load any
content from untrusted domains (we call this property NoLoad). Both properties
prevent undesired access to resources, but NoLoad breaks the business model of
many free apps because it prevents them from displaying foreign-origin ads. In
Section 3.7, we show that the frameworks’ defenses are inconsistent and apply different policies in different parts of the same code, often incorrectly.

3.4

Bridges
The main purpose of any hybrid framework is to supply bridges that enable

the app’s Web content to access local device resources. The app, however, does not
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invoke these bridges directly. Instead, it uses the framework’s JavaScript library,
which presents a structured, platform-independent API for resource access. This
library invokes the bridges internally, thus the mechanics of different bridge architectures are transparent to the app and the app’s code does not directly depend on
the specific bridges used by the framework.
To enable asynchronous resource access, frameworks often provide separate
Web-to-local bridges (for invoking a local function) and local-to-Web bridges (for
receiving the result). With this separation, JavaScript executing in the embedded
browser does not block while the device is accessing the resource.
3.4.1

Web-to-local bridges

Interfaces.

Several embedded browsers allow local code to expose arbitrary

functions to JavaScript running within the browser. For example, ‘addJavascriptInterface’ in Android’s WebView makes local Java objects visible to JavaScript.
Other platforms have similar functionalities, for example, ‘windowScriptObject’ in
MacOS and ‘ScriptEngine.addExtension’ in BlackBerry WebWorks.
This technique is used, among others, by PhoneGap, AppCelerator Titanium, and Sencha Touch to enable direct access to local device resources by Web
content.
On Android prior to API level 17, these interfaces are generically insecure.
Malicious JavaScript executing inside WebView can use the Java reflection API
to invoke any method of any Java object exposed via ‘addJavascriptInterface’ and
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take control over the local side of the application [1,80,102]. Starting from Android
API level 17, only the methods explicitly annotated with @JavascriptInterface are
visible in the Java objects exposed to WebView via ‘addJavascriptInterface’.
Events. Another common mechanism for the local half of the framework to receive
messages from the Web half is via various JavaScript events. To use this mechanism, the local half must override the event handlers in the embedded browser.
JavaScript on the Web side triggers events and encodes messages in arbitrary strings,
the handlers intercept these events and decode the messages.
For example, WebView, Android’s embedded browser class, allows local
Java code to customize the handling of ‘prompt’, ’alert’, and ’confirm’ events
by overriding the ‘onJsPrompt’, ‘onJsAlert’, and ‘onJsConfirm’ functions, respectively. This bridge mechanism is used by PhoneGap on Android 2.3 because of a
bug5 that precludes the use of an interface-based bridge described above. On the
local side, PhoneGap implements a custom ‘onJsPrompt’ handler. On the Web side,
JavaScript makes a ‘prompt’ call to invoke this handler; the name and the arguments
of the local object to be called are serialized and sent to the local side by encoding
them as prompt messages. MoSync on Android uses a similar mechanism.
Similarly, WebBrowser, the embedded browser class in Windows Phone,
allows local C# code to install custom handlers for ‘ScriptNotify’ events. JavaScript
on the Web side uses ‘window.external.Notify’ to trigger these events and invoke
local functions. This technique is used by PhoneGap on Windows Phone.
5

http://code.google.com/p/android/issues/detail?id=12987
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Event-based bridges can be synchronous (JavaScript pauses until the call
returns) or asynchronous (the call returns a placeholder or null, but the actual data
is returned later via a local-to-Web bridge).
URL loading interposition.

Embedded browsers typically allow local code to

interpose on and handle URL loading within the browser. This feature is intended
to support implementation of custom protocols, but hybrid frameworks overload it
so that the Web half of the framework can pass arbitrary messages to the local half
by encoding them in the URL, thereby constructing a Web-to-local bridge.
URLs intended for interposition cannot be loaded in the main browser frame
lest the entire app blocks. Instead, hybrid frameworks use one of the following two
methods.
JavaScript on the Web side can create an invisible iframe and set its source
to an arbitrary URL. The loading of this URL is intercepted by a handler supplied by the framework’s local half, without affecting the execution of the main
frame on the Web side. The handler decodes the URL and passes the message to
the local half. For example, PhoneGap on iOS creates its own subclass of NSURLProtocol named CDVURLProtocol and calls registerClass function to intercept URLs loaded in the UIWebView embedded browser. PhoneGap’s JavaScript
library creates an iframe whose URL starts with gap://, PhoneGap’s local half
intercepts the loading of this URL and calls the corresponding local function. In
Web Marmalade,6 the framework’s JavaScript library creates an iframe with the src
6

https://github.com/marmalade/Web-Marmalade/blob/master/
wmClipboard/data/webassets/wm.js
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attribute s3ebridge://queued. A shared JavaScript object, s3e.queue, in
this iframe is used for communication between the Web half and local half.
As an alternative to iframe-based communication, JavaScript on the Web
side can make an asynchronous XMLHttpRequest to a URL which is intercepted
and decoded by the framework’s local handler. PhoneGap uses this technique on
iOS in addition to the iframe URL interception.
Cookies (obsolete). The framework’s Web half can set cookies that are readable
by the local half, and vice versa. PhoneGap used this technique on older platforms
like BlackBerry 4.x,
3.4.2

Local-to-Web bridges
Local-to-Web bridges are used by the framework’s local half to return data

to the framework’s JavaScript library on the Web side. Some data such as device ID
can be returned synchronously via the function’s return value, but usually the results
of device access (e.g., contact list, local files, etc.) are returned asynchronously, to
avoid blocking Web code while access is performed.
Multiplexing a Web-to-local bridge.

Messages from the local half to the Web

half can be sent over the same bridge as the Web-to-local messages. There are two
asynchronous mechanisms for doing this.
Local code can trigger events to notify the JavaScript library that there is
data waiting for it. JavaScript then reads the data via one of the Web-to-local bridges
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from Section 3.4.1. This mechanism, using online/offline events,7 is employed by
PhoneGap on Android.
On many platforms, event-based synchronization is not available if the framework’s JavaScript is running inside an iframe. Many embedded browsers—including
WebView on Android, UIWebView on iOS, and WebBrowser on Windows Phone—
incorrectly deliver some events to the main frame even if the handler is registered
inside an iframe. This issue is sometimes referred to as “frame confusion” [73].
The alternative is to have JavaScript poll the Web-to-local bridge at periodic intervals to check whether data is ready. PhoneGap on Android supports this
technique, too.
Interfaces. Many embedded browsers have helper functions that let local code execute arbitrary JavaScript inside the browser. For example, Android’s WebView has
a private reflection API, as well as the ‘loadUrl’ function that allows Java code to
load a javascript: URL inside the browser. PhoneGap on Android uses both.
PhoneGap on iOS, BlackBerry, and Windows Phone uses ‘stringByEvaluatingJavaScriptFromString’, ‘ScriptEngine.executeScript’, and ‘WebBrowser.InvokeScript’ functions, respectively, to execute JavaScript inside the corresponding embedded browsers.
7

These events are sent by HTML5 browsers to Web pages when the browser detects the Internet
connection to be enabled/disabled; PhoneGap re-purposes them for local-to-Web notifications.
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3.4.3

Custom cross-origin communication
As mentioned above, many local-to-Web bridges often do not work if the

framework’s JavaScript library is running inside an iframe. For example, on iOS
and Windows Phone 7, bugs in embedded browsers cause the data to be returned to
the main frame rather than the iframe that invoked the bridge.
This forces app developers to implement “home-brewed” cross-origin mechanisms to deliver the data from the device to the iframe that needs it.8

9 10

These

custom, hand-coded hacks open holes in the same origin policy and can introduce serious security vulnerabilities, including cross-site scripting (e.g., see [106]).
While interesting, this class of vulnerabilities is not specific to hybrid apps and we
leave its detailed analysis to future work.

3.5

Fracking
As explained in Section 3.3.3, the hybrid framework must guarantee that

untrusted foreign-origin content included into the app—for example, ads—not be
able to access local device resources such as the file system, contacts, SMS, etc. via
the bridges provided by the framework. Unauthorized access can be exploited for
privacy violations (e.g., steal the user’s contacts list), security breaches (e.g., use
8

http://comments.gmane.org/gmane.comp.handhelds.phonegap/16406
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/5875083/possible-to-accessphonegap-api-within-a-iframe
10
http://hackerluddite.wordpress.com/2012/04/15/getting-accessto-a-phones-camera-from-a-web-page/
9
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personal data for targeted phishing), monetary gains (e.g., send SMS to premium
numbers), or denial of service (e.g., cause the phone to vibrate or beep incessantly).
To prevent unauthorized resource access by foreign-origin Web content, hybrid frameworks rely on several layers of defense. The first layer is the same origin
policy (SOP) within the embedded browser (see Section 3.3.1): for example, ads
are confined within iframes and thus prevented by the SOP from accessing bridges
in other frames. The second layer is the bridge mechanism itself which may be
difficult to invoke from inside an iframe. The third layer is the origin checks used
by the framework’s local half to block bridge access initiated by unauthorized Web
content (see Section 3.7.2). The fourth layer is access control within the operating
system (see Section 3.3.2).
3.5.1

Conceptual overview
We use the term fracking for any attack that allows malicious foreign-origin

JavaScript to “drill” through the defense layers and gain unauthorized access to
device resources. Several features distinguish fracking vulnerabilities from other
security holes in hybrid and native mobile apps.
First, fracking attacks exploit the mismatches and semantic gaps between
the SOP-based security policy governing the Web half of hybrid apps and the OS
access-control policy governing their local half—in particular, the hybrid frameworks’ failure to correctly apply the SOP to bridges. Consequently, fracking vulnerabilities are generic and affect all bridge mechanisms in all hybrid frameworks,
all embedded browsers, and all mobile and desktop platforms.
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Second, fracking vulnerabilities are not caused by the well-known weaknesses of access control based on user-granted permissions, such as the tendency of
apps to request too many permissions or the failure of users to understand the consequences of indiscriminately granting permission requests. Fracking affects hybrid
frameworks even on desktop platforms such as MacOS where access control is not
based on user-granted permissions. Even on Android, the problem is not simply
that the app requests too many permissions (in fact, many legitimate hybrid apps
do need these permissions in order to function correctly), but that these permissions
get exposed to untrusted Web content included in the app.
Third, fracking is not an instance of Android’s permission re-delegation
problem [36, 43]. Fracking vulnerabilities occur at a different layer of the software
stack, where permission-based local access control meets origin-based Web access
control. Furthermore, hybrid frameworks such as PhoneGap do not blindly delegate
their permissions to untrusted Web content. They deploy several defenses to prevent “confused deputy” [58] attacks and to ensure that local permissions are only
used from the origin to which they were delegated. Unfortunately, in Section 3.7
we show that these defenses are largely ineffectual.
Fourth, there is an important distinction between conventional and embedded Web browsers that makes defending against fracking difficult. Conventional
browsers interact with users. For example, Chrome’s implementation of the WebRTC API [126], which allows Web content to access local resources such as camera and microphone, pops a user dialog box every time an access is attempted. This
dialog shows the name of the requesting domain and asks the user for permission.
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In contrast, hybrid frameworks use embedded browsers so that hybrid apps can automatically access local device resources. They cannot afford to ask the user for
permission on every access and must rely on programmatic defenses.
3.5.2

Technical details
A fracking attack is performed by a malicious script confined within an

iframe in the embedded browser. SOP prevents it from accessing objects in other
frames, but does not stop it from including the hybrid framework’s JavaScript library or even its own, arbitrarily modified clone of this library, crafted to maliciously access the framework’s bridges.
Chosen-bridge attacks are devastating in this setting. Frameworks like
PhoneGap support multiple bridges to and from local resources. Furthermore, they
allow JavaScript on the Web side to choose a bridge via ‘setNativeToJsBridgeMode’
and ‘setJsToNativeBridgeMode’ functions. These functions are not intended to be
called directly by hybrid apps, since apps are supposed to access the framework
only through the public API, but they are not protected by the SOP. Therefore, a
malicious script is free to invoke them in order to select a vulnerable bridge. Consequently, even if some bridges are secure, a single vulnerable bridge is sufficient to
bypass all of the framework’s defenses. Availability of bridges varies from version
to version even within the same framework, but malicious JavaScript can determine
the version (e.g., via ‘device.cordova’ in PhoneGap and MoSync) and choose the
attack adaptively.
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Exploiting interface-based bridges. Any JavaScript object added to the embedded
browser by the framework’s local half via functions such as ‘addJavascriptInterface’
in Android’s WebView or ‘ScriptEngine.addExtension’ in BlackBerry is available
by default to JavaScript in any iframe, regardless of its origin.
Frame confusion complicates the exploitation of interface-based local-toWeb bridges on some platforms. The ‘stringByEvaluatingJavaScriptFromString’
and ‘WebBrowser.InvokeScript’ functions, used by the framework’s local half on
iOS and Windows Phone, respectively, to inject JavaScript into browsers, execute
it in the main frame, not the iframe that invoked the bridge. Therefore, malicious
JavaScript inside an iframe cannot see data returned from the device, but can still
cause malicious side effects through Web-to-local bridges without seeing the return
values, e.g., create or delete contacts, send SMS to premium numbers, etc.
Exploiting event-based bridges. Event-based local-to-Web bridges are difficult to
use if the framework’s JavaScript library is running inside an iframe. The events
that synchronize the framework’s Web and local halves are always delivered to the
main frame, even if the handler had been registered from an iframe, thus preventing
the script in the iframe from learning that the local half is ready with the results
(see Section 3.4.2). Furthermore, some of the utility JavaScript objects created by
the framework are not accessible to JavaScript inside iframes. Because of this,
some analyses mistakenly concluded that event-based bridges cannot be exploited
by malicious JavaScript [81].
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This conclusion is false. Modified, malicious clones of the framework’s
JavaScript library can access local resources via event-based bridges even when
confined in an iframe.
First, if the malicious script inside an iframe cannot receive synchronization
events from the framework’s local half, it can simply block for a predefined interval until the local half is ready. In event-based bridges on Android, the Java side
transfers data to JavaScript through the return values of the ‘OnJsPrompt’ handler.
Unlike synchronization events, these values are correctly delivered by the embedded browser to malicious JavaScript code inside the iframe.
Second, even if the framework’s utility objects are not visible from an iframe,
the main JavaScript objects implementing the bridge are available, and malicious
code can access them directly. For instance, if malicious JavaScript wants to access
the contact list on an Android device via a PhoneGap bridge, it can (1) call cordova.require(’cordova/exec’) to obtain a reference to the exec function that invokes
the bridge, and (2) call cordova.require(’cordova/plugin/ContactFindOptions’) to
obtain a reference to the contacts search filter. The rest of the code can be cloned
from the framework’s own JavaScript library and will work without modifications.
Exploiting URL interposition-based bridges.

Both methods for asynchronous

URL loading—fetching an invisible iframe whose source URL encodes the message or issuing an XMLHttpRequest to an encoded URL—work from inside any
iframe. Malicious JavaScript confined in an iframe can use either bridge to access
the framework’s local half.
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3.6

Fracking in the wild
To estimate the prevalence of fracking vulnerabilities in real-world hybrid

applications, we analyzed 7,167 free Android apps built using PhoneGap, currently
the most popular hybrid framework. These apps were identified in our dataset of
128,000 free apps collected from Google Play between January 18 and March 18,
2013, by the presence of “cordovaVersion” or “phonegapVersion” in the dexdump
of their APK (file format for Android apps) and the presence of PhoneGap plugins
in “plugins.xml”, “cordova.xml”, or “phonegap.xml”.
We implemented a tool called GapFinder to automatically extract from each
PhoneGap app its (1) local permissions, (2) a subset of the Web domains whose
content is included in the app, and (3) the domain whitelist, if any. To extract permissions, GapFinder uses Android’s aapt (Android Asset Packaging Tool). To find
domains contributing Web content to the app, GapFinder uses apktool to reverseengineer the APK, extracts HTML files used by the app, and automatically crawls
each HTML file to depth 1 using Selenium with a Google Chrome driver and the
browser string overwritten to mimic a Nexus 4 device. The resulting set of domains
is a conservative underestimate because the app may fetch content from additional
domains reached only by browsing to depth 2 or deeper. Also, with syndicated
advertising, the actual domains may change from execution to execution.
3,794 apps do not include any external content (such as iframes, scripts,
etc.) in the HTML files extracted by our tool. 45 apps include only HTTPS content.
The remaining 3,328 apps include content from at least one external domain via
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Figure 3.3: Read Contacts.

Figure 3.4: Write Contacts.

Figure 3.5: Write External Storage.

Figure 3.6: Access Fine Location.

HTTP. Their device resources are thus potentially vulnerable to both Web attackers
(hosted at any of these domains) and network attackers.
Figs. 3.3 through 3.6 estimate the exposure of specific sensitive resources
to Web attackers. For example, Fig. 3.3 shows that 20 PhoneGap apps expose the
ability to read the contacts list on the device to 20 or more Web domains each.
Fig. 3.4 shows that 19 apps expose the ability to write the contacts list to 20 or
more domains each. Fig. 3.5 shows that each of 81 apps allows at least 20 domains
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Figure 3.7: Foreign-origin content.

Figure 3.8: Exposure of device resources
to foreign origins.

to write into the device’s external storage. Fig. 3.6 shows that 407 apps expose
fine-grained location data to at least 20 domains each.
All vulnerabilities were empirically confirmed by randomly sampling the
set of vulnerable apps, injecting attack JavaScript into one or more foreign origins
included into the app, and verifying that this JavaScript can successfully access
local device resources.
Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 estimate the extent of exposure, i.e., how many Web domains can access device resources by fracking a hybrid app. Fig. 3.7 shows that
more than 150 apps expose their resources to at least 50 Web domains each. Fig. 3.8
shows that most external domains have access to between 4 and 6 resources, but
some have access to all 16 resources available in default PhoneGap.
Fig. 3.9 demonstrates that many apps use third-party plugins. These plugins
expose many more resources than default PhoneGap, including fine-grained social-
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Figure 3.9: Apps with plugins.
media permissions such as access to the user’s Facebook and Twitter. More than
half of the apps in our survey incorporate at least 10 different plugins.
Examples of vulnerable PhoneGap apps include ForzeArmate, an app for
Italian servicemen which exposes the ability to write into external storage (among
other permissions) to any domain advertising through Google syndication; the Edinburgh by Bus app, which exposes external storage to a large number of obscure
Eastern European dating sites; and DrinkedIn BarFinder, which exposes fine geolocation to domains such as freelifetimecheating.com, www.babesroulette.com, and many adult sites. Furthermore, content from all of these
domains is loaded over HTTP and thus vulnerable to network attackers, who automatically gain access to the app’s local permissions.
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3.7
3.7.1

Existing defenses
Relying on the browser
Several hybrid frameworks, including MoSync and Web Marmalade, rely

on the embedded browser to prevent untrusted Web content from accessing bridges
to local resources. Because the bridges are added to the browser by local code,
they have no Web origin as far as the browser is concerned. Therefore, malicious
Web content from any origin can directly invoke the bridges, as explained in Section 3.5.2.
All hybrid apps based on any of these frameworks are generically vulnerable
to fracking.
3.7.2

Whitelisting authorized domains
Some hybrid frameworks, including PhoneGap and BlackBerry WebWorks,

implement defenses specifically to prevent foreign-origin content from accessing
bridges (i.e., fracking attacks). The app creator supplies a whitelist of authorized
domains, e.g., the app’s own domain. In PhoneGap, the whitelist is specified via a
platform-specific configuration file such as ‘cordova.xml’ or ‘config.xml’.
Correctly implementing this defense is subtle and error-prone. The right
property is NoBridge (Section 3.3.3): Web content loaded by the hybrid app from a
non-whitelisted origin should not be able to access the bridge. Instead, the properties enforced by the actual defenses differ from framework to framework, platform
to platform, and even from bridge to bridge within the same framework. For example, some PhoneGap bridges aim to enforce NoBridge, while other parts of the same
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framework aim to enforce a property we call NoLoad: the hybrid app should not
be able to load any Web content from a non-whitelisted origin. Obviously, NoLoad
implies NoBridge, but it is much coarser and breaks both the user interface and the
business model of many free apps.
3.7.3

Enforcing NoLoad
PhoneGap on Android, iOS, and Windows Phone attempts to enforce the

NoLoad property: if the app fetches an HTML element (e.g., an iframe) from a
non-whitelisted domain, the element is simply not loaded. Main frames from nonwhitelisted domains are opened in the default system browser which does not have
any bridges. Interestingly, event-based bridges in PhoneGap on Android attempt
to enforce the NoBridge property (see Section 3.7.5), too, even though NoLoad
implies NoBridge and, had it been implemented correctly, would have rendered the
NoBridge checks in the same code superfluous.
Implementations of the NoLoad defense are rife with errors of two major
types: incorrect URL interception and incorrect URL matching against the domain whitelist.
Android (other than event-based bridges).

Before version 2.6, PhoneGap on

Android used a WebView callback ‘shouldOverrideUrlLoading’ to intercept the
loading of foreign-origin content. This callback is not invoked for iframe fetches
or XMLHttpRequests. Therefore, this defense cannot prevent a hybrid app from
loading unauthorized content as, for example, an ad in an iframe. PhoneGap 2.6,
released on April 9, 2013, uses the ‘shouldInterceptRequest’ callback which cor107

rectly intercepts the loading of iframes. This callback is only supported by Android
API 11 or later.
Unfortunately, this implementation intercepts and blocks the loading of any
content from non-whitelisted domains. The problem is that URL interception in
WebView does not provide any way to distinguish between URLs loaded in the
same origin (e.g., via <script> tags) and URLs loaded in a foreign origin (e.g.,
via <iframe> tags). The resulting policy is thus stricter than the standard same
origin policy! The hybrid app is not only prevented from loading foreign-origin
content, but it cannot even include an external image or JavaScript library, which is
a very common practice.
All tested versions of PhoneGap for Android, including 2.6, incorrectly
match intercepted URLs against the whitelist. PhoneGap uses Java’s regular expression engine and anchors the expression for each whitelisted domain only at the
beginning, but not the end:
1

this.whiteList.add(Pattern.compile("ˆhttps?://(.*\\.)?" + origin));

Snippet 3.1: Vulnerable whitelist composition in PhoneGap.
For example, if foo.com is whitelisted, PhoneGap allows content to be
loaded from foo.com.evil.com, violating the desired property. A similar observation was made in [81].
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HTTP/HTTPS is ignored when checking URLs against the white list. A
network attacker can thus downgrade connections from HTTPS to HTTP and inject
malicious scripts into whitelisted origins.
iOS. PhoneGap creates a subclass of NSURLProtocol named CDVURLProtocol to
intercept URLs loaded in UIWebView and check whether the URL is whitelisted.
UIWebView suffers from the same problem as WebView and the resulting policy is
stricter than the same origin policy.
PhoneGap on iOS only allows domain names to be specified in the whitelist
file, but not HTTP/HTTPS schemes. This prevents the app creator from specifying
that certain domains should be loaded only over HTTPS, which is a very important
property (see Section 3.8.1), and opens the door to HTTPS downgrade attacks.
Windows Phone 7 and 8. PhoneGap installs a handler for the browser’s navigation event and checks the whitelist before allowing navigation. This event is not
triggered for iframe fetches and XMLHttpRequests. Therefore, this defense fails to
guarantee NoLoad.
3.7.4

Inadequacy of NoLoad
In addition to the fact that virtually all implementations of NoLoad are in-

correct, the property itself is too coarse. It does not allow the hybrid app to include
content from third parties whose domains are not known at the time of compilation.
Of course, the entire business model of free, ad-supported hybrid apps relies on their
ability to load content, such as Web advertising, from origins that are determined at
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runtime. The ad broker’s origin may be known statically, but only the script creating
the iframe comes from that origin. The actual content inside the iframe comes from
an advertiser and its origin is often determined dynamically, e.g., via a real-time
auction conducted by the ad broker. Even if implemented correctly, the NoLoad
defense is incompatible with the business model of most free apps.
Suppressing foreign-origin content may also have a negative effect on the
app’s look-and-feel, creating unsightly white spots where ads and other foreignorigin content would have been loaded (see Fig. 3.10).

Figure 3.10: NY Times with only nytimes.com whitelisted (NoLoad policy).
In practice, this defense requires the app creator to make a binary decision
whether to whitelist all foreign origins—and thus expose the app to fracking attacks—or not use foreign-origin content at all and thus give up on any revenues
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from Web advertising and, in the case of PhoneGap on iOS and Android (after version 2.6), even analytics and revenue optimization services. Not surprisingly, out
of 7,167 hybrid PhoneGap apps in our study, 2,124 whitelist all domains and would
have been vulnerable to fracking even if PhoneGap’s implementation of whitelisting had been correct.
3.7.5

Enforcing NoBridge
Unlike NoLoad, NoBridge allows the app to load foreign-origin content,

but ensures that only the content from whitelisted domains can access the bridge.
NoBridge is compatible with the advertising-supported business model of free apps
and allows them to preserve their look-and-feel (Fig. 3.11).

Figure 3.11: NY Times with only nytimes.com whitelisted (NoBridge policy).
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Implementing NoBridge critically depends on the ability of the framework’s
local half to correctly determine the origin of the content that invoked the bridge,
in order to match it against the whitelist. Unfortunately, many embedded browsers
do not support this. For example, if an interface is added to WebView via ‘addJavascriptInterface’, the local half cannot determine the origin of the script that
called this interface [73].
N O F RAK, our capability-based defense described in Section 3.8, enforces
NoBridge without relying on the embedded browser to transmit correct origin information to the framework’s local half.
Android (event-based bridges). For event-based bridges only, PhoneGap on Android attempts to enforce the NoBridge property. This is possible because, unlike
interface-based bridges, event-based bridges preserve the origin of the request. For
example, when the bridge is called via the prompt() method (Section 3.4.1), PhoneGap applies Config.isUrlWhiteListed() to the origin of the script that triggered the
prompt.
Unfortunately, the actual check is incorrect because of the anchoring bug described in Section 3.7.3. If foo.com is whitelisted, malicious JavaScript hosted at
any domain starting with foo.com, such as foo.com.evil.com, is permitted
to access the bridge.
BlackBerry WebWorks. BlackBerry WebWorks incorporates a custom, WebKitbased embedded browser, which correctly intercepts URLs of HTML elements and
XMLHttpRequests. WebWorks is unique in that it can restrict access to specific
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resources on a domain-by-domain basis.11 For example, an app creator can use the
following whitelist to allow any domain to be loaded within the browser, but only
permit ‘mydomain.com’ to access the user’s contact information:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

<access uri="https://mydomain.com" subdomains="true">
<feature id="blackberry.find"
... />
<feature id="blackberry.identity"
... />
<feature id="blackberry.pim.Address" ... />
<feature id="blackberry.pim.Contact" ... />
</access>
<access uri ="*"/>

Snippet 3.2: Per domain restrictions to device resources
in BlackBerry WebWorks.
Unfortunately, PhoneGap on BlackBerry does not take advantage of this
facility and enforces NoLoad rather than NoBridge [91].
Because the enforcement of NoBridge in WebWorks relies on a customized
browser, it is not portable. In contrast, our defense, N O F RAK, is platform-independent
and compatible with any common embedded browser, including WebView and UIWebView.
3.7.6

Relying on local privilege separation
Privilege separation has been proposed in the research literature as a solu-

tion to the problem of protecting device resources from untrusted Web content (see
Section 3.9). Privilege separation is straightforward to apply to “pure” mobile apps
that incorporate ads via local libraries such as AdMob. The library and its ads are
11

https://developer.blackberry.com/html5/documentation/Access_
element_834677_11.html
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confined into a separate browser instance, while resources are exposed only to a
different instance containing the app’s own code [110].
Local process separation is non-trivial for hybrid apps. Unlike mobile apps
that display their content and foreign-origin ads in separate browser instances, hybrid apps “mash up” content from multiple origins and render it within a single
browser instance created by the hybrid framework. Because the entire app acts as a
single local process on the device, there is no natural way to extract foreign-origin
content and display it in a separate browser.
PhoneGap’s loading of non-whitelisted domains in the default system browser
is a form of privilege separation since the default browser does not have the bridges
added by PhoneGap. It is applied only to main frames, however. Applying this
defense to HTML elements like iframes would have required the framework to correctly compose multiple browser instances in order to keep the app’s user interface
intact. To the best of our knowledge, this complex functionality is not supported by
any hybrid framework.
Applying privilege separation along the lines of [103,110] requires either refactoring the entire application, or significant modifications to the existing browsers
so that they spawn a separate browser instance for each occurrence of foreign-origin
content. The latter is not feasible. The former is incompatible with the raison d’être
of hybrid development frameworks. They are popular precisely because they allow
developers to easily convert Web apps into mobile apps and to add native access to
Web apps with minimal modifications to the app’s code and without requiring the
creator to completely re-factor her app.
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3.8

N O F RAK

3.8.1

Design
N O F RAK is a generic defense against fracking attacks. Its main design prin-

ciple is to extend origin-based access control to local resources outside the Web
browser. To achieve this, N O F RAK enforces the NoBridge property (Section 3.7.5):
a hybrid app can freely include Web content from any origin, but unauthorized
origins cannot access device resources available to the app. This is the exact security property that hybrid frameworks promise to app developers and that all existing hybrid apps already expect and rely upon. Furthermore, it is compatible with
the business model of advertising-supported hybrid apps. It permits them to show
foreign-origin ads, yet ensures that these ads cannot get unauthorized access to the
device.
The key idea behind N O F RAK is that all accesses to bridges from the Web
side must be authenticated by unforgeable capability tokens. Each token is unique
to a particular Web origin and kept in this origin’s localStorage. N O F RAK thus
leverages the browser’s same origin policy to ensure that content from other origins
cannot read the token and thus cannot access the bridge.
N O F RAK does not change the JavaScript API that hybrid apps use for resource access. Therefore, it is fully transparent to all existing hybrid apps, requiring
no changes to their code.
On the Web side of the hybrid framework, N O F RAK makes a minor modification to the framework’s JavaScript library to (1) read the capability token from
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localStorage, and (2) pass it as an extra argument to every bridge call. This modification is invisible to the apps. Because the extra argument is added before the
arguments are marshalled for the bridge call, the implementation of N O F RAK does
not depend on the specifics of the bridge architecture, which resources are accessed
via the bridge, etc. On the local side of the hybrid framework, N O F RAK makes a
minor modification to check the capability token before permitting resource access.
The design of N O F RAK is compatible with every existing platform, hybrid
framework, and bridge architecture. As mentioned above, N O F RAK does not require any changes to apps’ code, but apps must be recompiled because N O F RAK
changes the local half of the framework, which serves as the local side of each
hybrid app.
Whitelist policies.

For transparent compatibility with the existing hybrid frame-

works such as PhoneGap, N O F RAK uses the same interface for specifying which
origins are authorized to access local resources: a domain whitelist provided by the
app developer.
In PhoneGap, these whitelists are coarse-grained. For example, there is no
way for a PhoneGap app to say that content from a particular domain is allowed
to access geolocation only. This is a limitation of all hybrid frameworks except
BlackBerry WebWorks (see Section 3.7.5) and has nothing to do with N O F RAK
per se. If needed, N O F RAK can also support finer-grained policies and grant access
to specific resources on a domain-by-domain basis, as opposed to the blanket authorization for all whitelisted domains to access any resource available to the app. For
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example, all domains can be authorized to access geolocation, but only the app’s
own domain is authorized to access the camera. This requires changes to PhoneGap’s whitelisting language. Since thousands of apps already rely on the current
language, this is not a backward-compatible modification.
Unlike PhoneGap, N O F RAK by default does not allow “*” whitelists, but,
in contrast to PhoneGap, this does not prevent the app from displaying content from
any origin. Most hybrid apps in our survey access device resources only from their
local HTML files (those shipped with the app), not from dynamically loaded Web
content. This policy change is transparent to them.
Some app developers may wish to express policies like “ads are allowed to
access geolocation, but not any other local resource” without explicitly enumerating
all domains that may host advertising. Such policies cannot be enforced by any
existing Web browser. All access-control decisions for Web content are based on its
origin, defined by the protocol, domain, and port number (Section 3.3.1). Because
the purpose of N O F RAK is to extend origin-based access control to local resources,
any policy enforced by N O F RAK must be based on the origin of the Web content
that attempts to access the resource. Without a fundamental re-engineering of the
entire Web security model, it is not possible to restrict the access rights of Web
content based on what it does (e.g., advertising) vs. where it comes from (i.e., its
origin).
Preventing network attacks.

The same origin policy cannot protect a hybrid

app from network attacks. If any content from a whitelisted origin is retrieved
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over HTTP, a man-in-the-middle attacker—for example, a malicious Wi-Fi access
point—can inject an attack script into it. This script will be treated by the browser
as if it came from the whitelisted origin and can thus read this origin’s localStorage
and obtain the capability token.
To prevent network attacks, the app must whitelist only HTTPS origins.
N O F RAK then inserts the corresponding tokens into localStorage, and the browser
enforces that these tokens can be read only by scripts fetched over HTTPS from the
correct origin.
3.8.2

Implementation
As a proof of concept, we added N O F RAK to PhoneGap on Android. We

chose PhoneGap because it is open source and by far the most popular hybrid
framework. Our prototype implementation is available for download at https:
//github.com/georgiev-martin/NoFrak
Our prototype adds 393 lines of code to PhoneGap’s Java code and modifies
6 lines of code in PhoneGap’s JavaScript library. Any other hybrid framework can
be modified in the same way.
Initialization. Like stock PhoneGap, N O F RAK accepts a whitelist of authorized
domains from the app’s developer. The capability for each whitelisted domain is a
9-digit pseudorandom token, generated by calling SecureRandom when the app’s
local half is initialized. It is kept in the N O F RAK Store on the local side. Before
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the embedded browser instance is created, each token is injected into the browser’s
localStorage for the corresponding domain.
Web-to-local bridges.

The architecture of N O F RAK’s Web-to-local bridges is

shown in Fig. 3.12. Just like with stock PhoneGap, the app’s Web code has to
include the N O F RAK JavaScript library. The API of this library is the same as
PhoneGap’s, thus the app’s own code need not be modified.

Figure 3.12: Invoking a bridge in N O F RAK.
Internally, the library uses the capability token when accessing any of the
available bridges.
SecureToken’’).

First, it reads the token via

window.localStorage.getItem(‘‘

Scripts from other origins cannot read it because of the same ori-

gin policy. To access any bridge, the library calls exec(service,
args, localStorage.getItem("SecureToken"));.
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action, callbackId,

The local half of N O F RAK receives

the call, matches the token against the N O F RAK Store, and, if found, executes the
request (e.g., accesses a device resource). The N O F RAK Store does not have a
JavaScript interface and cannot be written to from the Web side, thus N O F RAK is
immune to localStorage poisoning.
Preventing reflection attacks. As mentioned in Section 3.4.1, prior to Android API
level 17 all bridges based on ‘addJavascriptInterface’ were vulnerable to reflection
attackss [1, 80, 102]. Our prototype implementation of N O F RAK is built as a patch
to PhoneGap 2.9, which is designed for Android API level 17 and thus immune to
reflection attacks.
To enable N O F RAK-based apps to run on earlier versions of Android,
N O F RAK makes two small changes to the local PhoneGap code. First, it sets the
default bridge mechanism to events rather than interfaces. Second, it modifies the
existing code in PhoneGap’s exposeJsInterface() so that it does not add JavaScript
interfaces to WebView if the API level is less than 17 (PhoneGap’s current code
does not add JavaScript interfaces if the API level is less than 9 or equal to 11).
This change is backward-compatible and transparent to all benign apps because
they only access bridges through the PhoneGap JavaScript API, which remains
unchanged. The framework’s JavaScript library simply “re-routes” the calls to a
different, secure bridge.
To prevent malicious JavaScript from crashing the local side of the app by
switching to a non-existing interface bridge, N O F RAK also modifies the setNative-
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ToJsBridgeMode() method in the local half to deny the request if the API level is
less than 17.
Local-to-Web bridge.

The local-to-Web bridge can be synchronous or asyn-

chronous. Synchronous bridges are used for local accesses that can be answered
immediately, for example, device or network info. These can reuse the already authenticated Web-to-local bridge, with the response passed to the Web side simply as
the return value of the call. Local accesses that require more work, such as camera
and media, need to be asynchronous to avoid freezing the app’s Web content while
the device is being accessed.
Because of the bugs in embedded browsers, events and scripts injected by
the local code into the browser can execute in the wrong origin (see Section 3.4.2).
Instead, both asynchronous local-to-Web mechanisms supported by N O F RAK reuse the Web-to-local bridge (see Fig. 3.13) for retrieving the results of bridge invocation.
The first mechanism is a modification to pending message notification used
by PhoneGap. When the response is ready, the local half of N O F RAK sends an
unauthenticated notification to JavaScript on the Web side. The message does not
contain any data and is safe even if the browser mistakenly delivers it to the wrong
origin. Upon receiving the notification, the N O F RAK JavaScript library retrieves
the data via a Web-to-local bridge authenticated by the token.
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Figure 3.13: Retrieving the result in N O F RAK.
The other mechanism is active polling. After submitting a local request, the
N O F RAK JavaScript library keeps polling the local half for a response. Each query
is authenticated by the token.
Designing the local-to-Web bridge would have been easier if the local half
of N O F RAK could write its responses directly into the localStorage associated with
the origin that made the request. Unfortunately, existing embedded browsers do
not have an API for doing this securely, and redesigning the browser would have
greatly impaired the portability of N O F RAK.
In addition to authenticating bridge invocations, N O F RAK authenticates requests to change the bridge mode made from the Web side in exactly the same way.
Therefore, N O F RAK supports future additions to the set of available bridges and
prevents chosen-bridge attacks by foreign-origin content.
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3.8.3

Evaluation
To demonstrate that our implementation of N O F RAK is transparent to all

legitimate hybrid apps, it is sufficient to verify that the API of N O F RAK-enhanced
PhoneGap is indistinguishable from the API of stock PhoneGap. Because legitimate
apps interact with PhoneGap only via this API, this criterion obviates the need to
test individual apps.
To this purpose, we considered all public API functions of PhoneGap. As
of this writing, the PhoneGap API has 16 categories: Accelerometer, Camera, Capture, Compass, Connection, Contacts, Device, Events, File, Geolocation, Globalization, InAppBrowser, Media, Notification, Splashscreen, and Storage.
Device Resource
Accelerometer
Camera
Capture
Compass
Contacts
File
Geolocation
Globalization
InAppBrowser
Media
Notification
Splashscreen
Storage

# of public methods
3
3
4
3
5
36
3
12
6
10
5
2
8

Table 3.1: PhoneGap’s JavaScript API.
Table 3.1 shows the number of public API methods for each category. Connection,
Events, and Device do not have any public methods. Connection uses 1 public
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property to retrieve the connection type, Device uses 6 public properties to fetch
device information, and Events has 15 event handlers. We developed a JavaScript
test suite and verified that in 100% of the tests, PhoneGap returns exactly the same
results with and without N O F RAK.
To measure the performance overhead of N O F RAK, we benchmarked
N O F RAK-enhanced PhoneGap against stock PhoneGap. Averaged over 10 independent executions, N O F RAK adds approximately 0.24% overhead to synchronous
calls and 5.86% overhead to asynchronous calls as shown in Table 3.2.

Sync
Async

PhoneGap
1.7713 ms
0.1244 ms

N O F RAK
1.7755 ms
0.1317 ms

Overhead
1.0024x
1.0586x

Table 3.2: Performance overhead of N O F RAK.

3.9

Related work
Luo et al. [73] observed that interfaces added to Android’s WebView via ‘ad-

dJavascriptInterface’ can be accessed by any script regardless of its origin. PhoneGap contains defenses against this attack and also implements other bridges without
this particular vulnerability. Luo et al. studied two applications but did not find any
actual vulnerabilities since the applications in question do not expose any sensitive
resources through ‘addJavascriptInterface’.
In this chapter, we carry out a comprehensive security analysis of the hybrid
software stack and demonstrate that fracking vulnerabilities are generic and affect
all bridge mechanisms, all embedded browsers, all hybrid frameworks, and all plat124

forms. Many of these vulnerabilities (e.g., those in event-based bridges, which do
preserve the origin of the call) are not caused by frame confusion and thus are different in nature from the ‘addJavascriptInterface’ vulnerability.
Luo et al. briefly dismiss authentication with pseudo-random tokens by arguing that sensitive data returned by the framework’s local half may be mistakenly
delivered to a malicious main frame. We are not aware of any hybrid app whose
main frame has a different Web origin than the app itself. Typically, it is either a
local file, or has the same origin as the app. In any case, our N O F RAK defense ensures that only the authorized origins can access the returned data even if the main
frame is malicious.
Some mobile advertising libraries on Android expose device resources via
‘addJavascriptInterface’ to JavaScript ads running inside WebView [56,110]. Stevens
et al. [110] also found that some of these libraries fetch content over HTTP and are
thus vulnerable to network attacks. Their proposed solution is privilege separation
between the browser instance running the advertising library and the actual mobile
app. As explained in Section 3.7.6, local privilege separation is much more difficult
to apply to hybrid apps because—like conventional Web apps on which they are
based—they “mash up” content from trusted and untrusted Web origins within the
same browser instance.
Besides exposing device resources, mobile advertising libraries can cause
over-privileging of mobile apps. Pearce et al. [89] added advertising API support
and corresponding advertising permissions as part of the Android platform instead
of running the entire advertising library as part of the application. AdSplit [103]
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enforces privilege separation by running the library and applications as two separate
processes with overlaid displays.
With additional system support, privilege separation can also help prevent
click frauds. Quire [38] uses call chains and digital signatures to establish the provenance of IPC calls made by Android applications. It can be used to verify that apps
correctly display ads and users indeed click on them.
Wang et al. [124] analyzed cross-origin vulnerabilities in inter-application
communication channels such as intents, schemes, and Web-access utility classes
on mobile platforms. Their threat model involves users installing malicious apps or
clicking on malicious Web links. Morbs, the defense proposed in [124], is based on
labeling all inter-application messages with their respective origins and enforcing
origin-based security policies. In contrast, this chapter focuses on a different part
of the software stack, namely, device access by untrusted Web content running in
embedded Web browsers, and demonstrates the need to apply origin-based access
control there, too.
Davi et al. [36] analyzed permission re-delegation attacks on Android applications. Permission re-delegation is an instance of the confused deputy problem [58] where a privileged application exposes some operations as a service that
non-privileged applications can invoke, yet does not correctly check the credentials
of the invoking application. Felt et al. [43] found that many Android applications
suffer from permission re-delegation attacks. Many defenses against re-delegation
attacks have been proposed in the literature [30, 38, 43, 55, 72].
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Fracking vulnerabilities described in this chapter can be viewed as an instance of the confused deputy problem, but they occur at a different level of the
software stack than the permission re-delegation attacks. Fracking vulnerabilities
result from a mismatch between the security models of the app’s Web code (governed by the same origin policy) and the framework’s local code (governed by the
platform’s access control policy). Fracking vulnerabilities are not specific to Android and apply to all platforms and all mechanisms currently used in hybrid frameworks to expose local resources to Web code.
Chen et al. [27] proposed using permission event graphs to prevent malicious applications from misusing their privileges by enforcing OS-context-specific
policies on them.
Proposals for finer-grained access control than the current Android system
include byte-code rewriting [61], intercepting calls to Android native libraries [129],
and modifying the Android OS itself [82]. Hao et al. [57] showed that incomplete
implementation of such fine-grained access control using Java byte-code rewriting
can be bypassed by malicious applications. Fine-grained access control at the OS
level does not help against fracking attacks if the OS cannot distinguish whether
a particular access request came from trusted or untrusted Web content within the
browser.
Security vulnerabilities are often caused by the application developer’s misunderstanding of an SDK or framework API [52, 125]. Fracking vulnerabilities
occur in the hybrid framework itself and are not caused by the developers’ misuse
of the framework’s API.
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3.10

Conclusion
Hybrid applications—and, in general, various mechanisms for opening the

browser sandbox and adding native access to Web code—are here to stay. Today,
hybrid applications are typically built using one of the application development
frameworks analyzed in this chapter, but similar functionality is being added to
conventional Web browsers, too. Chrome and the nightly versions of Firefox support the WebRTC standard that enables Web content to access local audio and video
resources [126]. Chrome also supports “packaged apps”12 with native access capabilities, Intel’s MobiUS app browser13 supports access to device resources and the
user’s social media, etc.
Hybrid software will continue to present security challenges. Existing app
stores rely on semi-automated static audit to filter out malicious apps, but hybrid
apps compose their content dynamically. This was less of a problem in conventional
Web applications because they did not have any local access, but hybrid apps do.
App platforms must develop dynamic, runtime mechanisms for recognizing and
blocking malicious behavior.
Hybrid apps contain complex interactions between Web code and local code.
Unfortunately, the Web security model and the local security model are not coherent, and the loss of origin when Web content accesses local resources can be dev12
13

http://developer.chrome.com/apps/about_apps.html
http://dev.html5m.com/?q=mobius
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astating. Furthermore, even minor bugs in either the hybrid code, or the embedded
browser open the door to cross-site scripting attacks.14
Domain whitelisting is now done opaquely by app creators. Showing the
whitelists to the user may help the user make more educated decisions about (not)
installing certain apps.
Security of the hybrid software stack is a complex, poorly understood topic
that will only grow in importance. In this chapter, we performed a critical security
analysis of the bridge mechanisms used by modern hybrid application development
frameworks and showed their weaknesses. We then performed a large-scale survey
of fracking vulnerabilities in the wild. Lastly, we proposed N O F RAK: a new principled mechanism for authenticating all calls to native device resources. N O F RAK
prevents all fracking attacks at the cost of a small performance overhead.

14

https://github.com/blackberry/BB10-WebWorks-Framework/issues/82
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Chapter 4
Rethinking Security of
Web-Based System Applications

4.1

Introduction
Web-based system applications, as defined by the W3C Working Group [115],

are Web applications with comparable capabilities to native applications. They are
implemented in languages such as HTML5 and JavaScript but operate outside the
Web browser sandbox, with direct access to the operating system on the host machine. Many modern operating systems, including Ubuntu, Google Chrome, Windows, and Firefox OS, provide runtime environments to support Web-based system
applications, eroding the distinction between desktop, mobile, and Web-based software.
Web-based system applications offer several attractive features. First, they
are implemented in platform-independent Web languages and thus are portable, in
contrast to native applications. In theory, the developer can write the application
once and it will run on many desktop and mobile platforms. Second, they have access to native functionality such as local files, camera, microphone, etc., in contrast
to conventional Web applications. Third, after they are installed by the user, they
can work offline, also in contrast to conventional Web applications. Fourth, they
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are easy to maintain and update by changing the Web code hosted on the developer’s site, instead of requiring all users to update their local copies. Fifth, even
though they use runtime Web-browser libraries, they do not rely on browsers’ user
interfaces, which can take up valuable display space on mobile devices and make
applications less responsive.
Our contributions. We first analyze the security models of the existing platforms
for Web-based system applications: Ubuntu, Chrome, Windows, and Firefox OS.
These platforms have different access-control semantics for native objects, making
it difficult to implement secure, portable applications even when the language and
API are platform-independent (e.g., Open Web APIs in HTML5).
Another problem with the existing platforms is that their access-control policies are expressed in terms of system components and thus do not map naturally
onto the applications’ privilege separation requirements. For example, in Ubuntu
and Windows, native-access capabilities are granted not to the application per se
but to specific browser instances. Consider a Web-based system application created
from a conventional Web application that combines its own content with untrusted
third-party advertising in the same browser instance (e.g., WebView). When the
platform gives native-access rights to this WebView object, it effectively grants
them not only to the application’s own code, but also to unauthorized third-party
code sharing the same WebView.
We demonstrate several security vulnerabilities caused by the unintentional
delegation of native-access rights on the existing platforms. For example, a ma-
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licious iframe included into an Ubuntu HTML5 app can use the privileges of the
browser’s main frame to steal the user’s OAuth credentials for Gmail, Facebook,
etc. Similarly, a malicious iframe in a Windows Runtime app can get unfettered
access to geolocation. Google Chrome has a different but related problem, where
messages sent by the app’s local code to the app’s Web code can be intercepted by
malicious third-party content, thereby enabling content injection attacks.
We then design, implement, and evaluate P OWER G ATE, a new accesscontrol mechanism for Web-based system applications. In contrast to the existing mechanisms, P OWER G ATE provides both security and consistency by defining
and correctly enforcing uniform access-control semantics for all native objects.
P OWER G ATE enables application developers to express access restrictions
on native objects in terms of explicit principals such as “application’s own local
code,” “application’s own remote code,” and “third-party remote code.” Crucially,
these policies do not rely on the risk-prone delegation of access capabilities to WebViews and other system components.
We implemented a prototype of P OWER G ATE based on Firefox OS. Our
evaluation shows that the performance overhead of P OWER G ATE is very small vs.
stock Firefox OS. We also demonstrate how P OWER G ATE can automatically emulate the access-control semantics of conventional Ubuntu, Google Chrome, Windows, and Firefox OS, thus ensuring 100% backward compatibility: any existing
Web-based system application will run on a P OWER G ATE-enabled platform without any changes to the application’s code.
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4.2

Software stack
The software stack for Web-based system applications is shown schemati-

cally in Fig. 4.1. All platforms in our study implement some version of this stack;
individual variations are explained in the corresponding sections. We divide the
layers of this stack into two categories: those managed by the platform OS and
those managed by individual applications.

Figure 4.1: Software stack of Web-based system applications.

4.2.1

Platform components

Native objects. These are the native resources and functionalities that the platform
makes available to Web-based system applications. Depending on the platform,
native objects may include hardware components (e.g., camera or GPS), special
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files (e.g., contacts list on a mobile device), and platform-level functionality (e.g.,
notifications or authentication credentials).
Local API to native objects. To enable applications to access native objects, each
platform provides a runtime environment with special APIs. Different APIs may
be available depending on the application’s level of privilege. Even on platforms
where local APIs are implemented in Web languages such as JavaScript, the platform may make them available only to the application’s local code, i.e., the part
already installed on the machine, but not to the remote Web code running inside a
browser instance.
Web API to native objects. In contrast to the local API, Web API to native objects is
available to the application’s remote Web code. Web API is implemented via special
browser objects or other mechanisms that enable Web content executing inside a
browser to make calls outside the browser sandbox—either to the application’s local
code, or directly to the platform. Often, the Web API is a subset of the local API.
4.2.2

Application components

Manifest.

The application’s manifest lists what the application needs from the

platform. The key part of the manifest is an explicit list of native objects that the
application wants to access. In all platforms in our study, this list must be approved
by the user when the application is installed. The platform’s runtime environment
is responsible for ensuring that an application cannot access a native object via the
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local or Web API unless this object has been approved by the user as part of the
manifest.
Local code. Web-based system applications typically have a component which is
installed on the host machine as a local program.
In the simplest case, the local component consists solely of the application’s
manifest and content caches, but in many applications it also includes executable
code. This local code (1) creates embedded browser instances that execute the
application’s remote Web code (see below), (2) “links” the platform’s local API
and the browser’s Web API so that the application’s remote code, too, can access
native objects, and/or (3) provides some offline functionality. Depending on the
platform, the local code may be implemented in a Web language such as JavaScript,
but it runs outside the browser, is not subject to the standard browser sandboxing
policies, and has direct access to the platform’s local API.
Own remote code.

The bulk of the code of a Web-based system application is

typically hosted at a remote, developer-controlled domain (we call it the app’s Webhome domain). Hosting application code remotely allows developers to re-use the
same code across multiple platforms, update it without involving the users, and
dynamically generate new content.
This code runs on the user’s machine inside an embedded browser instance
(e.g., WebView) created by the application’s local code. Consequently, it can access
native objects via the Web API but not via the platform’s local API.
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Third-party remote code.

Web-based system applications may also incorporate

third-party Web code from origins other than the developer’s own domain. For
example, an advertising-supported application may include an iframe which dynamically fetches ads from different origins while the application is executing.
4.2.3

Threat model
For the purposes of this chapter, we assume that the hardware, operating

system, and the application (both the local and remote code written by the application developer, as well as the developer-specified privilege separation policies) are
trusted. The main threat is third-party remote content included into the application.
The origins of this content are not known statically, e.g., due to syndicated and
auction-based advertising. It may be malicious and attempt to gain unauthorized
access to camera, file system, etc.
The security of the software stack shown in Fig. 4.1 thus fundamentally depends on the platform’s correct separation between the privileges granted to the application’s local code, application’s own remote code, and third-party remote code.

4.3

Existing platforms
Web-based system applications need to expose native objects to parts of the

application’s code (e.g., Web code hosted at the developer’s own site) while hiding
them from other parts (e.g., third-party ads). Standard OS access control works at
the granularity of individual applications and cannot provide the required privilege
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separation. Platforms supporting Web-based system applications thus implement
new access-control mechanisms for native objects.
In this section, we analyze the access-control models and enforcement mechanisms in Ubuntu, Google Chrome, Windows, and Firefox OS (summarized in Table 4.1). We show that native-access semantics are inconsistent across the platforms, explain the pros and cons of each approach, and demonstrate several security
problems caused by the design flaws in access-control models.
Platform
Ubuntu
Chrome
Windows
Firefox OS

Privilege
hierarchy
Yes (2 levels)
Yes (3 levels)
No
Yes (4 levels)

Install-time
access control
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Runtime access control
Yes
(optional) in JavaScript shim
Yes
Yes

Each tuple defines a principal
(app, local/remote code)
(app, local/remote code, Web origin∗ )
(app, local/remote code)
(app, browser instance, Web origin)

Table 4.1: Access control enforcement on different platforms.
*Code for origin-based access control enforcement is the responsibility of
the app developer.

4.3.1

Ubuntu

Overview. Ubuntu provides isolation between the app’s local and remote Web code
and also enforces the same origin policy on the remote Web code from different
origins. The app’s local code is treated as a distinct origin. Ubuntu uses a mix of
install-time and runtime access control to protect access to native objects.
Privilege hierarchy. Ubuntu supports two classes of applications: HTML5 apps
and regular Web apps. The latter execute inside a Web browser and have access to
a very limited set of native objects. By contrast, HTML5 apps execute inside a Web
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Figure 4.2: Software stack of Ubuntu HTML5 apps.
“container” without the browser UI elements. The overall architecture of Ubuntu
HTML5 apps is shown in Fig. 4.2.
Ubuntu supports three different API classes for HTML5 apps: Ubuntu platform APIs (Unity), W3C APIs, and Cordova APIs. Ubuntu platform APIs provide
access to OS services such as notification, messaging, media player, launcher, etc.
The W3C APIs follow W3C specifications and provide access to a very limited set
of device resources such as geolocation. The Cordova APIs [35] provide access
to a wide range of OS resources such as accelerometer, camera, capture, contacts,
device, file, geolocation, and storage. Cordova uses a plugin framework to expose
device-level functionality via a JavaScript interface. Ubuntu requires app developers to either package their own copies of the Cordova runtime with the app, or use
the one offered by the platform.
Principals and access-control implementation. Ubuntu uses the open-source AppArmor utility to sandbox each app. An app developer can either use pre-existing
templates to configure the sandbox for the resources her app needs, or customize the
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templates by selecting a subset of the available “policy groups,” roughly analogous
to Android permissions. Sample policy groups include accounts, audio, calendar,
camera, connectivity, contacts, and location, etc. [10]
The Cordova API is accessible to Web code from any origin [53]. Even
though Cordova supports origin whitelisting, Ubuntu does not expose it to app
developers, thus there is no way to restrict native-object accesses to a particular
(set of) origin(s). On the other hand, Ubuntu ensures that most of the Unity API is
only accessible to the app’s local code and not to any Web code. Unfortunately, this
policy has exceptions which lead to serious security vulnerabilities.
Pros. Ubuntu relies on AppArmor and hides most of the fine-grained, origin-based
access control from the user.
Cons. As mentioned above, Ubuntu exposes the Cordova API to all Web origins,
allowing untrusted Web code to access camera, microphone, etc. [53] Furthermore,
Ubuntu lets users link their online accounts such as Google and Facebook to their
OS account. Once linked, the login credentials are accessible via the OnlineAccounts API [85]. Even though untrusted Web code inside iframes cannot query this
API directly, it can navigate the top frame to its own origin, steal the user’s OAuth
credentials via the API (since access is granted to a particular frame, not to a particular Web origin), and redirect the main frame back to the original page to keep the
attack stealthy. This attack enables malicious Web content to hijack users’ Google
and Facebook accounts.
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4.3.2

Chrome

Overview.

The software stack of Google Chrome apps is shown in Fig. 4.3.

Chrome provides isolation between the app’s local code, which it treats as a distinct origin different from all Web origins, and remote content, to which it applies
the same origin policy. Chrome uses install-time access control for the native objects declared in the app’s manifest, but developers can add stricter run-time checks
by coding them in the app’s JavaScript shim.
Chrome also supports optional permissions,1 which are declared in the app’s
manifest but must be approved by the user at runtime when the object is accessed.
Optional permissions are not the focus of this chapter because they apply only to a
handful of native objects, not including the more sensitive ones such as camera.

Figure 4.3: Software stack of Chrome apps.
1

https://developer.chrome.com/apps/permissions
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Privilege hierarchy. Google Chrome supports three different types of applications.
Hosted apps reside on a remote server, with only a manifest file and an icon installed
on the user’s machine. Hosted apps have access only to ”background”, ”clipboardRead”, ”clipboardWrite”, ”geolocation”, ”notifications”, and ”unlimitedStorage”
objects. Chrome apps run inside their own browser instances but without browser
UI. Extensions run inside regular browser instances but can integrate more closely
with the browser and bypass the same origin policy. Chrome apps and extensions
have access to most of the native objects.
Principals.

The local Web code of Chrome apps cannot include third-party re-

sources such as scripts and embedded objects. Unlike Firefox OS (described below), Chrome does not allow iframes pointing to third-party content. Instead, such
content must be put into WebView tags. Unlike iframes, these WebViews are separate browser instances, thus their rendering engines run in separate processes. Even
if malicious content compromises the rendering process of its WebView, the other
browser instances are still protected by the OS-level process isolation.
By default, native objects in Chrome are exposed only to local app code,
but developers can implement JavaScript shims that expose certain objects via Web
API to the remote code executing inside WebView instances. The developer is responsible for ensuring that this access is not abused by untrusted third-party code
executing in the same WebViews. This is a problem because, when enabled, a
WebView API to a native object can be accessed by any content inside this WebView, regardless of its origin.
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Access-control implementation.

Each Chrome app must request via its mani-

fest the permissions for all native objects it accesses [33]. Sensitive permissions
(videoCapture, audioCapture, etc.) are shown to the user for approval when the
app is installed. Once approval is granted, the app can access all requested native
objects without any further user interaction.
Pros. Chrome hides its fine-grained, origin-based isolation from the user. Individual Web APIs are not activated by default, but must be explicitly requested by the
app.
Cons. Conceptually, Chrome relies on delegating native-access rights not to named
principals (explicitly specified Web origins) but to system components
(WebView instances). This is risky because a given component may include code
from untrusted principals. Security thus completely depends on the developers correctly implementing origin checks for each resource request coming from a WebView instance. These checks can rely on WebRequestEventInteface,2 or use various
match patterns.3 In either case, the access-control code is subtle and difficult to
write correctly [106]. The sample WebView app distributed by Google Chrome
via GitHub [32], which is supposed to serve as a coding guidance for other apps,
is missing any such checks and consequenly exposes the native objects to all Web
origins.
2

https://developer.chrome.com/apps/tags/webview.html#typeWebRequestEventInteface
3
https://developer.chrome.com/apps/match_patterns.html
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Furthermore, even correctly implemented checks can be bypassed. For example, the current implementation of the “pointer lock” object incorrectly reports
the source of the request to be the origin of the main frame even when the request
comes from inside an iframe, rendering all origin checks ineffectual.
Another problem inherent in Chrome apps is their use of HTML5 postMessage for communication between the app’s local Web code and its remote Web code.
By design, the remote Web code running inside WebView does not have a reference
to the parent app’s window. It must first receive a postMessage from the local side
of the application before it can send a message to it. Unfortunately, the local code
of some existing Chrome apps (e.g., Lucidchart Diagrams) sends postMessage with
“*” as the destination, i.e., without restricting the receiver’s origin. Malicious thirdparty Web code running inside an iframe can “frame-bust” (i.e., navigate the main
frame of its WebView to the attacker’s URL), capture the message and its contents,
and change the main frame to its old URL. Once it obtains a reference to the parent
app’s window in this way, malicious code can also send messages to the app’s local
code. This makes content injection attacks possible.
4.3.3

Windows

Overview. Windows 8.1 supports Windows Runtime apps written in HTML5 and
JavaScript. These apps have access to native objects such as camera, removable
storage, and geolocation via the Windows.* API. Remote Web content included in
an app cannot access the namespace of these native objects directly. The overall
architecture of Windows Runtime apps is shown in Fig. 4.4
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Figure 4.4: Software stack of Windows Runtime apps.
Principals and access-control implementation.

A Windows Runtime HTML5

application can include remote Web content in two ways: in an iframe embedded
into an internal application page or in a WebView object. If remote content is
loaded in an iframe, the developer must whitelist its domain in order for the content
to be fetched and loaded successfully. Windows allows only HTTPS domains to
be whitelisted. No whitelisting is needed if the content is to be displayed inside
WebView. Windows also requires that if the main WebView frame is fetched over
HTTPS, all inner iframes must be fetched over HTTPS as well.
Windows uses 20 capability groups [127] to protect native objects. Developers must declare all capabilities needed by their apps in the manifests. The user
is prompted when an app wants to use a given permission for the first time; all
subsequent requests are granted or denied based on this decision.
The permission prompt shows the name of the app but not the origin of the
request (e.g., “Can TestApp use your location?”). This does not affect native objects
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managed by Windows Runtime because they are not visible to remote Web code, but
it affects the W3C API which is exposed to Web code by Windows. For instance, if
an internal application page requests access to the geolocation object and the user
approves, all third-party Web content included in this app will implicitly get access
to geolocation as well.
Pros.

Windows exposes access to the Windows Runtime library only to local

application code, thus reducing the security risks of running untrusted remote Web
code in embedded browser instances.
Cons.

Windows does not provide origin-based access control for native device

resources. This access-control model is inadequate for objects such as geolocation that are available through both Windows Runtime and W3C API. As a result,
malicious third-party content can surreptitiously obtain the user’s location.
Due to lack of built-in mechanisms for intra- and inter-principal communications, developers of Windows Runtime apps must rely on custom schemes—for
example, the app’s Web code can use the window.external.notify() API to talk to
the app’s local code outside the browser. The domain of this Web code must be
whitelisted; if there are multiple domains in the whitelist, then each of them can
send a window.external.notify() message. In this case, the developer must write
(error-prone) code that checks sender.callingUri and disambiguates calls made by
different senders.
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4.3.4

Firefox OS

Overview. Firefox OS supports fine-grained access control for native objects. Principals are defined by the application instance, embedded browser instance, and Web
origin [45]: each combination of these has its own distinct access rights. Firefox
OS uses a mix of install-time and runtime, prompt-based access control.

Figure 4.5: Software stack of Firefox OS apps.
The software stack of Firefox OS applications is shown in Fig. 4.5. The
OS part of the stack (not shown in detail in the picture) consists of three major
components: Gaia front-end responsible for maintaining the UI, the underlying operating system layer called Gonk that provides abstractions for accessing the device
hardware, and an intermediate layer called Gecko which includes the runtime engines for HTML, CSS, and JavaScript and is responsible for enforcing all security
policies regarding access to native objects.
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Privilege hierarchy.

There are two types of applications (apps) in Firefox OS:

hosted and packaged. Hosted apps have no local content and their manifest file
is hosted at a remote server. This file may also contain instructions for caching or
offline usage of the app. Isolation of hosted apps is based on the Web origins [16] of
their manifest files, defined by the protocol, domain, and port number. Firefox OS
allows only one hosted app per origin since it cannot isolate distinct hosted apps
if they have the same origin. To prevent arbitrary files from being interpreted as
manifests, Firefox OS requires manifest files to be served with a specific MIME
type (”application/x-web-app-manifest+json”).
Unlike hosted apps, packaged apps store local content on the user’s machine
during installation. Packaged apps can be further categorized into three categories,
in increasing order of privilege: regular, privileged, and certified apps.
Regular packaged apps have the same privileges as hosted apps. The only
difference is that they can work offline because their contents are stored locally on
the user’s machine.
Privileged packaged apps contain an explicit list of assets in a ZIP archive,
reviewed and signed by the app store. All assets are verified during installation and
stored locally.
Certified packaged apps are special apps with elevated privileges, similar to
setuid binaries in UNIX. In contrast to privileged apps, almost all permissions for
certified apps are implicit and not controllable by the user. Certified apps are signed
with the same key as the OS and distributed solely by the device manufacturer.
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Principals.

As mentioned above, each tuple of (application instance, browser

instance, Web origin) defines a unique access-control principal. Firefox OS allows
different browser instances to co-exist inside a single application. The application
can use them to render Web content from the same origin, yet prevent the sharing
of cookies and other browser state.
The local content of an application is treated by Firefox OS as a special
principal whose origin is different from all Web origins. All application code is
written in HTML5 and JavaScript; Firefox OS applications do not have local native
code. The application’s local code cannot include content from other origins via
tags like embed or script. It can include third-party content using if rame, but in
this case the included content is isolated from the local content by the same origin
policy [16] since its origin is different from that of local content. Firefox OS uses
content security policies (CSP) to enforce these restrictions.
Access-control implementation.

Depending on the application’s privilege level

(i.e., hosted, regular, privileged, or certified), certain permissions are implicit and
the rest are explicit; also, certain objects are not available to certain classes of applications. For example, contacts and device storage API are not available to regular
applications. The application developer must list all permissions the application
needs, whether explicit or implicit, in its manifest. When enumerating individual
permissions in the manifest, the developer must supply a short description of why
the application needs this permission and how it will be used. This description is
displayed to the user when the user is asked to authorize access to the underly-
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ing object and on other UI screens concerning the application’s management and
integration with the OS.
Once the application is installed, the implicit permissions are granted without any user interaction. The explicit permissions generate user prompts when the
corresponding objects are requested. The user grants or denies access and can optionally instruct the system to remember her decision for subsequent requests of the
same type coming from the same principal.
Local APIs to some native objects have an additional “access” property,
which lets the developer specify the access rights he wishes the application to have
with respect to the corresponding object, such as “readonly”, “createonly”, “readcreate”, and “readwrite”. These properties are specified in the manifest but not
shown to the user. Firefox OS lets users monitor permission state and change applications’ permissions via special UI. More details about the Firefox OS permission
system can be found in [44].
Pros. The access control mechanism in Firefox OS helps developers implement
flexible, fine-grained isolation between application components without writing any
extra code.
Cons.

Firefox OS bombards the user with permission requests for each (appli-

cation, browser, origin) tuple. For example, suppose an app requests access to
geolocation from both its local HTML5 code and remote HTML5 code hosted at
the developer’s domain. The user will be prompted twice: once with the name of
the app and second time with the domain name. To make matters more confusing,
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suppose that this app uses two different browser instances, both of which render
content from the same domain that needs access to geolocation (e.g., both show the
same geotargeted ad). In this case, the user will be prompted twice with the same
domain name.

4.4

Design of POWERGATE
The purpose of P OWER G ATE is to help developers of Web-based system

applications write access-control and privilege separation policies that (1) support
inclusion of untrusted third-party content such as Web advertising, and (2) restrict
this third-party content to an explicitly enumerated subset of native objects.
The common case in all existing Web-based system applications is that the
application requests native access only for its own code, which may be hosted on
the device itself and/or provided from the application’s remote Web server. All
third-party code included into these applications is conventional Web content such
as ads and ”Like” buttons, intended for conventional browsers without native-access
APIs. Therefore, no third-party code—even if included into the application’s own
code (for example, as a syndicated ad in an iframe)—should be able to access native
objects, except possibly geolocation which may be needed for geotargeted advertising.
To support this common case, P OWER G ATE gives developers an easy way
to “name” all external domains so that they can be blocked en masse from native
access. For applications with more fine-grained native-access policies, P OWER -
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G ATE can also support different rights for different third-party domains. This takes
a single line per domain in the application’s policy specification.
Access-control principals.

P OWER G ATE policies are expressed in terms of na-

tive objects and access-control principals, as opposed to the platform components
(shims, browser instances, etc.). We chose this approach because the distinction
between the application’s own code and third-party code does not map neatly onto
the platform components. For example, on some platforms the application’s own
code is split into a local part hosted on the user’s machine and a remote part hosted
on the developer’s server. At the same time, certain components such as embedded
Web browsers combine the application’s own code with third-party code.
Web origins are natural access-control principals in many scenarios—for
example, when implementing privilege separation inside pure Web applications [2,
71]—but they are often too fine-grained for developers’ purposes. Consider the
developer of an ad-supported application who wants to allow all ads in her application to access the user’s location for better geotargeting. In the case of syndicated or
auction-based advertising, the origins of these ads are determined dynamically and
enumerating them in advance as part of the access-control policy is not feasible.
There are four main principals in P OWER G ATE: application’s local native
code, application’s local Web code, application’s remote Web code, and third-party
Web code. In Section 4.6.1 we show that these principals are sufficient to emulate
the access-control models of all existing platforms. Optionally, individual domains
can be specified as sub-principals of “third-party Web code.”
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The developer specifies a static “Web-home” domain hosting the application’s remote Web code. All other Web origins are treated as sources of untrusted
code and thus—for the purposes of native access only—are clustered into the “thirdparty Web code” principal. This lumping does not introduce any security vulnerabilities because the same origin policy is still enforced by the browser, thus individual Web origins within the “third-party Web code” principal still cannot access each
other’s Web resources. Furthermore, by default, this joint principal is blocked from
accessing any native objects. Therefore, third-party Web origins have strictly fewer
rights when they are combined into this joint principal than they have individually
on any existing platform.
Access-control policies.

In a P OWER G ATE policy, every native object is asso-

ciated with an ACL-style list of privileges for each principal. P OWER G ATE has a
very simple hierarchy of privileges. The default setting is deny: the principal has no
access to the object. A principal may be allowed to access the object unconditionally, or the system may prompt the user for permission. For complex native objects
(e.g., contacts, external storage, etc.), P OWER G ATE supports the access qualifiers
of readonly, readwrite, readcreate, and createonly, same as stock Firefox OS.
The app’s remote Web code is associated with a specific Web origin which,
by definition, includes the protocol (HTTP or HTTPS). If the protocol is not specified in the manifest, P OWER G ATE assumes HTTPS. If access to a particular native
object is allowed unconditionally for third-party Web code, then P OWER G ATE restricts it to HTTPS origins to prevent network attacks.
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This simple system of principals and privileges can express rich, yet conceptually straightforward policies. For example, the application’s local native and
Web code may access the contacts, videos, and pictures, the application’s remote
Web code may access only videos and pictures, and third-party code may access
geolocation but only if the user explicitly approves.
To enable secure communication between the app’s local Web code and its
remote Web code, P OWER G ATE introduces new API functions sendToAppLocalWebPrincipal(String msg), receiveFromAppLocalWebPrincipal(), sendToAppRemoteWebPrincipal(String msg), and receiveFromAppRemoteWebPrincipal().
Messaging between other pairs of principals can be supported in a similar fashion, if
needed. These new messaging APIs deliver messages to explicitly named principals
rather than individual system components. Therefore, applications that use them do
not suffer from the vulnerabilities affecting current Web-based system applications
whose intra-application communication is based on HTML5 postMessage. In many
such applications, the recipient’s origin is specified as “*” and messages can thus
be intercepted by any third-party code running in the same browser.
Centralized enforcement and backward compatibility.

All access-control deci-

sions in P OWER G ATE are made in a single place in the code. Access-control logic
is independent of the actual native object being accessed and does not depend on
the platform-specific implementation details. P OWER G ATE is thus “future-proof”:
it protects access not only to all native objects in today’s platforms, but also to any
objects added in future releases.
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P OWER G ATE ensures that existing applications behave as before when
ported to P OWER G ATE. In Section 4.6.1, we show how the manifest of any existing application can be rewritten to emulate the access-control semantics of any
of the platforms described in Section 4.3. In Section 4.6.2, we show that all existing Web-based system applications can run without any code modifications on
a P OWER G ATE-capable platform and, if needed, preserve the same access-control
semantics they currently have.
Limitations. By design, P OWER G ATE only protects access to native objects. To
protect and isolate Web resources such as DOM, P OWER G ATE relies on the Web
browser’s implementation of the same origin policy. Like all other OS and browser
access-control policies, P OWER G ATE’s policies are binary: access is denied or allowed, but there is no notion of “rate-limiting” (e.g., allowing an app to access a
certain object only 5 times). We did not observe the need for such richer policies in
the existing apps.
Remote principals are defined by their Web origin or a set of origins, since
this is the only information about them that is readily available to the host platform.
P OWER G ATE thus cannot express policies such as “only domains belonging to local
businesses can access geolocation” because there is no feasible way for the platform
to determine whether a particular domain truly belongs to a local business. This is
a generic limitation of the entire Web model and not specific to P OWER G ATE.
P OWER G ATE does not control what happens to information after it has been
accessed by an authorized principal. For example, the user may grant access to the
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contacts list to the application’s own code, which then sells this data to an advertiser.
This is a generic limitation of host-based access control and cannot be solved without radically restructuring the existing host and network infrastructure to enforce
Internet-wide information flow control.

4.5

Implementation of POWERGATE
The design of P OWER G ATE is platform-independent, but our proof-of-con-

cept prototype implementation is based on Firefox OS. Implementations on other
platforms would be essentially identical since all of them, except Chrome, have
permission managers that are similar to Firefox OS and can be modified identically.
In Chrome, native access is controlled inside the app, not the OS, thus P OWER G ATE would be provided as a library. The alternative is to add a Firefox-OS-style
permission manager to Chrome.
The key data structure in P OWER G ATE is PowerGateStore, an in-memory
hash map indexed by app id which stores the access privileges of currently running apps. We also use the same term for the file from which this hash map is
populated when a new app is launched. The in-memory PowerGateStore is used to
make access-control decisions at runtime, whereas the PowerGateStore file is used
to persist apps’ access-control settings between host restarts. PowerGateStore is
managed internally by the OS and cannot be accessed by applications unless the
OS is compromised, which is beyond our threat model.
The implementation of P OWER G ATE consists of two parts. The first part
parses the app’s manifest when the app is installed and updates the PowerGateStore
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file accordingly. The second part decides at runtime whether to unconditionally
allow, prompt the user for permission, or deny a given access request to a native
object.
At app installation time. P OWER G ATE parses the app’s manifest file and creates
a Preference object for each (native object, principal) pair declared in the manifest.
This object’s string representation is prefixed with the app’s id, which is assigned
by the underlying system at install time. A Preference object is also created for the
app’s own Web-home domain.
The set of all Preference objects for the app being installed is then stored
in the PowerGateStore file. For example, if the app’s system id is 32, its Webhome domain is www.example.com, and the app allows only Web code from
adserver.com to access the geolocation object (with explicit user approval),
then P OWER G ATE will create the following entries in PowerGateStore:
1
2

32.webhome: https: / / www . e x a m p l e . com
32.geolocation.third-party-web-code.prompt.true.domain: https: / / a d s e r v e r . com

Snippet 4.1: P OWER G ATE’s internal policy format.
The user can manually overwrite these policies, if needed.
At app runtime. The in-memory representation of the access-control policies of
all apps currently running on the host is kept in the PowerGateStore hash map (see
Fig. 4.6), keyed by app id. Each entry in this map includes the app’s Web-home
domain and a Policy object defining the policies for all native objects to which
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Figure 4.6: Internal architecture of the PowerGateStore.
the app has requested access via its manifest file. These Policy objects are hash
maps keyed by the native object’s name and enumerating the access rights of each
principal.
Access-control policies. The possible values for the principals tag in a policy are
local-native-code, local-web-code, app-web-code, and third-party-web-code. The
current version of Firefox OS does not allow applications to include native code,
thus all existing applications are implemented exclusively in Web languages such
as HTML5, JavaScript, and CSS. On other platforms, however, applications can
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include local native code, necessitating support for the local-native-code principal.
Optionally, individual domains can be specified as sub-principals of the third-partyweb-code principal.
The prompt tag allows developers to specify whether the user should be
prompted for permission when access to a given native object is attempted. The default value of this tag is “yes”. In P OWER G ATE, the user can instruct the GUI
to remember her choice. By explicitly incorporating user prompts into accesscontrol policies, P OWER G ATE can emulate the following access-control semantics: prompt: no, prompt: always (the user instructs the system to not remember
her choice), prompt: first-time-use (the user instructs the system to remember her
choice).
Access-control enforcement.

P OWER G ATE’s enforcement mechanism is shown

schematically in Fig. 4.7. It is implemented in 366 lines of C++ code. Specifically,
in nsPermissionManager.cpp, P OWER G ATE modifies the internal implementation
of Firefox OS’ permission manager’s entry point:
1
2
3
4
5
6

nsresult
CommonTestPermission(nsIPrincipal * aPrincipal,
const char * aType,
uint32 t
* aPermission,
bool aExactHostMatch,
bool aIncludingSession)

Snippet 4.2: Firefox OS’ permission manager’s entry point.
with a function call to P OWER G ATE’s permission manager:
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1
2
3
4

uint32 t * aPermission
PowerGate::GetAction(uint32 t appId,
const char * aType,
string prePath)

Snippet 4.3: P OWER G ATE’s permission manager’s entry point.
defined in PowerGate.cpp. Since the CommonTestPermission() function is the central location used by Firefox OS to make access-control decisions about any native
object, PowerGate::GetAction() effectively assumes this responsibility.

Figure 4.7: Access-control enforcement at runtime in P OWER G ATE.
In P OWER G ATE, the decision to allow or deny access is based on the app
id, the name of the object being requested, and the requesting principal. The app id
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and the principal are determined from the information provided by the platform’s
runtime environment for every request. The name of the object is conveyed by
the platform’s local API. Specifically, P OWER G ATE derives the values of appId
and prePath from the aPrincipal object and uses aType as the native object name.
P OWER G ATE does not use ExactHostMatch because it always assumes this flag to
be true when the request comes from the app’s Web code or a third-party origin
explicitly defined in the app’s manifest, and false in all other cases. P OWER G ATE
then looks up the app id in PowerGateStore. If a match is found, P OWER G ATE
retrieves the app’s policy object. P OWER G ATE internally computes the value of
aIncludingSession based on the prompt part of the policy and/or user’s choice (if
the user was previously prompted). Finally, P OWER G ATE uses the policy to decide
whether to allow the request, deny it, or prompt the user.
Inter-principal communication.

To enable secure communication between the

app’s local Web code and its remote Web code, P OWER G ATE provides a new messaging API. This API can be implemented via a new, distinct native object, but our
current proof-of-concept prototype implementation is based on a sandboxed variant
of the existing Alarms object, which we called Communicator. When the local Web
code wants to talk to its remote counterpart, it invokes sendToAppRemoteWebPrincipal(String msg). The local Web code then sends a postMessage(”pending message”, ”*”) to the browser instance executing remote code to notify the latter that
a message is waiting for it. Upon receiving this notification, the remote Web code
retrieves the pending message by invoking receiveFromAppLocalWebPrincipal().
Note that there is no need to protect the content of the postMessage since it does
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not contain any sensitive information. Even if malicious third-party code intercepts this postMessage, the P OWER G ATE access-control mechanism will prevent it
from retrieving the actual message since it is not the app-web-code principal. Messaging from the app’s remote Web code to the app’s local Web code works similarly by using the sendToAppLocalWebPrincipal(String msg) and receiveFromAppRemoteWebPrincipal() API.

4.6

Evaluation
For the evaluation of the existing platforms described in Section 4.3, we

used a Dell Latitude E6500 laptop executing Windows 8.1 with Windows Phone
Simulator; a MacBook Pro laptop executing Mac OS X 10.9.4 with Google Chrome
34.0.1847 and two virtual machines installed inside VMware Fusion 5.0.4, running Ubuntu 13.10 and Ubuntu 14.04, respectively; and a Dell PowerEdge 2950
running Ubuntu 12.10 LTS and the Firefox OS version 1.3 simulator. To evaluate
our proof-of-concept implementation of P OWER G ATE, we modified the Firefox OS
simulator with scripts that automate user interaction and thus generate deterministic
sequences of native-access requests. All performance evaluation of P OWER G ATE
was done on the Dell PowerEdge 2950 running Ubuntu 12.10 LTS.
4.6.1

Backward compatibility
P OWER G ATE can emulate the access-control policies of all four platforms

analyzed in our study. This is done by automatically rewriting the application’s
manifest, without any changes to the application’s code.
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Ubuntu. In Ubuntu HTML5 apps (see Section 4.3.1), local code has access to the
Unity API [118], allowing apps to reserve a spot on the Launcher or integrate with
Messaging and Music menus. This API is not available to either the app’s own, or
third-party Web code. The corresponding P OWER G ATE policy is as follows:
1
2

In Ubuntu:
Allowed

3
4
5
6
7
8

In PowerGate:
"policy groups": [
"unity": {
"principals": {
"local-web-code": {"prompt": "no"}}}]

Snippet 4.4: Backward compatible support for local-web-code
in P OWER G ATE-enabled Ubuntu.
For objects that are likely to be useful to HTML5 apps, such as the
OnlineAccounts object, Ubuntu grants access (without user interaction) to all Web
content loaded in the main frame of the app’s WebView, but not to third-party content loaded in iframes. This corresponds to the following P OWER G ATE policy:
1
2

In Ubuntu:
"policy groups": ["accounts"]

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

In PowerGate:
"policy groups": [
"accounts": {
"principals": {
"local-web-code": {"prompt": "no"},
"app-web-code": {"prompt": "no"}}}]

Snippet 4.5: Backward compatible support for OnlineAccounts API
in P OWER G ATE-enabled Ubuntu.
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Cordova on Ubuntu (see Section 4.3.1) comes with a set of 16 plugins [35],
enabled by default. Access is implicitly granted to all Web content regardless of
its origin [53]. In P OWER G ATE-enabled Ubuntu, this policy is implemented by
instrumenting each plugin’s native object with the appropriate access attributes. For
example, the policy for the camera object is expressed as:
1
2

In Ubuntu:
"policy groups": ["camera"]

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

In PowerGate:
"policy groups": [
"camera": {
"principals": {
"local-web-code": {"prompt": "no"},
"app-web-code": {"prompt": "no"},
"third-party-web-code": {"all": {"prompt": "no"}}}}]

Snippet 4.6: Backward compatible support for Cordova API
in P OWER G ATE-enabled Ubuntu.
Chrome.

In Chrome (see Section 4.3.2), the application’s local Web code—but

not its remote code—has access to the local API. Chrome does not require that
application developers declare their intention to use the local API in the manifest.
In P OWER G ATE, a new object called “locals” represents the local API in Chrome.
The declaration in the manifest is as follows:
1
2

In Chrome:
Allowed

3
4
5
6
7
8

In PowerGate:
"locals": {
"principals": {
"local-native-code": {"prompt": "no"},
"local-web-code": {"prompt": "no"}}}

Snippet 4.7: Backward compatible support for local API
in P OWER G ATE-enabled Chrome.
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Using its access to the local API, the application’s local Web code can enable Web
API for individual native objects. If this API is enabled, the application’s remote
Web code—as well as any third-party Web code in the same browser—can use it
to access the corresponding object. For instance, the access policy for the video
capture object can be expressed as:
1
2

In Chrome:
"permissions": {"videoCapture"}

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

In PowerGate:
"permissions": {
"videoCapture": {
"principals": {
"local-native-code": {"prompt": "no"},
"local-web-code": {"prompt": "no"},
"app-web-code": {"prompt": "no"},
"third-party-web-code": {"all": {"prompt": "no"}}}}}

Snippet 4.8: Backward compatible support for Camera API
in P OWER G ATE-enabled Chrome.
Windows. In Windows Runtime apps (see Section 4.3.3), only local application
files have access to the Windows.* native objects and the user is prompted on the
first use of each native object [127]. Therefore, in P OWER G ATE-enabled Windows,
the access policy for each object is listed individually. For instance, the manifest
entry for the camera object is expressed as:
1
2

In Windows:
<DeviceCapability Name="webcam" />

3
4
5
6
7
8

In PowerGate:
<DeviceCapability Name="webcam"
Principal="local-native-code" Prompt="Yes"/>
<DeviceCapability Name="webcam"
Principal="local-web-code" Prompt="Yes"/>

Snippet 4.9: Backward compatible support for Camera API
in P OWER G ATE-enabled Windows.
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Firefox OS. In Firefox OS (see Section 4.3.4), all requests to native objects can
be categorized into four categories: denied, granted, prompt: first-time-use, and
prompt: always. While different native objects have different access policies [44],
they can all be expressed in P OWER G ATE’s terms using one of the local-web-code,
app-web-code, or third-party-web-code principals. For example, here is the policy
for the desktop-notification object:
1
2
3
4

In Firefox OS:
"permissions": {
"desktop-notification": {
"description": "Notify the user.", }}

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

In PowerGate:
"permissions": {
"desktop-notification": {
"description’’: "Notify the user.",
"principals": {
"local-web-code": {"prompt": "no"},
"app-web-code": {"prompt": "yes"},
"third-party-web-code": {"all": {"prompt" : "yes"}}}}}

Snippet 4.10: Backward compatible support for Desktop Notification API
in P OWER G ATE-enabled Firefox OS.
4.6.2

Deployment
By design, P OWER G ATE augments the application’s manifest on all plat-

forms with information about the application’s Web home and the access rights it
grants to various principals with respect to the platform’s native objects. To disambiguate between manifest formats, P OWER G ATE increments the version number
of the manifest file by 1. For instance, the current version number of the manifest in Chrome apps is 2, whereas P OWER G ATE-compatible Chrome apps have
manifest version 3. Similarly, current Ubuntu HTML5 apps have policy group ver-
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sion 1, whereas P OWER G ATE-compatible Ubuntu HTML5 apps have policy group
version 2.
At application installation time, P OWER G ATE checks the version number of
the application’s manifest. If it matches P OWER G ATE’s manifest version number
for the given platform, the manifest is parsed as described in Section 4.5. Otherwise,
P OWER G ATE assumes that the application is not aware of P OWER G ATE and cannot
take advantage of its facilities. In this case, P OWER G ATE rewrites the manifest with
appropriate settings to ensure backward compatibility with the original platform, as
described in Section 4.6.1.
P OWER G ATE does not change the API used to access native objects and is
thus fully transparent to all existing applications. Any application that currently
runs on stock Firefox OS will run on P OWER G ATE, too. We developed a test suite
and verified that in 100% of the tests, API access to native objects from legacy code
returns exactly the same results with and without P OWER G ATE.
4.6.3

Performance

Micro benchmarks. Table 4.2 compares how long it takes to make access-control
decisions in P OWER G ATE vs. stock Firefox OS on individual accesses to native
objects. All numbers are in microseconds and averaged over 3000 runs.
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ALLOW ACTION
DENY ACTION

Firefox OS
39.76 µs
18.19 µs

PowerGate
42.34 µs
18.65 µs

Overhead
1.0649X
1.0253X

Table 4.2: Micro benchmark of Firefox OS vs. P OWER G ATE.
Performance overhead per native-object access as visible to
the Permissions Manager.
Macro benchmarks. Table 4.3 compares the overall performance of P OWER G ATE
with stock Firefox OS on individual accesses to native objects from JavaScript. All
numbers are in milliseconds and averaged over 3000 runs.

ALLOW ACTION
DENY ACTION

Firefox OS
66.5733 ms
1.0527 ms

PowerGate
67.3916 ms
1.0533 ms

Overhead
1.0123X
1.0006X

Table 4.3: Macro benchmark of Firefox OS vs. P OWER G ATE.
Performance overhead per native-object access as visible to JavaScript.

4.7

Related work

Origin-based access control for Web content. Origin-based access control [16] in
Web browsers isolates content from different origins, defined by domain, protocol,
and port. Zalewski [130] and Singh et al. [105] describe several flaws in browsers’
implementations of origin-based access control.
Browsers conforming to the HTML5 specifications provide the postMessage API for communication between frames from different origins. Prior work [17,
106] found security flaws in cross-origin communication that can be used to bypass
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origin-based access control by exploiting incorrect authentication of the sender, certain frame navigational policies, etc..
Wang et al. [124] investigated cross-origin communication channels, such as
intent, scheme, and Web-accessing utility classes, on Android and iOS, and found
that they are vulnerable to cross-origin attacks from malicious apps and malicious
links clicked by users. Their proposed defense, Morbs, labels every message with
its origin and uses this information to enforce developer-specified security policies. In contrast to Morbs, which protects Web resources from malicious apps,
P OWER G ATE protects native resources from malicious third-party content inside
benign apps.
Origin-based access control for native-access APIs.

Modern mobile platforms,

including Android and iOS, allow applications to embed instances of Web browsers
and equip them with interfaces or “bridges” that let Web code access resources
outside the browser. For example, ‘addJavascriptInterface’ is used to add such
interfaces to Android’s WebView. In older versions of Android, these interfaces
can be exploited by malicious Web code to compromise the host via reflection attacks [1, 80, 102]. Luo et al. [73] observed that these WebView interfaces can be
accessed by any script regardless of its origin. Chin et al. [31] found instances of
this problem in several Android applications. Other papers [56, 110] investigated
how Android advertising libraries expose device resources via ‘addJavascriptInterface’ to Web advertisements.
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Hybrid application development frameworks such as PhoneGap and Web
Marmalade use these bridges to equip apps written mostly in JavaScript and HTML5
with native access to the host platform. Hybrid apps are somewhat similar to Webbased system applications, but the native-access capabilities and the corresponding
access control are provided by an application-level framework, not by the platform itself. Georgiev et al. [53] showed how untrusted Web content can bypass
this access control in popular hybrid frameworks. Jin et al. [62, 63] demonstrated
how naive uses of the framework-supplied functionality, such as reading from 2D
barcodes and scanning Wi-Fi access points, can expose hybrid apps to code injection attacks. MobileIFC [104] leverages hybrid-framework APIs to enforce a finegrained, information flow-based permission model that controls what an untrusted
application can do with the data received through the framework API.
In this chapter, we consider a different layer of the software stack and investigate the native-access APIs provided by the platform to the applications, not
compiled into the application via a third-party library. The APIs we study (1) are not
based on ‘addJavaScriptInterace’, (2) are exposed to code outside the Web browser,
and (3) access control is performed by the platform, not by the application. Since
the platform is responsible for access-control enforcement, defenses that are suitable for hybrid frameworks (such as NoFrak [53]) do not apply, necessitating modifications to the platform. In general, platform-level native access is more attractive
for app developers than relying on hybrid frameworks because the developers do
not need to update, repackage, and redistribute their applications every time the
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framework is updated. Furthermore, platform support obviates the need to include
a copy of the framework in every application, thus reducing code bloat.
As an alternative to browser interfaces for native access, Gibraltar [67] exposes hardware resource via a Web server hosted on localhost and accessible via
AJAX. Gibraltar’s approach increases the power usage of mobile devices and may
also create other app development hurdles like obtaining an OAuth token from an
identity provider via a localhost redirect [70]. P OWER G ATE does not suffer from
any of these limitations.
Isolating untrusted advertisements. Several privilege separation techniques aim to
minimize the risks of untrusted advertisements included into Web applications [2,
71, 103, 110]. These approaches either isolate advertisements inside iframes, or
else run them in separate processes and control communication between the application and the confined content using developer-specified policies. For example,
AdSplit [103] puts Web-based advertisements into separate WebView instances and
relies on the application to restrict invocations of privileged APIs from these WebViews.
A key purpose of Web-based system applications studied in this chapter
is to enable the developers to integrate already deployed Web applications with
new Web code that accesses system resources. Web-based system applications are
thus effectively mashups, with multiple principals executing together in the same
browser instance. Applying solutions like [2, 71, 103, 110] requires re-engineering
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of the existing code. By contrast, P OWER G ATE does not require modifications to
advertising-supported legacy Web code.
An alternative to platform-based isolation is language-based isolation [47,
74,93,116]. Language-based solutions, such as Caja [76], require the app developer
to fetch all third-party JavaScript and rewrite it to satisfy the developer’s security
policy before serving it to the client. In contrast to language-based approaches,
P OWER G ATE works with legacy apps and lets unmodified third-party JavaScript
execute directly on the client machine. This reduces the burden on the app since the
app’s server does not need to fetch, rewrite, and serve all ads shown to the users.
Note that deploying language-based isolation on the platform (as opposed to the
server) would have been challenging because different apps have different isolation
policies for native objects, while the platform presumably has a single JavaScript
rewriting engine.
Vulnerable Firefox OS applications. DeFreez et al. [37] used lightweight static
analysis to automatically find XSS (cross-site scripting) and other vulnerabilities
in Firefox OS applications. Their focus and techniques are complementary to this
chapter, which investigates access control for native objects exposed to Firefox OS
applications and similar applications on other platforms. We do analyze the exposure of native objects to untrusted Web origins, but the vulnerabilities we found are
related to the unintended delegation of access rights, not XSS bugs in individual
applications.
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Permission re-delegation on Android.

Many Android applications suffer from

permission re-delegation vulnerabilities [36, 43]. This is an instance of the “confused deputy” problem [58], caused by a privileged application exposing sensitive
operations without properly checking the credentials of the invoking party and thus
enabling the latter to bypass the permission system.
While vulnerabilities analyzed in this chapter are also of the general “confused deputy” type, they involve exposure of sensitive native APIs at the OS level,
not at the application level. Furthermore, they are unrelated to Android permissions and affect platforms other than Android. Consequently, previously proposed
defenses against re-delegation [30, 38, 43, 55, 72] do not solve the problems investigated in this chapter.
Sandboxing for protecting OS resources.

Many research projects [48, 49, 54,

60, 94, 112] and commercial products [84, 113] provide solutions for restricting an
untrusted application to a subset of system resources. Unlike P OWER G ATE, these
approaches do not differentiate between content from different Web origins as long
as it is running inside the same application.

4.8

Conclusion
We analyzed the access-control models of the existing platforms for Web-

based system applications and demonstrated semantic inconsistencies between the
platforms, as well as design flaws that result in security vulnerabilities such as unauthorized access to OAuth tokens from untrusted Web code.
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We then designed and implemented P OWER G ATE, a new access-control
mechanism for Web-based system applications that allows developers to specify
access policies for native objects in terms of high-level principals. P OWER G ATE’s
policies are platform-independent and enforced uniformly and securely on all platforms.

P OWER G ATE imposes a tiny performance overhead and is backward-

compatible with all existing Web-based system applications.
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Chapter 5
Gone in Six Characters:
Short URLs Considered Harmful for Cloud Storage

5.1

Introduction
Modern personal and business storage systems such as Microsoft OneDrive1

and Google Drive are built on the “access anywhere” principle. They (1) provide
Web interfaces and APIs for easy online access to cloud-stored files and (2) automatically synchronize files between users’ personal devices and cloud storage. To
facilitate content sharing and online collaboration, OneDrive employs a URL shortening service to (3) convert long, unwieldy URLs of shared documents into short
URLs that are easy to remember and send via email, instant messages, etc. Google
Drive does not provide a built-in URL shortening service. Yet, users step forward
and shorten URLs manually. In this chapter, we investigate the security and privacy
consequences of these design decisions.
First, we observe that the URLs created by some URL shortening services
are so short that the entire space of possible URLs is relatively easy to enumerate
or at least sample on a large scale. We then experimentally demonstrate that such
enumeration is feasible. Users who generate short URLs to their online documents
1

OneDrive was known as SkyDrive prior to January 27, 2014
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may believe that this is safe to do because the URLs are “random-looking” and
not shared publicly. Our analysis and experiments show that these two conditions
cannot prevent an adversary from automatically discovering the true URLs of the
cloud resources shared by users. Each resource shared via a short URL is thus
effectively public and can be accessed by anyone anywhere in the world.
Second, we demonstrate that the discovery of a short URL leading to a
single file or folder in the user’s OneDrive account exposes all other files and folders
shared under the same capability key or under no capability key, and owned by
the same user—even those files and folders that cannot be reached through short
URLs. The ability to enumerate shared files and folders from a single URL would
have been problematic even if the shared, short URLs had been drawn from a larger
space, because a user who shares a single file with another user may not necessarily
intend to reveal any other shared file or folder on their account—let alone expose
any such file(s) and/or folder(s) to virtually anyone on the Internet.
Because of ethical concerns, we did not download and analyze personal
files exposed in this fashion, but we argue that the combination of (a) URLs that are
discoverable by brute-force enumeration and (b) programmatic account traversal
from a single URL is deadly. It makes OneDrive accounts vulnerable to automated,
large-scale privacy breaches by less scrupulous adversaries who are not constrained
by ethics and law. Recent compromises of Apple’s cloud services2 demonstrated
that users store very sensitive personal information in their cloud storage accounts,
2

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2014_celebrity_photo_hack
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whether intentionally or accidentally due to automatic synchronization with their
mobile phones.
Third, OneDrive and Google Drive allow users to share folders with an edit
capability. Some accounts discovered via short URL enumeration inevitably contain at least one such folder. Hence, an adversary who obtains the URLs to such
world-writable folders can automatically inject malicious content into the corresponding users’ accounts. Since the types of all shared files in an exposed folder
are visible, the malicious content can be format-specific, for example, macro viruses
for Word and Excel files, scripts for images, etc. Furthermore, the adversary can
simply add executable files to these folders. Because storage accounts are automatically synchronized between the cloud and the user’s devices, this vulnerability
becomes a vector for automated, large-scale malware injection into the local systems of the user.
In summary, our analysis shows that short URLs are a terrible idea for cloud
storage services. When a service (or a user) generates a URL based on a 6-character
token for an online resource that one user wants to share with another, this resource
effectively becomes public and universally accessible. Combined with other design decisions, such as Web APIs for accessing cloud-stored files and automatic
synchronization of files and folders between personal devices and cloud storage,
universal public access to online resources leads to significant security and privacy
vulnerabilities.
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5.2
5.2.1

Background
URL shortening
Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) are the standard method for addressing

Web content. URLs often encode session management and/or document structure
information and can grow to hundreds of characters in length. The HTTP standard [97] does not specify an a priori limit on the length of a URL, but implementations impose various restrictions, limiting URLs to 2048 characters in practice [119].
Long URLs are difficult to distribute and remember. When printed on paper
media, they are difficult to read and type into the browser. Even when shared via
electronic means such as email and blog posts, long URLs are not elegant because
they are often broken into multiple lines. The problem is exacerbated when the URL
contains (URL-encoded) special characters, which may be accidentally modified or
filtered out by sanitization code aiming to block cross-site scripting and injection
attacks. Another motivation for URL shortening comes from services like Twitter
that impose a 140-character limit on the messages users post online and from mobile
SMS that are limited to 160 characters, making it impossible to share long URLs.
The goal of URL shortening services (URL shorteners) is to map long URLs
to short ones. The first URL shorteners were patented in 2000 [87]. Hundreds of
URL shorteners have emerged on the market since then [69]. Many services offer
additional features such as page-view counting, analytics for tracking page visitors’
OS, browser, location, and referrer page, URL-to-QR encoding, etc.
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Figure 5.1: Resolving short URLs.
A URL shortener accepts URLs as input and, for each input URL, generates
a short URL. The service maintains an internal database mapping each short URL
to its corresponding original URL so that any online access using a short URL can
be resolved appropriately (see Fig. 5.1).
To generate short URLs, URL shorteners first define the alphabet (most
commonly, [a-z,A-Z,0-9]) and the length of the output token. The token, sometimes referred to as the key, is the last part of the short URL, differentiating individual links in the shortener’s internal database. For example, if the alphabet is [a-z,AZ,0-9] and the token is 6 characters long, the shortener can generate 626 ≈ 5.7·1010
possible short URLs.
Short URLs can be generated sequentially, randomly, by using a combination of the two (as in the case of bit.ly [83]), or by hashing the original URL.
Some URL shortening services avoid sequential generation because it gives away
the service’s usage patterns and introduces concurrency issues.
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bit.ly is a popular URL shortener. According to the counter on the front
page of bitly.com [23], the company claims to have shortened almost 21 billion
URLs at the time of this writing. The tokens in bit.ly URLs are between 4 and
7 characters long, but currently the first character in 7-character tokens is almost3
always 1, thus the effective space of 7-character bit.ly URLs is 626 as described
above. Therefore, the overall space of bit.ly URLs is 624 + 625 + 2 · 626 ≈
1.2 · 1011 .
Recently, cloud services started integrating URL shortening into their products to help users share links to online resources. For example, Microsoft OneDrive
uses 1drv.ms4 as the domain resolver for short links. Reverse DNS lookup shows
that 1drv.ms is a branded short domain [24] operated by bit.ly. Therefore,
OneDrive short URLs are in effect bit.ly short URLs. This fact has two implications: (1) bit.ly and 1drv.ms share the same token space; (2) 1drv.ms
URLs can be resolved by the bit.ly resolver. Note that bit.ly URLs cannot
be resolved using the 1drv.ms resolver unless they point to OneDrive documents.
5.2.2

Cloud storage services
Cloud storage services are gaining popularity because they enable users to

access their files from anywhere and automatically synchronize files and folders
between the user’s devices and his or her cloud storage.
3
4

There are a few hard linked exceptions such as http://bit.ly/BUBVDAY
When OneDrive was SkyDrive, the domain for short URLs was sdrv.ms
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In this chapter, we focus primarily on Microsoft’s OneDrive, but some of
the vulnerabilities we discovered also affect Google Drive.
5.2.2.1

OneDrive
OneDrive is an online cloud storage service operated by Microsoft. The first

15 GB of storage are free; higher quotas are also available for a small monthly fee.
OneDrive currently allows Word, Excel, PowerPoint, PDF, OneNote, and
plain text files to be viewed and edited through the service’s Web interface. OneDrive
also supports online viewing of many image and video file formats, such as JPEG,
PNG, MPEG etc. Users may share OneDrive files and folders with view-only, edit,
or public access.
OneDrive provides client-side applications for Mac, PC, Android, iOS, Windows Phone, and XBOX to facilitate automatic file and folder synchronization between the user’s devices and his or her cloud storage account.
To facilitate application development and programmatic access to OneDrive
accounts, Microsoft distributes two different, independent SDKs: Live SDK [9]
and OneDrive pickers and savers SDK [92]. Live SDK is built on top of open
standards like OAuth 2.0, REST, and JSON. It supports full-fledged access to files,
folders, albums, photos, videos, audio files, tags, and comments. The lightweight
OneDrive pickers and savers SDK enables limited functionality, like opening and
storing OneDrive files and creating links to shared files.
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5.2.2.2

Google Drive
Google Drive is Google’s consumer cloud storage product. New users get

15GB of storage for free; higher quotas, similar to OneDrive, are also available for
a small monthly fee.
Google Drive has built-in support for Docs, Sheets, Slides, Forms, Drawings, and Maps. Thus, users can readily view and edit popular file types like DOC,
DOCX, PPT, PPTX, XLS, XLSX, etc. Additionally, users can install Google Drive
applications from Google’s Web Store and extend Google Drive’s functionality to
specialized file formats such as PhotoShop’s PSD and AutoCAD’s DWG. Google
Drive users may share files and folders online with view-only, edit, and comment
access with a specific list of users, all users within an organization, or publicly on
the Web.
Google Drive provides client-side applications for Mac, PC, Android, and
iOS which enable automatic synchronization of files and folders between the user’s
devices and his or her cloud storage account.
To facilitate application development and programmatic access to files and
folders stored on Google Drive, Google provides Google Drive SDKs [51] for Android, iOS, and the Web. Additionally, Google Drive API v.2 is available [50].

5.3

Scanning short URLs
bit.ly provides an API interface [22] for querying its database. API ac-

cess to bit.ly is currently rate-limited to five concurrent connections from a sin-
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gle client IP address, with additional “per-month, per-hour, per-minute, per-user
rate limits for each API method” [95]. The rate limits are not publicly disclosed.
When the limit is reached, the API method stops processing further requests from
the client and sends automatic replies with HTTP status code 403. In our experiments, a simple, unoptimized client can effectively query the bit.ly database
at the sustained rate of 2.6 queries/second over long periods of time. Further optimizations may push the effective query rate closer to the stated 5 queries/second
rate limit and be able to sustain it over long periods of time. We also observed that
much higher rates, up to 227 queries/second, are possible for brief periods of time
before the IP address is temporarily blocked by bit.ly.
At the current effective rate of querying bit.ly, enumerating the entire
bit.ly database would take approximately 12.2 million compute hours, roughly
equivalent to 510,000 client-days. Amazon EC2 Spot Instances [107] may be a
cost-effective resource for automated URL scanning. Spot Instances allow bidding
on spare Amazon EC2 instances, but without guaranteed timeslots. The lack of
reserved timeslots matters little for scanning tasks. At the time of this writing,
Amazon EC2 Spot Instances cost $0.003 per hour [108], thus scanning the entire
bit.ly URL space would cost approximately $36,700. This price will drop in
the future as computing resources are constantly becoming cheaper. Moreover, at
the time of this writing, Amazon AWS offers a free tier [15] service to newly registered users which offers 750 free micro instances hours per month for 12 months.
Therefore, a stealthy attacker who is able to register hundreds of new accounts with
Amazon AWS can enumerate the entire bit.ly database for free.
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To generate random tokens for the 6- and 7-character token space of bit.
ly, we used Java’s BigInteger [21] implementation. First, we defined the alphabet
used to construct the tokens: [a-zA-Z0-9]. We then calculated the maximum number a token can represent when interpreted as an integer (line 1). We obtained a
new random number generator (line 3), and generated a random number within our
token space (lines 4-5). Lastly, we interpreted the newly generated random number
as a token (lines 7-12).
BigInteger maxNum = new BigInteger(alphabetSize);

1
2

Random prng = new Random();
BigInteger randNum = new BigInteger(64, prng);
randNum = randNum.mod(maxNum);

3
4
5
6

StringBuilder token = new StringBuilder();
for (int i = 0; i < tokenLength; i++) {
token.append(alphabet.charAt(randNum.mod(alphabetSize).intValue()));
randNum = randNum.divide(alphabetSize);
}
token = token.reverse();

7
8
9
10
11
12

Snippet 5.1: H ORNET’s random token generation in a target token space,
given a predefined alphabet.
Random tokens in our token samples were generated without replacement.
The process of token generation ran until the desired number of unique random
tokens in the target token space (e.g., 6-character token space) was obtained.
5.3.1

Experimental infrastructure
To be able to scan the short URL database of bit.ly quickly, we devel-

oped a distributed system called Hornet. Hornet comprised of 189 worker machines
running in parallel, 1 master node, and 1 MySQL database node. All worker ma183

chines had an Intel

R

Xeon

R

E3-1270 V2 @ 3.50GHz processor, 16GB RAM, and

were running Ubuntu 14.04.2 LTS. The master node had an Intel

R

Xeon

R

E5-

2440 @ 2.40GHz processor, 32GB RAM, and was running Ubuntu 12.04.5 LTS.
The database node had an Intel

R

CoreTM i7-2600 @ 3.40GHz processor, 16GB

RAM, and was running MySQL version 5.5.40 on Ubuntu 12.04.5 LTS.
We used Hornet’s master node to assign and distribute chunks of 10,000
tokens to individual worker machines upon request. The code for the master node
consisted of 319 lines of PHP code. All worker machines ran 2 independent copies
of Algorithm 2 implemented in 740 lines of Java code.

Algorithm 2: Token distribution & scanning in H ORNET.
Data: targetService, tokenSpace, masterNodeAddress,
databaseNodeAddress
Result: a list of URL mappings saved into database
chunk = downloadNewChunkOfTokens(masterNodeAddress,
targetService, tokenSpace);
while chunk.hasMoreTokens() do
token = chunk.getNext();
response = get(targetService, token);
repeat
if response.redirectURL != null then
saveResponse(token, redirectURL);
end
until response.code == 403;
end
saveURLMappingsToDatabase(databaseNodeAddress);
ack(chunk);
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5.3.2

URL samples
To sample the space of bit.ly URLs, we generated 100,000,000 random

6-character tokens and queried bit.ly from 189 machines. Our sample represents
0.176% of the 6-character token space. We found 42,229,055 URL mappings. Since
the query tokens were chosen randomly, this implies that the space of 6-character
bit.ly URLs has approximately 42% density. Since not all characters in bit.
ly URLs appear to be random [83], there exist areas of higher/lower density that
would yield valid URLs at a higher/lower rate.
We also randomly sampled the 7-character token space. As explained in
Section 5.2.1, currently bit.ly sets the first character in almost all 7-character
tokens to 1. Thus, in practice, the search space for 7-character tokens is the same as
the one for 6-character tokens. Similarly to the 6-character token space scan, here,
too, we generated 100,000,000 random tokens. We constructed each 7-character
token by setting the first token character to 1 and appending a randomly generated
6-character token. The resulting sample size constituted 0.176% of the 7-character
token space on bit.ly and produced 29,331,099 URL mappings. Thus, the 7character token space on bit.ly has approximate density of 29%.
The careful reader would observe that at the currently observed density on
the 6- and 7-character token space of bit.ly, one would expect that bit.ly has
shortened more than 0.42 · 626 + 0.29 · 626 ≈ 40 billion URLs. Yet, the counter
on the front page of bitly.com claims the service has shortened a little over
21 billion URLs. We conjecture that this discrepancy is due to some URLs (e.g.,
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those under branded domains) not being counted towards the total number of URLs
shortened by the service.

5.4

Short URLs in cloud storage services
Cloud storage services create a unique URL for each file and folder stored

in the user’s account. These unique URLs allow users to view and edit individual
files via the cloud storage’s Web interface, change the metadata associated with files
and folders, and share files and folders with other users.
URL shortening is essential for users who share links with collaborators
over email, text or instant messages, social media, etc. For example, email agents
may wrap long URLs, rendering them unclickable, while text messages and Twitter
have a limit on message size.
In the rest of this section, we discuss the security and privacy implications
of generating short URLs to cloud-stored files and folders. We initially focus our
study on Microsoft’s OneDrive system, but show how some vulnerabilities also
impact Google Drive.
5.4.1

OneDrive
The experiments described in this section focused on discovering publicly

accessible OneDrive files and accounts. The information was collected solely for
the purpose of measurement and only by accessing public URLs. Our collection
did not involve any circumvention of access-control protections.
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Our analysis consists of two parts. In the first part, we scan and resolve
short URLs to get an estimation of how many short URLs point to OneDrive files
and folders. In the second part, we created a test account to explore and demonstrate
the ability of an attacker to enumerate shared files and folders under users’ accounts
even if he only has access to a single file or folder per account. We did not analyze
the contents of any OneDrive files that were discovered as part of our scan due to
ethical concerns.
5.4.1.1

Discovering OneDrive accounts
Of the 42,229,055 URLs we collected from the 6-character token space of

bit.ly, 3,003 URLs (or approximately 0.003% of the scanned space) reference
files and/or folders under the onedrive.live.com domain name. Additionally,
16,521 URLs (or approximately 0.016% of the scanned space) reference files and/or
folders under the skydrive.live.com domain name. If this density holds over
the entire token space, one would expect the full scan to produce 626 · 0.003% ≈
1, 700, 000 URLs pointing to OneDrive documents, and 626 · 0.016% ≈ 9, 000, 000
URLs pointing to SkyDrive documents. In our sample scan of the 6-character token space of bit.ly, each client found between 43 and 44 OneDrive/SkyDrive
URLs per day for the duration of the experiment. At this rate, it would take approximately 245,000 client-days to enumerate all OneDrive/SkyDrive URLs mapped
to 6-character tokens. A botnet can easily achieve this goal in a single day or even
much faster if the operator is willing to have bots’ IP addresses blocked by bit.ly.
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File type
Word
Excel
PowerPoint
OneNote
PDF
Surveys
Media files
Downloads
Folders

∗

prefix

https://onedrive.live.com

path
/view∗
/view or /edit
/view∗
/view or /edit
/view
/survey
/
/download.aspx
/+

cid
3
3
3
3
3
7
3
3
3

id
7
7
7
7
7
7
3
7
3

resid
3
3
3
3
3
3
7
3
7

app
3
3
3
3
3
7
7
7
7

v
7
7
7
7
7
7
3
7
7

ithint
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
3

authkey

optional

Table 5.1: OneDrive URL formats.
Word and PowerPoint files shared with “edit” capability can be edited online,
despite the absence of an “/edit” path.
+
Folders shared with “edit” allow anyone to write into them.
Similarly, of the 29,331,099 URLs discovered from the 7-character token

space of bit.ly, 25,594 (or approximately 0.025% of the scanned space) point
to files and/or folders on OneDrive, and 21,487 (or approximately 0.021% of the
scanned space) point to files and/or folders on SkyDrive. Thus, the projected URL
counts of OneDrive/SkyDrive links on the 7-character token space of bit.ly is
626 · 0.025 ≈ 14, 200, 000, and 626 · 0.021 ≈ 11, 900, 000, respectively.
5.4.1.2

Traversing OneDrive accounts
Like many cloud-storage services, OneDrive provides an API for program-

matic access by applications that use it as the storage back-end. To support copy,
move, and delete operations for files and folders, OneDrive’s API assumes that accounts are traversable.5
Currently, OneDrive supports all URL formats shown in Table 5.1. Each
user account is uniquely identified by the value of the cid parameter. The id and
5

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh826521.aspx
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resid parameters have the format “cid!sequence number”. Thus, given an id or resid
parameter, it is trivial to recover the cid parameter. However, given a cid parameter,
there is no easy way to construct a valid id or resid. In this case, it is necessary
to brute-force the sequence number of the id/resid parameter. The possible values
for the app parameter are Word, Excel, PowerPoint, OneNote, and WordPdf. We
observed only the value of 3 for the v parameter. The ithint parameter is used to
denote a folder and encode the type of content therein, e.g., JPEG, PNG, PDF,
etc. The authkey parameter is a capability token which enables editing of files and
folders, when those are shared with an “edit” capability.
Guessing URL parameter values is not necessary to gain access to OneDrive
files and folders. Once an adversary has obtained the URL of a single OneDrive
document (e.g., from a bit.ly scan), he can exploit the predictable structure of
OneDrive’s URLs to traverse the directory tree of the user’s account and enumerate
all files and folders shared under the same capability key or under no capability key.
For instance, suppose the adversary has discovered the short URL http:
//1drv.ms/1Q7S1YQ pointing to our test account. This short URL resolves to
https://onedrive.live.com/?cid=485bef1a80539148&id=485B
EF1A80539148!122&ithint=folder,docx&authkey=!APx9AH7yPu
NTzqQ. He would first parse the URL and extract the values of the cid and authkey parameters. Then, he would construct the URL leading to the root of the
OneDrive account by replacing XXX and YYY in https://onedrive.live.
com/?cid=XXX&authkey=YYY with the newly discovered values for the cid
and authkey parameters.
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Once the adversary has obtained the root URL, he can automatically discover the URLs of all files and folders in the victim’s OneDrive account shared under the same authkey or under no authkey. To find links to individual files, he would
parse the HTML code of the page and look for “a” HTML elements with “href ”
attributes containing “&app=”, “&v=”, “/download.aspx?”, or “/survey?”. Such
links point to individual documents in Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and other formats.
On the other hand, links that (1) start with https://onedrive.live.com/,
(2) contain the account’s cid parameter, and (3) have not been explored already are
candidate links that may lead to other folders. These links are traversed in order to
discover more shared files and folders.
5.4.1.3

Exploiting unlocked OneDrive accounts
OneDrive allows users to share folders with an edit functionality enabled.

Programmatically, such folders can easily be identified by parsing their DOM tree
for a “span” HTML element with a “class” attribute equal to “navLinkText” and a
text attribute equal to “&lrm;Upload”.
We call accounts which have at least one folder shared with an edit functionality “unlocked” because anyone who knows their URL can use the edit feature to
overwrite existing files and/or add new files, potentially planting malware in users’
OneDrive accounts. Note that Microsoft does not scan files uploaded into OneDrive
for viruses.6
6

http://answers.microsoft.com/en-us/onedrive/forum/sdfilessdother/are-the-files-on-onedrive-being-virus-scanned/09ceeb531dc2-4173-864f-1cef250fd413
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Automatic synchronization between the OneDrive cloud and users’ personal
machines and devices, which is normally a very convenient feature, turns this vulnerability into a major security hole. For example, if the attacker infects a user’s
existing file (e.g., inserts a macro virus into a Word or Excel file), all of the victim’s devices linked to his or her OneDrive account will automatically download
the infected file. When the victim opens the file, the malware will execute with the
victim’s privileges on the machine where the file was opened.
The attacker can also add new files to unlocked folders, for example, executable malware files with names designed to trick the user into clicking on them
when these files automatically appear on the user’s personal computer or device.
This attack vector can also be leveraged to exploit any number of known bugs
in parsers and renderers of common file formats such as JPEG [64], PDF [88],
DOCX [40], etc.
5.4.2

Google Drive
Unlike OneDrive, Google Drive does not integrate URL shorteners directly

into the user interface of the service. Nonetheless, users do need short URLs when
sharing links to their documents and thus resort to URL shorteners on their own.
Our sample scan on the 6-character token space on bit.ly yielded 44
links to Google Drive folders. 3 folders are shared with write capability, 7 folders
have already been taken down at the time of this writing, 30 folders are view only,
and access to the remaining 4 folders is permission-protected.
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Similar analysis on our sample of the 7-character token space on bit.ly
yielded 414 URLs to folders on Google Drive. 40 folders are world-writable, 277
are shared with view-only capability, 49 folders had already been taken down at the
time of this writing, and access to the remaining 48 folders is permission-protected.
Similarly to the unlocked accounts on OneDrive, anyone who discovered the
URL of a world-writable folder on Google Drive can upload arbitrary content into it,
which will be automatically synced with the victim’s devices. Based on our sample,
we project that approximately 7% of the Google Drive folders discoverable via the
scan of the 6-character bit.ly token space and approximately 10% of the folders
discoverable via the scan of the 7-character token space are world-writable and
thus expose their owners to malware injection attacks. Additionally, attackers can
leverage their access to view-only and world-writable folders not only to read the
content of documents currently present there, but also to access documents which
were removed from the folders but not permanently deleted from the trash.

5.5

Mitigation
In this section we overview potential mitigation strategies for services that

provide and/or are paired with URL shortening. One proposal, of course, would
be to eliminate the use of short URLs entirely. While abandoning them could help
security, it would also mean loosing the convenience and benefits discussed earlier
in the chapter.
We suggest five primary approaches to mitigate the identified vulnerabilities: (1) better informing users of the risks of URL shorteners, (2) creating longer
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short URLs, (3) using internal URL shorteners, (4) employing CAPTCHAs to separate real users from automated crawlers, and (5) designing better APIs for cloud
services.
We first recommend that URL shorteners provide warnings to users notifying them that creating a short URL may expose the content behind the URL to third
parties, including those unknown to the user. We suggest this both for dedicated
URL shorteners, like bit.ly, and for shorteners directly integrated into cloud applications. Furthermore, for integrated applications such warnings could be more
specific and tailored to the application. Adding such warnings is especially vital
if shorteners continue to operate at current token lengths. While providing more
information to users is a step forward, this does have its limitations. A typical user
might be unable to properly assess whether applying a shortener is dangerous. In
addition, the person who is making a request could be different than the individual
impacted by its disclosure.
Our second suggestion is to make short URLs less short. An obvious tension
exists here between maintaining the benefits of short URLs and preventing scanning
attacks. To get some point of reference for a proper length, it might be useful to
compare the token space to the metric of “bits of security” often used in cryptography. Most alphabets consist of 62 characters, which is close to 26 . So we might
roughly think of each character as providing 6 bits of search space. We estimate
that creating short URLs above 10 or so characters would make it difficult for attackers to enumerate the address space. However, future decisions on address space
size should be made based on a detailed analysis of attacker capabilities. From a
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usability perspective moving up to 10 characters will slightly increase the difficulty
of hand copying URLs and will also make them less “friendly looking”. However, from an attack mitigation perspective, moving from 6 to 10 characters would
severely increase the penalty attackers must pay in order to be able to retrieve valid
URLs. For instance, at the current density of 42% on the 6-character token space
of bit.ly, the attacker sends about 2 queries to get 1 valid URL. Should the token’s size be increased to 10 characters, the attacker would have to send 35 million
queries to get a single valid URL.
Third, cloud services must use internal, company owned, URL shorteners,
not third-party providers, such as bit.ly. This change would allow companies to:
(1) significantly decrease the density of the token space at will; (2) closely monitor
automated crawls of the search space, and (3) upon detecting large scale automated
crawls, immediately take appropriate actions.
Fourth, URL shorteners must have much more aggressive approach against
exhaustive crawling. Instead of enforcing fixed monthly/daily/hourly/etc. limits,
they should properly identify large-scale crawlers and block their IP addresses. Alternatively, they could ask users to solve CAPTCHAs every few hundred requests
in order to verify that the URL shortening service fulfills the requests of humans,
not of algorithms.
Finally, it is important to have a better API design for cloud services that
use URL shorteners. Lengthening short URLs also does not solve the problem of
enumerating shared files and folders under the same capability key or under no
capability key if the URL of a single shared file or folder leaks. One way to solve
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this problem is to change the format and structure of long URLs so that, given
the URL of one document, it is no longer possible to discover the URLs of other
documents in the same account. Unfortunately, changing the format of URLs is
likely to break many existing applications.

∗

Figure 5.2: Extending permission requests for world-writable folders.
Similar UI is currently being used if a user tries to access a privately shared file
that he does not have permissions to access.
In the meantime, Google and Microsoft should revoke access to all world-

writable folders and present each requesting user (other than the folder owner), on
first access, with a dialog like the one in Fig. 5.2. The owner of the folder can
then explicitly grant access to individual users—this functionality, in a different use
case, is already supported by Google Drive.
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5.6

Related work
Antoniades et al. [7] explored the popularity, temporal activity, and perfor-

mance impact of short URLs.
Neumann et al. [83] studied the security and privacy implications of the
most popular URL shorteners on Twitter, focusing on the use of short URLs for
spam and user tracking, as well as the leakage of private information via URLencoded parameters and HTTP referer headers. As part of their analysis, they discovered a total of 71 documents hosted on Google Docs, which they examined
manually (it is not clear whether they received the permission from the affected
users to examine the private Google Docs they discovered).
In contrast to Neumann et al., we demonstrate the practical feasibility of
enumerating files and folders stored on the cloud that were shared using short URLs
(integrated into the service’s user interface, in the case of OneDrive) and, critically,
we show how automated traversal of OneDrive accounts reveals even files and folders that do not have short URLs associated with them. We also identify large-scale
malware injection as a serious security risk for automatically discovered cloud storage accounts. Unlike Neumann et al., we did not analyze the content of private
documents we found due to ethical and legal considerations and the logistical difficulties of requesting permission from the affected users.
Klien and Strohmaier [66] investigated the use of short URLs for fraud,
deceit, and spam. Based on the logs of a URL shortener their group operated over
several months, they concluded that about 80% of the URLs they shortened are
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spam-related. This analysis does not apply to short URLs integrated into cloud
services.
Maggi et al. [75] built a service for crowdsourced users to preview the landing pages of short URLs resolved by 622 URL shorteners and found that short URLs
are often used to hide the true URLs of drive-by download and phishing pages. They
also explored the countermeasures that can be deployed by URL shorteners. They
did not discover the problem of cloud storage accounts exposed by short URLs.

5.7

Conclusion
URL shortening, which looks like a relatively minor feature, turns out to

have serious consequences for the security and privacy of modern cloud storage
services. In this chapter, we demonstrate that the token space of short URLs is so
small as to be efficiently enumerable. Therefore, any link to an online document
shared by a user of a cloud storage service is effectively public.
In the case of cloud-storage services like Microsoft OneDrive and Google
Drive, this not only leads to leakage of sensitive documents, but also enables anyone
to inject arbitrary malicious content into unlocked accounts, which is then automatically copied into all of the owner’s devices. With respect to OneDrive, the problem
is exacerbated by the poor design of its APIs, which enable automatic discovery
of all files and folders in a user’s account shared under the same capability key or
under no capability key given the URL of a single document.
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Solving the problem identified in this chapter will not be easy since short
URLs are an integral part of many cloud services and previously shared information
remains publicly accessible (unless URL shorteners take the drastic step of revoking all previously issued short URLs). We present our recommendations to cloud
service providers that partially mitigate the damage caused by short URLs.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions

Ad hoc design and implementation of service APIs are often the root cause
of many security vulnerabilities. Unfortunately, the problem is not localized to any
one layer of the software stack, library or vendor. Instead, it is rather pervasive. In
this dissertation, we show that it affects service APIs at all levels of the software
stack and thus undermines the security of both client-side and server-side software.
We analyze low-level APIs for SSL/TLS connection establishment and
demonstrate that SSL/TLS certificate validation is completely broken in many security-critical applications and libraries. Depending on the affected software, vulnerable data often includes login credentials to online services, financial account
numbers, users’ names, addresses and other personally identifiable information.
We also demonstrate that service APIs, part of the middle layer of the software stack created by modern hybrid frameworks, do not properly compose the
access-control policies governing Web code and local code. The same origin policy governing Web code does not compose well with the OS access-control policy
governing local code. As a result, foreign-origin Web content included into hybrid
apps can drill through the layers of the software stack and steal users’ contacts lists,
text messages, photos, etc.
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Service APIs exposed in the application layer by the browser runtimes of
modern Web-based system platforms are victims to the perils and pitfalls of ad
hoc design and implementation, too. We demonstrate that when applications request access to sensitive resources for their own code, they unintentionally enable it
for untrusted third-party code, too. Henceforth, Web attackers can steal users’ authentication credentials for online services, access the devices’ cameras, exfiltrate
geolocation, etc.
Finally, server-side service APIs supported by many server endpoints also
fail to achieve fundamental security guarantees. We show that cloud storage services that allow users to share files and folders via short URLs, and support APIs
for easy account traversal, end up exposing their users to large scale privacy and security breaches. To this end, botnet attackers can easily enumerate the token space
of URL shorteners, exploit the poorly designed and implemented APIs for account
traversal and thus obtain unrestricted access to hundreds of thousands of privately
shared documents. Moreover, since some of the files and folders stored in the cloud
are shared with an edit capability, the attackers can inject arbitrary malicious content into the affected users’ accounts. Because cloud storage services automatically
sync files between all of the user’s devices, this vulnerability is a major security
hole.
The lesson from the presence of all of these vulnerabilities across service
APIs encompassing all layers of the software stack is that developers need a simple
interface to define their objectives. Unfortunately, today’s software systems provide
developers with extremely complex interfaces in which they are required to call
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functions, set callbacks, and configure various settings and options to their right
values in order to ensure the security of the users’ data. Many developers are unable
to understand these interfaces. As a result, many service APIs often end up being
misconfigured and leaking users’ data to botnet, Web and network attackers.
In this dissertation, we argue that systems must provide to developers simple
interfaces through which they can specify their security objectives. Service APIs
must never be designed and implemented in an ad hoc manner. Instead, principled
security mechanisms must be developed across all layers of the software stack. Additionally, all service APIs must go through a comprehensive adversarial testing in
order to ensure conformance between their design and implementation. To lead
by example, in this dissertation, we propose two new principled mechanisms for
enforcing security on mobile applications. Our systems address the classes of vulnerabilities we report in service APIs in the middle layer and the application layer
of the software stack. First, we introduced N O F RAK —a new principled mechanism for protecting against fracking attacks. N O F RAK is platform-independent,
compatible with any framework and embedded browser, and requires no changes to
the code of existing apps. It runs with negligible performance overhead and does
not break apps’ advertising-supported business model. Our second system is P OWER G ATE .

In its core, P OWER G ATE is a new principled access-control mechanism

for enforcing security on Web-based system applications. Unlike the existing platforms, P OWER G ATE correctly protects native objects from unauthorized access. It
also provides uniform access-control semantics across all platforms and is 100%
backward compatible. P OWER G ATE enables application developers to write well-
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defined native-object access policies with explicit principals such as “application’s
own local code” and “third-party Web code”. It is easy to configure, and incurs
negligible performance overhead.
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